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Abstract
Stars on the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) are of low to intermediate mass
and have reached the end stages of stellar evolution. The mass-loss that stars undergo at this phase enshrouds the central star in a circumstellar envelope (CSE) that
redistributes most of the stellar light into the infrared (IR) regime of the spectrum.
In the CSEs of oxygen-rich AGB stars molecules including SiO form, and under
certain conditions maser emission from SiO can make AGB stars bright beacons at
radio frequencies (e.g., 43 and 86 GHz). SiO masers are ideal observational probes
of AGB sources, providing data on their sky positions, line-of-sight velocities, and
CSE conditions—although much work remains to be done to relate SiO maser characteristics and CSE conditions—all without extinction or reddening e↵ects, even in
the Galactic plane and bulge. The Bulge Asymmetries and Dynamical Evolution
(BAaDE) survey observes SiO emission in thousands of Galactic AGB stars, and
the BAaDE sample represents a statistical and homogeneous sample of primarily
thin-shelled AGB sources that were selected based on their IR colors to likely harbor

v

SiO emission. The size and uniformity of the BAaDE sample enables studies of the
occurrence-rates and ubiquity of SiO masers, as well as the study of general maser
characteristics for comparison to maser pumping models. Additionally, BAaDE enables Galactic-scale studies of AGB chemistry (and perhaps mass-loss rates, initial
masses, and/or densities) all in addition to the dynamical studies for which the survey was named. The BAaDE IR selection, observation strategies, and calibration
methods have enabled the efficient detection of nearly 10,000 maser sources with the
VLA so far. The general characteristics of the BAaDE sample, including the extent of
maser detections by BAaDE as compared to previous observations, the completeness
of the survey, and the accuracy of the derived velocities show that BAaDE is unmatched in probing stellar properties and dynamics in the bulge. Homogenizing the
sample, by identifying O-rich AGB sources in the catalog using IR, original BAaDE,
and follow-up radio spectra, not only improves the sample but also demonstrates the
utility of SiO masers as tracers of certain stellar populations (namely thin-shelled
O-rich AGB stars) throughout the Galaxy. Observational data from BAaDE are the
state-of-the-art comparison for maser pumping models and the statistical behavior
of 43 GHz SiO masers in the sample exposes gaps in the understanding of SiO maser
pumping and can guide future models.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The end stages of stellar evolution are marked by drastic changes in the composition,
structure, size, morphology, and radiation of a star. Tracking these changes via
observable signals across a large sample of evolved stars is necessary in order to
understand the sequence of events that lead from star to stellar remnant, as well
as the e↵ect that evolved stars have on their environments and the properties of
the evolved stellar population as a whole. We thereby seek to establish connections
between the SiO maser emission in evolved stars—which is a bright and common
observable signal—and physical stellar properties.

1.1

The asymptotic giant branch

Two of the most fundamental ideas in stellar physics are that the evolutionary track of
a star is determined by its initial mass, and that there are many more low-mass stars
than high-mass ones. This puts the end stages of evolution of low- to intermediatemass stars in an important position in terms of understanding stellar evolution and
the stellar content of the Milky Way. Stars on the Asymptotic Giant Branch (so
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named because of the shape of this stage of evolution on a Hertzsprung-Russell
diagram), for example, are evolved low- and intermediate- mass stars (0.8 - 8 M )
that are no longer burning H or He in their cores, but that also have not yet shed
their outer layers to become planetary nebulae and white dwarfs. Most important
for this thesis, AGB stars are undergoing mass-loss at a rate of 10
yr

1

7

10

4

M

(Höfner & Olofsson, 2018), and are therefore surrounded by a circumstellar

envelope (CSE) that is composed of the dust and gas that are leaving the central
star through a combination of pulsation and radiation pressure (Höfner & Olofsson,
2018). These envelopes are unique molecule-rich astrophysical environments bridging
the evolutionary stage between stars and planetary nebulae.
The AGB stage of evolution is of interest for several reasons—perhaps foremost
because the Sun will eventually evolve through this stage. On larger scales AGB objects trace the old, dynamically-relaxed stellar population in our and other galaxies,
and the mass-loss from these objects is an essential part of gas and dust recycling
within a galaxy. The periodicity of the variability of these sources and their known
position on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram make both individual stars and their
populations in nearby galaxies standardizeable candles that could be important rungs
on the distance ladder. Additionally, several open questions surround this stage of
evolution including how spherically-symmetric stars end up as planetary nebula with
various morphologies, how the first seeds of dust grains form in their envelopes, and
how SiO masers are pumped in their atmospheres.

1.1.1

Properties of AGB stars

As AGB stars are on the giant branch, even their optical photospheres reach an
extent of 2 AU in radius and the CSE extends far beyond this to hundreds of AU.
The regions of the CSE that are closest to the central star receive the strongest
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stellar radiation, while farther from the star the environment is less dense and less
irradiated. This creates layers within the AGB star with di↵erent environments,
emission processes, and even phases of matter (Fig. 1.1). For example, at a radial
distance of about 7 AU (Reid & Menten, 1997) dust grains can form, while molecules
interior to this radius are mostly found in the gas state. This radial distance dictates
where emission from various molecules can originate. Strong emission (for example
maser emission) from SiO originates interior to the dust formation zone because
silicates become locked up in dust grains beyond this radius. Other molecules like
H2 O can show strong emission exterior to this zone because they are not as prone to
being locked-up in dust.
As a CSE is formed via the stellar wind from an evolved star, many CSE properties are driven by a combination of the initial mass of the star and the length of
time a source has been on the AGB. A very simple view of CSE evolution is that
as a CSE acquires more mass it becomes more optically thick, and redder. This is
demonstrated well by studying AGB stars on infrared color-color diagrams (optical
photometry of AGB sources is difficult due to reddening caused by the CSE, and
indeed, some AGB sources have no known optical counterpart). In particular, the
InfraRed Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) performed an all-sky survey at 12, 25, 60,
and 100 µm, and the color-color diagram derived from these measurements (Fig. 1.2)
shows a clear sequence of CSE opacity increasing with redder colors (van der Veen
& Habing, 1988). This sequence has been used extensively to categorize AGB stars
based on opacity, and to select AGB sources that are likely to have certain CSE
environments.
In addition to the opacity sequence, the IRAS color-color diagram can also be
used to categorize AGB sources based on whether they are oxygen (O) or carbon (C)
rich. Sources with higher (redder) [25]-[60] values in regions VIa, VIb, and VII are
preferentially C-rich while O-rich objects tend to follow the sequence discussed in
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Figure 1.1: Cartoon cross-section of the layers within an AGB CSE, showing that
SiO masers form close to the central star at a radius of about 2 stellar radii. From
Reid & Menten (1997).

the previous paragraph. Sources enter the AGB stage with more O than C in their
atmospheres but this can be changed by a processes called “third dredge-up” in
which large convection cells in the stellar atmosphere bring processed material such
as C up from the central star into the CSE1 (e.g., Di Criscienzo et al. 2016). There
can be multiple “third” dredge-up events. Only sources with initial masses above 1.5
M can generate the convention conditions necessary for third dredge-up to occur
(Carroll & Ostlie 2007; Höfner & Olofsson 2018). However, sources with masses 4
1 The

first and second dredge-up phases constitute similar convection events, but they
occur before much C has been fused by the central star and so the chemistry of the CSE
is not dramatically changed by these stages
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Figure 1.2: The IRAS color-color diagram showing the opacity sequence that most
O-rich AGB stars fall along (dashed line). The regions marked out and labeled with
upper-case Roman numerals show a common categorization method for AGB stars.
Stars with colors in region I have little to no CSEs, in region II sources have thin
CSEs, and CSE thickness increases along the dotted line through to regions IV and
V where mostly planetary nebulae are found. From van der Veen & Habing (1988).

M and above can fuse C into O via the CNO cycle and so do not incur a change in
dominant chemistry from the dredge-up event; this is known as hot-bottom burning
(Höfner & Olofsson, 2018). In short, C-rich AGB sources can form from ⇠1.5-4 M
sources and whether a source is C-rich is a function of time spent on the AGB as
well as initial mass. Other factors such as metallicity also play a role as metallicity
determines how much O is in the CSE to begin with.
This picture of well-defined regions in IR color-color diagrams is complicated by
the fact that AGB sources are variable stars. Their luminosities vary over the course
of their stellar cycles, which are roughly a year long. Both optical and infrared
luminosities are a↵ected by this, and the period of the IR emission usually lags
that of the optical. Thin-shelled AGB stars are generally characterised as Mira
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variables based on the amplitude, period, and shapes of their optical light curves.
The variability of these sources somewhat complicates observational studies, because
snap-shot photometric data does not necessarily correspond to the average luminosity
of a source. This is also true of the SiO maser emission in these sources, which is
also variable with a phase that follows that of the IR radiation (Alcolea et al. 1999;
Pardo et al. 2004).
In addition to variability, many other facets that make these stars interesting
also make them difficult to study via optical observations; these sources are often
obscured in the optical by their own CSEs and by dust and gas along the line of
sight. We therefore turn to IR observations which are less a↵ected by interstellar
and CSE extinction, and radio observations which are completely free of extinction.
Furthermore, within the radio regime, the conditions within moderately-thin O-rich
CSEs are conducive to SiO maser emission which provides a bright and ubiquitous
signal allowing the study of these sources on a Galactic scale.

1.2

SiO masers

Masers are the consequence of stimulated emission, and the main criterion necessary
for maser emission is the sustained availability of molecules that have been pumped
such that there are many more molecules in a high energy state than a low one.
With this population inversion established, an incident photon with energy matching the transition energy between two molecular energy levels can interact with the
molecules to induce stimulated emission. If these molecules are velocity coherent
along a sufficient path-length, then an exponential cascade of photons from the same
transition can occur giving rise to the very strong, very narrow (in frequency) radiation that is characteristic of a maser. Maser emission can be produced by a number
of molecules (OH, H2 O, CH3 OH, SiO etc.) and is found in a wide range of astrophys-
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ical environments including star-forming regions, shocked gas, and CSEs. Here we
focus on SiO masers in the envelopes of AGB stars. These masers are very common,
and—as will be covered in the next chapter—there are tens of thousands of AGB
stars that harbor SiO masers within the Milky Way.
SiO masers form in the CSE within a few stellar radii from the central star, and
the properties of these masers—from their variability (Pardo et al., 2004), to their
intensities (Bujarrabal et al., 1987), to their preference of hosts (van der Veen &
Habing 1988; Sjouwerman et al. 2009)—is closely related to the IR and, by extension,
CSE properties of AGB sources. The connections between IR and SiO maser data
have been exploited to determine a narrow IR-color range within which these masers
form (van der Veen & Habing 1988; Sjouwerman et al. 2009; also Chapter 4). The
basic working model is that SiO emission is connected to IR photometry, not only
because the IR emission possibly pumps these masers (collisional excitation is also a
possibility), but also because IR colors are related to CSE density and temperature,
and SiO masers are related to the radiative environment closer to the central star.
CSE conditions change through AGB stages and also with initial mass, which is
reflected in observed IR properties. These changes should also be reflected in the
maser properties, sometimes perhaps drastically due to the exponential amplification
of the maser process. For example, the brightness ratios of pairs of maser lines
and detection rates are e↵ective probes of gas conditions, and may be tied to AGB
evolution.
Important for dynamical studies of AGB stars, SiO emission is tangentially amplified and originates interior to the dust condensation zone of the star (exterior to
the dust condensation zone SiO is rarely found in the gas phase as silicates are so
prone to forming dust). This means that the velocities of SiO masers are not normally sensitive to the outflow velocity of the CSE of an AGB, but rather any Doppler
shift in the frequency of an SiO maser line is likely caused by the motion of the star
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itself. Therefore spectral observations of SiO masers provide line-of-sight velocities
for their host stars, which can be accurate to within 1 km s 1 .
For these reasons SiO masers are ideal observational probes of AGB sources,
providing data on their sky positions, line-of-sight velocities, and CSE conditions—
although much work remains to be done to relate SiO maser characteristics and CSE
conditions.
There are a multitude of observable SiO CSE maser transitions, as several rotational transitions across an assortment of SiO isotopologue variants are possible.
We here focus mainly on seven maser transitions (although one is sometimes a thermal line) that are observable in Q-band with the VLA. These lines are caused by
the J = 1

0 transition of the

28

SiO,

29

SiO, and

30

SiO molecules at 43 GHz and

were observed in several thousand sources in the Bulge Asymmetries and Dynamical
Evolution survey (BAaDE).

1.3

BAaDE

BAaDE is a targeted survey of SiO masers in the Galactic plane. The scientific goals
of the BAaDE survey are multi-faceted and address Galactic-scale dynamics and
stellar population studies, as well as stellar evolution, and maser formation. This
thesis presents the BAaDE catalog and works towards establishing SiO masers as
signposts of CSE conditions by relating BAaDE maser data and archival IR data.
The target sources selected for the BAaDE survey (referred to as the BAaDE
sources, BAaDE catalog, or BAaDE sample) represent a statistical and homogeneous
sample of primarily thin-shelled AGB sources that were selected based on their IR
colors to likely harbor SiO emission. As we will see in the following chapters, the
size and uniformity of the BAaDE sample enables: 1) the study of general maser
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characteristics for comparison to maser pumping models, 2) studies of the occurrencerates and ubiquity of masers, and 3) Galactic-scale studies of AGB chemistry (and
perhaps in the future mass-loss rates, initial masses, and/or age) all in addition to
the dynamical studies for which the survey was named. This demonstrates the vast
utility of these SiO maser signals.
The BAaDE selection and observation strategies, calibration methods, and data
itself are provided in the next chapter (Chapter 2). Following this, Chapter 3 addresses general characteristics of the BAaDE sample, and includes discussion on the
scope of maser detections by BAaDE as compared to previous observations and the
completeness of the survey. Chapters 4 and 5 focus on homogenizing the sample by
identifying O-rich AGB sources in the catalog using BAaDE (Chapter 4) and followup (Chapter 5) data. These chapters demonstrate the utility of SiO masers as tracers
of certain stellar populations (namely thin-shelled O-rich AGB stars) throughout the
Galaxy. Chapter 6 begins the process of establishing BAaDE as the state-of-the-art
comparison for maser pumping models by laying out the statistical behavior of 43
GHz SiO masers. To conclude, Chapter 7 revisits the utility of SiO masers in establishing stellar populations and stellar characteristics, and addresses future plans for
BAaDE and follow-up data.
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Chapter 2
The VLA BAaDE survey
This chapter is in preparation as Loránt O. Sjouwerman, Megan O. Lewis, Ylva M.
Pihlström et al.

2.1

Introduction

When stars evolve o↵ the Main Sequence and start Hydrogen and Helium shell
burning around a degenerate C-O core, they become surrounded by a thick CSE that
redistributes most of the stellar light into the IR regime of the spectrum. These AGB
stars are easily recognizable throughout the Galaxy due to this bright and pulsating
IR emission, but also due to heavy mass-loss (⇠ 10

7

to 10

4

M yr 1 ) creating an

environment for sustaining masers in their CSEs. Apart from their variable IR and
optical emission (depending on interstellar and intrinsic circumstellar extinction),
the O-rich giants in particular can also be readily identified in the radio wavelength
regime where OH, H2 O and SiO masers may form in the CSE at radial distances of
about a couple of thousand, a few hundred, and a few AU from the core, respectively.
Their brightness and recognizable appearance in the IR and radio regimes makes
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it relatively easy to obtain observational parameters, especially in regions of very
high optical extinction like the Galactic plane, bulge, and center, which makes these
AGB stars ideal probes for studying stellar kinematics and populations, as well as
structure, evolution and dynamics of the Galaxy. Using an IRAS color-color scheme
to select potential AGB stars to be observed for maser emission has served the
field of Galactic AGB research very well, and with the completion of blind OH
surveys, the sample of a few thousand optically obscured OH/IR stars has been
nearly exhausted. Additionally, optical surveys of the bulge are a powerful approach
to learn about the populations and dynamics in the less reddened and obscured
regions at Galactic latitudes above 3 from the plane. Soon the many Mira-type
stars optically identified by Gaia will add to our knowledge; however, the heavily
obscured regions of the Galaxy where the most telling details of Galactic dynamics
hide, still remain inaccessible to optical surveys.

Figure 2.1: The Galactic distribution of ⇠ 28,000 color selected MSX sources in the
BAaDE survey. Sources south of declination 35 (roughly 10 < l( ) < 105) are
observed as J = 2 1 transitions with ALMA at 86 GHz, the others as J = 1 0
transitions with the VLA at 43 GHz.

As shown in the past with the OH radical, circumstellar maser sources o↵er a bold
new approach to address the most pressing problems in the study of populations and
dynamics in the bulge. Our goal is to produce a sample of radio-detected red giants
that in number is comparable to the 10,000 to 30,000 stars of the dedicated optical
surveys (BRAVA, Rich et al. 2007; APOGEE, Ness et al. 2013; ARGOS, Garcı́a Pérez
et al. 2016). By using SiO masers, which are detectable in red giants spanning a wide
range of luminosities when using ALMA and the VLA, we can sample the highest
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Figure 2.2: The MSX-A magnitude Galactic longitude distribution in the BAaDE
survey. A few longitude ranges were observed to a more sensitive detection limit but,
unless otherwise stated, we have not corrected for these fainter sources in the survey;
all potential SiO maser sources are targeted and observed.

extinction, most crowded regions of the Milky Way: the plane and Galactic center.
We have thus begun an observational program (Bulge Asymmetries and Dynamical
Evolution, BAaDE) using the VLA and ALMA to undertake a targeted survey that
pushes with unprecedented instantaneous sensitivity into these regions that are in
principle not reachable with optical surveys.
SiO maser spectra allow line-of-sight velocities to be measured with an accuracy of <1.0 km s

1

using one minute of telescope time. With a large sample size

and accurate line-of-sight velocities it is possible not only to derive the main kinematic structures but also to tease out secondary kinematic substructures. A major
advantage with this extinction-free survey in the radio is that all latitudes will be
accessed, enabling determination of the details of the high-density inner bulge and
nuclear stellar disk structures, whose signatures are mainly visible along the Galactic
plane (Launhardt et al., 2002; Gerhard & Martinez-Valpuesta, 2012; Chatzopoulos
et al., 2015; Habing, 2016). Further, a subset of the brighter SiO maser stars can
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be followed up with Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), where, similar to
higher latitude Gaia data, direct geometric parallax distances and proper motions
can be used to determine all six phase-space coordinates, thus perhaps allowing us
to identify their orbit families (e.g., Torres et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013). As such,
the BAaDE project provides both a timely and essential contribution to our study
of the Galactic bulge and is complementary to many other optical/IR surveys.
In this chapter we introduce the VLA portion of the BAaDE survey (with occasional notes on the ALMA portion) by describing the target selection, the observational strategy and setup, and the subsequent automated data reduction. The
latter includes the derivation of line-of-sight velocities. Along with this description
we present the final maser and line-of-sight measurements of the observations of ⇠
19,000 VLA targets. Apart from a few excursions into some detailed characterization
of the survey data when useful, we leave most of the characterization and statistics
regarding observable parameters for subsequent chapters. As the observations of the
⇠ 9,000 ALMA targets are progressing slower, details on that portion of the survey
are not covered here. The first ALMA results covering ⇠ 1,400 sources are presented
in Stroh et al. (2019).
In Sect. 2.2 we outline the choice of objects and selection of our full ALMA and
VLA target lists. The observation of these sources, with the instrumental setup
and calibration strategy for the VLA, is described in Sect. 2.3. Section 2.4 explains
how we get from the observations to spectra, which will set the basis for our science
goals. Without the standard practice of imaging the observed fields, the derivation
of observed parameters (maser line detections and stellar velocities) and final results
from the spectra are described and discussed with their potential issues in Sect. 2.5.
We end with a summary of conclusions in Sect. 2.6.
When we refer to SiO, we usually mean the most abundant
other isotopologues are specifically mentioned as
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SiO or

30

28

SiO isotopologue;

SiO. Zero-magnitude
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corrected MSX-band magnitudes (Sect. 2.2) are written as [A], [C], [D], and [E],
whereas uncorrected, raw magnitudes are quoted without the square brackets: A, C,
D and E. For example, [A] [D] is thus a zero-magnitude corrected MSX color. We
derive all line-of-sight velocities in the Local Standard of Rest (LSR) reference frame,
VLSR . Our main results, source tables and spectra, are too extensive to include as a
whole in print. Access to spectra and full tables are available on the BAaDE project
website1 .

2.2

Target Selection

The BAaDE survey builds on the method of obtaining stellar velocities by observing
stellar masers. This has proven successful previously for both OH and SiO masers
(Sect. 2.2.1), where an IR color selection is used to target a set of evolved stars
with a circumstellar environment likely to sustain masers (Sect. 2.2.2 and general
background in Habing 1996). A pre-selection on colors can optimize the detection
rate for either OH or SiO masers.

2.2.1

Maser stars as tracers of the Galactic potential

Kinematical studies of stellar populations using masers in the Galaxy have proven
fruitful in the past, especially once it was recognized that color selection based on
IRAS colors was efficient in predicting stellar OH (1612 MHz) masers in AGB stars
(van der Veen & Habing, 1988). The instantaneously obtained stellar line-of-sight
velocities could readily be used for kinematical studies, and invaluable studies of
Galactic structure using masers in OH/IR stars were performed between 1984–2010
(e.g., Olnon et al. 1984; te Lintel Hekkert 1990; Habing 1996 and references therein).
1 http://phys.unm.edu/⇠baade
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Blind OH surveys filled the Galactic plane and center where IR (color) selection
was difficult or impossible. About 3,000 OH/IR stars were studied in the Galaxy,
most of which are located in the Galactic bulge and center regions (e.g., Olnon et al.
1981; Lindqvist et al. 1992; Sevenster et al. 1997a,b; Sjouwerman et al. 1998). The
OH/IR samples strongly support the presence of a Galactic bar structure, and show
a strong asymmetry in the kinematics, in particular for 20 < l < 40 (Deguchi et al.,
2010). Results like these demonstrate the usefulness of maser stars as kinematic point
masses in Galactic structure studies. However, OH masers occur in the short-lived
(105 years), heavy mass-loss (a few 10

5

to few 10

4

M

yr 1 ) phase of 1–6 M

stars, resulting in only about one OH/IR source per few million stars. Combining
this with the confusion of IRAS in the bulge and Galactic center, the known sample
of 3,000 OH masers is much too small to allow a meticulous kinematic analysis of
Galactic structure, especially in the dynamically interesting inner Galaxy (Vauterin
& Dejonghe, 1998).
In contrast to OH masers, SiO masers do not only occur in the high mass-loss
phase of massive AGB (and supergiant) stars, but also in less massive evolved stars
that have lower mass-loss rates (a few 10

6

M yr 1 ). Observing lower-mass stars

significantly increases the potential number of point mass dynamical probes because
lower-mass stars are far more populous. In addition, SiO masers originate in the
parts of the circumstellar shell that are very close to the star (on the order of 10 AU,
compared to a couple thousand AU for OH). We note that SiO masers are readily
observed both at J=1–0 transitions at 43 GHz and J=2–1 transitions at 86 GHz
(e.g., Sjouwerman et al. 2004; Stroh et al. 2018), allowing complete coverage of the
plane of the Galaxy when combining observations taken with the VLA and ALMA2 .
2 Until

the ALMA Band 1 (35-50 GHz) receiver is commissioned in the next couple of
years, there is no single SiO line that can be used with both instruments. Other instruments
(e.g. the NOrthern Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA) observing at 86 GHz in the
Northern Hemisphere or the Australia Telescope Compact Array using 43 GHz in the
Southern Hemisphere) are not as suitable for the anticipated surveys as they lack the
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2.2.2

Selecting SiO maser stars using infrared properties

A blind survey for SiO masers over a large area in the sky, such as in the Galactic
plane and bulge, is very expensive in terms of observing time requirement. This is
due to the small fields of view of approximately one square arcminute for a 25 meter
dish at 43 GHz (VLA), or a 12 meter dish observing at 86 GHz (ALMA). A targeted
survey is much more efficient, especially if some prior selection indicates a reasonable
to very high chance of detection.
A high probability of SiO maser occurrence can be achieved by targeting AGB
stars. Via their IR properties, evolved stars within a specific range of mass-loss
rates and shell thicknesses can be selected. Applying IR selection criteria for high
mass-loss and thick circumstellar envelopes using the IRAS color-color diagram was
used to detect OH masers in optically thick sources (van der Veen & Habing, 1988;
te Lintel Hekkert et al., 1991). A similar strategy, using color-magnitude criteria,
was subsequently applied by Messineo et al. (2002, 2018) to quantify an e↵ective
SiO maser detection rate. They used a combination of near-IR and mid-IR data
to select evolved stars with moderate mass-loss and moderately thick circumstellar
envelopes, in which SiO masers are found (as opposed to the high mass-loss thick
shells for OH). The selected objects are typically AGB stars, but also include masslosing Supergiants. Most of these sources are dimmed (and red) in the optical due
to their own circumstellar material, and many are further obscured by additional
foreground extinction because of their location in the Galactic plane. The ad-hoc
selection by Messineo et al. (2002), based on a region in color-magnitude diagrams
using di↵erent IR surveys, was elaborate and potentially distance-dependent (using
magnitudes). However, using the IRAM 30-m telescope for a targeted survey, they
obtained an 86 GHz SiO maser detection rate of approximately 60-70%, proving that
instantaneous sensitivity for our calibration scheme (Sect. 2.3.1 and 2.4.2). This prompts
the discussion on potential 86 versus 43 GHz bias by Stroh et al. (2018).
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IR characteristics can be used to predict detectable SiO masers.
An improved selection method would be based on mostly distance-independent
circumstellar envelope characteristics, for example using the IRAS color-color diagram as has been done previously (van der Veen & Habing, 1988). SiO masers usually
reside in envelopes that are less thick and less red than the OH masers (Habing 1996
and references therein), toward “bluer” colors on the CSE sequence (Sjouwerman
et al., 2009). The 9.8 and 18 µm silicate features which appear in emission (SiO
“blue”) or absorption (OH “red”) are likely a good proxy for the relative CSE thickness. MSX A-band covers the 9.8 µm Silicate feature, rendering A-band very useful
in our color selection (see also Lumsden et al. 2002). Additionally, MSX E-band covers the 18 µm feature and is key in di↵erentiating AGB and YSO sources as shown
in Chapter 4. IRAS color selection using the far-IR 60 µm band also e↵ectively
indicates whether a source might have a C-rich envelope and thus is unlikely to have
SiO masers in their circumstellar environment – which is likely for a few percent
of the selected IR (AGB) sources (van der Veen & Habing, 1988). Unfortunately,
with a 1-arcminute beam, IRAS was heavily confused in the plane and bulge, and
the list of possible targets at very low Galactic latitudes using IRAS is therefore
short. Fortunately, the Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) satellite observed the
complete Galactic plane (Price et al., 2001; Egan et al., 2003) in the IR and reduced the confusion problem significantly, albeit using a di↵erent set of IR bands
than IRAS. At the time the BAaDE survey source selection was completed, in 2008,
the MSX catalog was the most complete catalog available, and therefore constitutes
the basis for our target selection. We note that AKARI (Murakami et al., 2007),
Spitzer/GLIMPSE (Benjamin et al., 2003), and WISE (Wright et al., 2010) have
also covered the Galactic plane and bulge since our source selection. That data has
been used in the processing (in addition to the MSX data) for positional updates or
constructing spectral energy distributions (see future work in Sect. 7.2.2). Adding
complementary sources from these surveys, however, would not only expand the
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source list even more, but also jeopardize the homogeneous sample; for the initial IR
selection of targets only the MSX color was used (Point Source Catalog version 2.3,
Egan et al. 2003).
To allow for selection on circumstellar properties apparent in IRAS colors, Sjouwerman et al. (2009) have translated the CSE sequence of IRAS into a similar CSEsequence in MSX colors. This is an e↵ective method with the only draw-back that the
long-wavelength 60 µm IR band observed with IRAS was not available with MSX.
That is, where the IRAS color-color diagram indicates that a star is likely C-rich instead of O-rich, such a separation is not possible with MSX colors alone3 . This could
potentially marginally reduce the SiO maser detection rate by a few (⇠4%) percent
when using MSX data instead of IRAS data. Nevertheless, with MSX colors we can
target region iiia, corresponding to IRAS region IIIa where the silicon-feature is in
emission and a high occurrence of SiO masers is expected. With this method, we
anticipate an instantaneous SiO maser detection rate exceeding 50%, using minimum
observing time on the VLA or ALMA. For the complete derivation of the IRAS-MSX
color transformation and SiO maser detection statistics in MSX colors as well as the
C-rich fraction in our sample we refer to Sjouwerman et al. (2009) and Lewis et al.
(2020b) (Chapter 4), respectively.

2.2.3

BAaDE target selection using MSX colors

From the catalog of 440,000 MSX sources, we have selected 28,062 sources with at
least two good quality MSX flux densities (quality flags 3 and 4) and a color fulfilling
the criteria for MSX region iiia where the 9.8 µm silicon feature is in emission (van
der Veen & Habing, 1988; Sjouwerman et al., 2009). The sources were divided up in
declination, where Dec

35 sources would be observed at 43 GHz with the VLA

3 However,

see Chapters 4 and 5, which show that including 2MASS photometry makes
these separations possible again.
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(18,988 sources) and the lower declination sources (9,074 sources) were reserved for
ALMA.
The VLA sources were named according to their color selection and a ranking
on declination. Source ad3a-00001 is the first source north of Dec

35 that was

selected on [A] [D] color (“ad”) for region iiia “3a”) according to Sjouwerman et al.
(2009); source ce3a-00001 is the first source north of Dec

35 that was selected

on [C] [E] color “ce”) for region iiia (“3a”), etc. Selections in [C] [E] or [A] [E]
were removed if already selected previously (in [A] [D] or [A] [E]). ALMA sources
were numbered similarly, following the last VLA sequence number (Table 2.1) and
starting with the lowest declination. For consistency with the original selection, we
will identify each source primarily by this “3a”-name and observe at the MSX 6C
coordinates, even if a better position is obtained elsewhere later (Pihlström et al.,
2018). However, where appropriate in the data reduction, post-observing, we use
the most accurate position available which is usually the 2MASS counterpart as
described in Pihlström et al. (2018). For a small subset of sources, they present an
analysis of positional o↵sets between the IR catalogs and VLA phase-referenced SiO
masers, which will be used as typical for the entire survey. Finally, in forthcoming
work we plan to show that IR sources similarly selected in MSX regions ii (thinner
CSE) and iiib (thicker CSE), i.e., bordering the iiia color selection, have a lower SiO
maser detection rate (see also future work in Sect. 7.2.1).

2.3

Observations

After initial tests/pilot programs4 , the first VLA survey observations were taken
in early 2013, at a time when “baseline board stacking” became available with the
newly commissioned WIDAR correlator. This allowed for observations with much
4 VLA

pilot programs 10B-238 and 11B-091.
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VLA (67.7%)
ad3a-00001· · ·18333
ae3a-00001· · ·00402
ce3a-00001· · ·00253

ALMA (32.3%)
# of sources
ad3a-18334· · ·27130 18333+8797
ae3a-00403· · ·00563
402+161
ce3a-00254· · ·00369
253+116
total VLA+ALMA: 18988+9074

totals
27130 / 96.7%
563 / 2.0%
369 / 1.3%
28062 / 100%

Table 2.1: Identification name ranges used for VLA 43 GHz (Dec
35 ) and
ALMA 86 GHz (Dec < 35 ) selections. The VLA observed 67.7% of the sample
and “ae” and “ce” selected sources only account for 2.0 and 1.3% of the sample,
respectively.

improved spectral coverage and resolution, enabling multiple transitions to be observed. We kept this setup for the entire VLA observing campaign (Sect. 2.3.2).
Covering multiple bright emission lines per target is fundamental to our observing
strategy as described in the next sections and also to our science goals as shown by
the subsequent chapters.

2.3.1

Observational strategy utilizing (neighbor) maser selfcalibration

Standard radio interferometry observations utilize continuum calibrator sources on
the sky, typically background active galactic nuclei (AGN), to correct for time independent (mostly instrumental) and time dependent complex gain (amplitude and
phase) fluctuations; for this survey these are mostly tropospheric phase fluctuations.
Corrections that remain fairly constant during the observation include flux density
scale and bandpass; these are typically calibrated once or twice per observing run
of a few hours. Other corrections which vary relatively slowly with time over a few
hours, like antenna pointing, are monitored according to standard practice using
interspersed pointing and gain calibration scans.
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Strongly time dependent fluctuations occur in the interferometric phase, and scale
with baseline length (typically expressed in units of wavelength); therefore, arrays
with shorter baselines are more stable in terms of phase fluctuations. These phase
fluctuations must be corrected for at regular intervals, shorter than the “coherence
time”, the characteristic time scale of the fluctuations (usually on the order of minutes for the VLA in the smaller D or C-array configurations observing at 43 GHz).
This phase-referencing (or fast-switching) traditionally requires calibrators that are
bright at the observing frequency, simple (point-like) in structure, and close enough
to the position of interest to extrapolate the variations from the calibrator to the
target (usually up to 2 or 3 degrees for the VLA observing at 43 GHz in the smaller
D or C-array configurations). The challenge for this project lies in the fact that very
few known calibrators fulfill these requirements in the Galactic plane and bulge at
43 GHz and 86 GHz. That also means that these few good phase calibrators are
typically located at large angular distances from our targets, breaking the “coherence” requirement, and thus can only be used successfully for a small subset of the
BAaDE targets.
However, combining the dense sky coverage of the MSX selected sources with the
anticipation of a high detection rate in a sequence of very short scans observing one
source each (Sect. 2.2.2), the detected masers themselves can be used to monitor the
phase behavior of the sky patch in which they are located. In principle, this is the
same technique as with continuum calibrators in standard observations but instead
on (a priori unknown) line sources. Keeping the targets observed per unit time within
a small patch of the sky, we do observe conventional calibrators to correct for the
time independent fluctuations, but to build up a calibration solution (Sect. 2.4.2.1)
for the time dependent phase calibration, we often rely entirely on self-calibration
on the regularly detected SiO maser lines, which in a way mimics phase-referencing
observations. As we do not know a priori which sources show lines, or in which
channels this is an iterative process of detecting lines, calibrating with those lines,
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applying this calibration, detecting new lines, etc. It should be noted that indeed
this process focuses on self-calibration solutions from the brightest line detected in a
single target. This may introduce a small bias where the calibration is geared toward
the (specific frequency of the) brightest line in a source compared to the other lines
in the spectrum (Sect. 2.5.2).
As indicated, before this indirect calibration can be applied, potential detections
need to be found in the data in post-processing and self-calibrated in the (a priori
unknown) channel with the brightest line emission. C-rich sources will not have SiO
masers and to compensate for this we ensured that there would be at least one carbon
line transition covered and potentially detectable in the frequency setup, both to add
a velocity for a potential C-rich sources, as well as to fill the time-sequence gap in the
self-calibration scheme5 . As the detections should be self-calibratable, and should
be potential VLBI follow-up sources, the sensitivity requirement was set to detect
sources with 50 mJy beam

1

peak flux density in a single channel, which with both

our VLA and ALMA setup (see below) translates to less than a minute of observing
time per source. In practice, the on-source time typically varied between 35 and 55
seconds, which is one of the causes of the wider distribution of channel RMS in the
VLA data (Fig. 2.4), depending on actual slewing times and other logistics between
the targets. As long as multiple potential (line) calibrators can be observed and
detected in the same patch of sky within the coherence time, typically a few minutes
for the array sizes and observing frequencies in this survey, this calibration scheme
will work for near point-like maser sources. Our VLA pilot observations confirmed
that this scheme in principle works as anticipated.
As a note on confusion, it is possible but also unlikely that two sources are too
closely separated to obtain individual observations and upset our self-calibration
5 This

was very useful for ALMA, but, apart from a tentative thermalized SiC4 detection
in ad3a-17438 (V1478 Cyg, Sect. 2.5.6), which was below the self-calibration threshold, no
C-rich molecular lines were detected with the VLA.
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scheme. First, the MSX resolution of 18 arcseconds is a considerable fraction of
the one-arcminute VLA and ALMA primary beam (field-of-view) at the observing
frequency. Furthermore, the color of an MSX-confused source would have to match
our criteria as combined color as well as for (one of the) individual sources in a field
to yield a likely SiO detection. With the majority of the sources spread over at least
100 in longitude and 3 in latitude, all ⇠ 28,000 sources should homogeneously cover
an area of 7.8 by 1 (⇠40 times denser) to expect regular problems. In our survey
we have not identified sources with multiple velocity signatures indicating more than
one detection in a field, with the possible exception of ad3a-09310.

2.3.2

VLA observing and spectral setup

All 18,988 sources north of declination

35 were selected to be observed with the

VLA at 43 GHz in D or C-array configuration, with baselines up to 1 and 3 km,
respectively. As the majority of the sources are distant, a few kpc or more from
the Sun, they should be point-like in the smaller D and C-array configurations.
Compared to the roughly 10 AU physical sizes of the circumstellar environments
where these SiO masers originate, the synthesized beams or angular resolutions of 1.5
and 0.5 arcseconds, for the D and C-array configurations respectively, correspond
to at least 2500 AU at the ⇠5 kpc distance of the near-end of the Galactic Bar,
ensuring that they remain point-like to the instrument even if located as close as
a few tens of parsec. The advantages of using these configurations are that the
phase fluctuations are less severe and the coherence time for dynamically scheduled
observations typically exceeds five minutes (i.e., spans about five target sources).
The disadvantage is that for low-elevation observations, antenna shadowing may
lead to some loss of sensitivity. We therefore observed the lowest declination sources
in C-array as much as possible, and reserved the higher declinations for the more
compact D-array. With dynamic scheduling employed at the VLA and ALMA, this
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Figure 2.3: The schematic frequency setup for the VLA survey observations at 43
GHz. The top and bottom “rows” each show an 1024 MHz wide 8-bit baseband
divided up in 8 subbands of 128 MHz each. The contiguously spaced subbands are
less sensitive near their boundaries, depicted as dips or “notches” in the row. To
homogeneously sample all possible velocities (±400 km s 1 is equivalent to ±57 MHz)
the basebands are overlapping and o↵-set to compensate for the loss of sensitivity
at the subband boundaries when they are combined into a single spectrum (except
for the (upper) leftmost and (lower) rightmost subband boundaries, where none of
the main, primary maser transitions are located). Furthermore, the baseband edges
are less sensitive, depicted as a more pronounced fall-o↵ at the beginning and end
of each row. The upper right subband is not always observed due to correlator
hardware failures. The details of the channel setup are listed in Table 2.3, and the
rest frequencies of the expected transitions are indicated in the figure as listed in
Table 2.2.

approach was the least detrimental to a homogeneous survey sensitivity. The VLA
sources were automatically ordered according to a pattern minimizing telescope slew
time (A. Brunthaler, priv. comm). Typical VLA scheduling blocks were two to five
hours long and used a one minute duration per source. This one minute per source
included a 10 to 20s slew from the previous source.
The schematic 43 GHz frequency setup for the VLA survey is shown in Fig. 2.3
and covers the two J=1–0 43 GHz lines, v=1 and v=2, most likely to show maser
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Oxygen-rich Rest frequency
transitions
(MHz)
30

SiO J=1-0 (v=0)
SiO J=1-0 (v=3)
29
SiO J=1-0 (v=1)
SiO J=1-0 (v=2)
29

SiO J=1-0 (v=0)
SiO J=1-0 (v=1)
SiO J=1-0 (v=0)

42373.341
42519.375
42583.827
42602.153
42820.570
42863.206
42879.941
43122.090
43423.853

Carbon-rich
transitions

HC5 N J=16-15†
HC7 N J=38-37†

Table 2.2: Rest frequencies and transitions of anticipated line detections in VLA
observations. The main, “primary” SiO maser transitions are shown in boldface,
SiO isotopologue transitions are listed in italics. Rest frequencies are quoted from
updates⇤ to Lovas et al. (1979).
⇤
https://www.nist.gov/pml/observed-interstellar-molecular-microwave-transitions
†
Neither HC5 N nor HC7 N has been detected.

emission. Furthermore, it expands to include two other SiO lines, v=0 and v=3,
of which the former typically is thermalized (with occasionally a maser on top; see
Dike et al. 2021) and the latter may also show maser emission. The frequency setup
also covers three SiO isotopologue lines as well as two C-rich molecular lines (Table
2.2). For the most sensitive line observations, using the 8-bit system, the VLA uses
two 1024 MHz wide dual orthogonal polarization radio frequency (RF) basebands.
Basebands, representing independent data paths from the receiver front-end to the
correlator, are divided up in subbands or spectral windows (spw) between which
small (⇠4-8 MHz) gaps of frequency coverage appear, evenly distributed at every
128 MHz (see the “notches” in Fig. 2.3).
It is known that stars in the inner Galaxy may have line-of-sight velocities that
are more than 350 km s

1

from LSR, i.e., may appear more than 50 MHz from

the anticipated sky frequency for VLSR = 0 km s 1 . This is a large fraction of the
(128 MHz) subband bandwidth and a line may thus be observed near or beyond a
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Upper rows in Fig. 2.3
Baseband center Frequency (GHz)
Subband/spw width (MHz)
Subband/spw channels (#)
Lower rows in Fig. 2.3
Baseband center Frequency (GHz)
Subband/spw width (MHz)
Subband/spw channels (#)
Any row in Fig. 2.3
Channel width (kHz)
Total channel span (#)
Approximate width (km s 1 )
Approximate resolution (km s 1 )
Total Usable Coverage (MHz)

42.785
128 (8⇥)
512 (8⇥)
42.970
128 (8⇥)
512 (8⇥)
250.0
4644/4836
1.75
2.09
1160

Table 2.3: Full details of the VLA frequency setup as shown schematically in Fig. 2.3.

subband boundary. To obtain a sensitivity that is as homogeneous as possible across
the observed frequency interval and to obtain maximum frequency coverage, the two
basebands are interleaved and overlapping useful channels are averaged. Note that
we list the RF baseband center frequencies in Table 2.3. In each observing run, these
were Doppler shifted (set) for the starting time and date of observation to be centered
at VLSR = 0 km s

1

using the 43122 MHz v=1 transition toward the approximate

Galactic longitude of the sources. All observations used fixed sky frequency; there
was no Doppler tracking (or positional re-setting) applied to the individual time
stamps during the observation. The 128 MHz subband centered at 43.22 GHz (top
row, rightmost subband in Fig. 2.3), where no lines are expected, was given lower
priority and sacrificed if the correlator hardware indicated a partial failure (i.e., had
a bad baseline board pair as occasionally happened in the 2014 observing runs). For
the VLA survey the spectral resolution is 1.2 times the channel separation of 0.25
MHz, about 2.1 km s 1 .
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2.4

Data reduction

In this section we describe our procedures to convert the observational data to files
containing the final spectra. These text files are the product from which we extract
the science results in Sect. 2.5.
Keeping in mind the lack of standard, nearby phase calibrators, we developed
the data reduction path to take advantage of the expected high detection rate of
targets to be used for phase calibration (Sect. 2.3.1). We used standard processing
to calibrate instrumental and slowly varying sensitivity e↵ects (due to gain amplitude variations or pointing o↵sets) and self-calibration for short term phase-only
connections. The data reduction is almost completely automated and consists of
four parts. We refer to the first two parts, preparing for a standard calibration
pipeline and the calibration using known conventional calibrators, as standard processing (Sect. 2.4.1). The subsequent two steps, preparing for self-calibration using
our target source lines and performing a peak-channel self-calibration loop, are highly
nonstandard and specifically designed and implemented for this survey (Sect. 2.4.2).
Recall that we do not expect more than one potential maser source per field, although we do usually find more than one transition for the same source, and use the
brightest peak in that case (Sect. 2.3.1).
We note that to obtain spectra, and to determine maser line ratios and velocity
information, no special procedure to determine the most accurate flux densities is
performed, nor is there a need to produce image cubes other than for select sources
for individual checking purposes and for additional science goals which are beyond
the scope of this work (see Sect. 2.5.6). We therefore stress that science can be performed by interferometer instruments, like ALMA and the VLA, without performing
any accurate flux boot strapping, imaging, or requiring an image quality condition.
Furthermore, for such science, the need for processing and storage capacity is greatly
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reduced. For the remainder of this paper we limit ourselves to the visibility domain
and defer any imaging, image cube production, analysis and results to other works.
Deriving stellar velocity is independent of flux density calibration and is accurate
to within the spectral resolution and internal structure of the CSE emission region
with slight dependence on our data reduction procedures (Sect. 2.5.3); we therefore
adopt a conservative stellar velocity accuracy of better than 2 km s 1 . Absolute flux
densities derived for these intrinsically variable maser sources are mainly indicative
and generally accurate to within 30% at the day of observation. However, the relative line strengths within a source spectrum are immensely relevant for pumping
models (see Chapter 6) and, sensitivity permitting, are much more accurate (likely
to a few percent, or the accuracy of determining the bandpass) than the absolute
flux densities.

2.4.1

Standard visibility data processing

Our standard processing takes the raw telescope data, i.e., the Science Data Model
(SDM) format, and is focused on obtaining the time independent (or slowly varying)
calibration. Adjustments, such as updating antenna positions, and inspecting the
observation and removal of bad data, make use of standard procedures in the Astronomical Imaging Processing System (AIPS). This step also included selecting a
good reference antenna to be used in the following calibration steps. At this stage we
copied out the calibration sources and used this drastically simplified and trimmed
down calibrator data set to derive the standard calibration. To create calibration
tables for flux density, instrumental delay, and bandpass, and check images of our continuum calibrators, we then used the standard available pipeline DOOSRO in AIPS
version 31DEC15 (now evolved into VLAPIPE) on the split-o↵ calibrator sources,
which greatly reduces processing time and the need for other hardware resources.
The System Power (i.e., SY) tables were removed from the data as that system was
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still undergoing commissioning; either way, the long term amplitude changes can be
properly calibrated with the standard gain calibration. In the cases where it was
necessary, after inspection of the calibration solutions and calibrator images, additional flagging or other alterations were made to the original data and the standard
processing was redone. Occasionally we had to discard an entire 128 MHz subband
due to correlator failures, and some data sets su↵ered from other issues like difficulty
in determining proper bandpass shapes and/or a suspect absolute flux density scale.

2.4.2

VLA non-standard data processing

This section describes the specific non-standard steps performed on the 43 GHz VLA
data sets to obtain initial and final spectra, that is recognizing channels with excess
emission to be used to fine-tune the calibration (not yet scientific results: see Sect.
2.5). The aim of these steps is to perform self-calibration using individual point-like
masers detected in di↵erent spectral channels, and to interpolate these short-term
phase solutions to the full data set for a complete, time dependent phase calibration
as a substitute for the general lack of background continuum calibrators.
After the standard, time-independent calibration was determined on the split-o↵
calibrator-only data (Sect. 2.4.1), it was applied to the full data set. That is, delay
calibration solutions, bandpass, and flux density calibration.
Solutions for self-calibration, before emission enters the receiver and/or after
instrumental calibration, are only atmospheric (and interstellar) and should be valid
for an entire radio frequency band. Because dealing with line solutions in separate
spectral chunks and applying them to all other frequencies is prone to errors, in
preparation for the self-calibration procedure, all eight subbands of each baseband
were combined into one large single spectral window frequency band to accommodate
easier book keeping (i.e., without having to track the subband number); one for
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the subbands shown at the top in Fig. 2.3 (the “AC” baseband) and one for the
subbands at the bottom (“BD”). After removal of the baseband edges, the result
is a continuous range of about 4,000 channels with real and imaginary component
values of the spectrum per baseband, some of which are flagged around the 128
MHz boundaries (Table 2.4). We note that a high absolute value of the Imaginary
component would indicate possible RFI in the channel and should be investigated
and/or flagged.
Each of the two basebands, now calibrated in amplitude and time-independent
phase (i.e., signal path in the instrument), is in the same manner variable in phase
over time due to the yet uncorrected atmospheric (tropospheric) fluctuations. Due
to our setup, also covering the SiO v=0 and SiO v=3 lines at either end of the
total frequency coverage, we have a few channels about 128 MHz from each of the
combined spectrum (near the 42.40 and 43.35 boundaries) where there is no overlap
between the basebands; here we are insensitive to emission, but these are frequency
ranges for which we generally do not expect any emission. It is unlikely that we need
these transitions to determine a detection and the corresponding velocity as the SiO
v=1 and SiO v=2 lines are more likely to be found first compared to a single SiO
v=0 or v=3 line. Occasionally, due to hardware issues, coverage would be further
reduced by the entire empty 43.22 GHz “AC” subband.
At this point, phase (and amplitude) o↵set e↵ects in the individual AC and
BD baseband transmission paths are calibrated beyond capture in the receiver for
each antenna (and/or interferometer baseline). The only remaining e↵ects are atmospheric, before capture; they are the same for both data transmission paths (basebands) per antenna as they measure the same radio wave front. Here in our processing an additional step is to update the target positions and phase o↵sets for each
MSX source that we have a 2MASS (or WISE) counterpart for. These positions are
more accurate and are likely to give better self-calibration solutions than any other
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matched source position available (Pihlström et al., 2018).
The next step is to obtain, per baseband AC and BD, a vector averaged spectrum
at the phase center from the visibility data, where the a-priori self-calibration position
is expected. By determining the RMS noise over the channels for each target field, in
order to search for channels with excess noise (as this initially is uncalibrated phase
data), the channel with the highest peak excess is selected for self-calibration, if that
peak is more than 5.5 times the RMS. This was done on an ASCII exported text file
outside the data reduction package in order to use the same algorithm for VLA/AIPS
as for ALMA/CASA. A channel with excess noise, when bad data has already been
removed, typically indicates a “noise” contribution of line emission; in our case likely
an SiO maser. This limit of 5.5 times the RMS generally assures enough line emission
to yield successful phase-only self-calibration solutions (assuming a point source in
the field/phase center in that channel). If no such peak was found in baseband AC
we searched the other, BD, baseband spectrum for such a peak because emission
might have been located in the less sensitive subband edges or flagged channels of
the first (AC) baseband. In such a case it would be detectable in the other (BD)
baseband due to the interleaving subbands. We also built in an override mode where
we can correct or add a channel for the self-calibration step, but so far we have not
had to use it.
Self-calibration solutions on a spectral line are dependent on the observing frequency and strictly should be applied to that frequency or be re-scaled proportional
to the relative frequency shift. This in principle applies to phase solutions obtained
from di↵erent source velocities which result in di↵ering frequency channels or sky
frequencies between our scans, and also to solutions from di↵erent transitions. However, even if solutions between the widely separated SiO v=1 and v=2 lines are
interpolated, with a frequency di↵erence of about 300 MHz at 43 GHz (compared to
up to ⇠60 MHz for high-velocity sources), the maximum baseline phase error would
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be about ⇠1.3 , 2% of a radian, which is much smaller than the general overall
correction of tens of degrees, and we thus have neglected this marginal e↵ect.

2.4.2.1

VLA Self-calibration Phase Interpolation

We performed self-calibration on these fields in the channels with potential emission
to produce a solution table with interferometer baseline phase averaged over the
scan as a function of time for data in the first (AC) baseband. This solution table
was then complemented by self-calibration solutions for the additional sources found
in the other (BD) baseband, and finally, interpolated between the scans to yield a
phase calibration table continuous in time. Going from raw uncalibrated atmospheric
phases to this first rearrangement, which better approximates the atmospheric phase
behavior over time (at least for the detected sources), would presumably rearrange
the phases to approximate the solutions sought for the weaker maser sources nearby
that otherwise would not show up when investigating the uncalibrated vector averaged spectra.
While it is possible that the interferometer phase changes considerably over short
time ranges on longer baselines in bad weather, dynamic scheduling mostly ensured
our observations were taken in good weather. With the addition of using only the
compact array configurations this guaranteed that the phase coherence time generally
extended over several minutes. In addition, the very short scans of less than a
minute allowed derivation of a single phase self-calibration solution (per baseline,
polarization, etc) for the channel with the peak flux density without serious concerns
of de-correlation in that time interval. The channel with the peak flux density
typically corresponded to the SiO v=1 or v=2 line, but was occasionally the
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v=0 line (see Chapter 5). The solutions for neighboring scans - target fields - were
typically similar; it was possible to trace the slowly varying atmospheric conditions
in a sequence of scans/solutions. This means that the assumption of interpolating
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phase solutions over scans without solutions (detections) would indeed be valid for
short time intervals. The shorter the interval the more accurately the interpolation
approximates the true atmospheric phase changes. Even interpolating beyond the
coherence time is aligning the atmosphere better than the otherwise uncalibrated,
random interferometer phase. This calibration then was applied to all targets and
the procedure was repeated 4 times, typically already converging on the final result
at the second integration.

2.5

Results and discussion

Once the final calibration loop solution was applied, the files containing final visibility spectra were automatically investigated again, this time to compile the spectra
presented in Figure 2.7, and the derived scientific results presented in Tables 2.6 and
2.7 in this section6 .

2.5.1

Creating, interpolating, and analyzing spectra

After the calibration of the data was completed, including the application of the nonstandard self-calibration cycles, the data for each field was collected in a file with
the real- and imaginary-component measurements of the vector averaged spectrum
as a function of channel center frequency. For the final single composite baseband
spectra, the data from the interleaving AC and BD basebands were merged according
to the weights for each channel in a subband as given in Table 2.4. Furthermore we
ignored the first (low-frequency edge) 12-32 MHz and last (high-frequency edge) 12
MHz of the VLA frequency coverage due to baseband roll-o↵ sensitivity e↵ects.
6 This

Chapter shows minute excerpts from our results and spectra as examples of the
complete set. Unfortunately they are too extensive to include in full, but can be found at
http://www.phys.unm.edu/⇠baade/index.html
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Figure 2.4: The distribution of individual spectra average channel RMS for the VLA
and ALMA surveys. Where ALMA attempts to only deliver data that would satisfy
the noise requirement (which we requested at RMS < 15 mJy beam 1 ) the VLA
data does not guarantee such quality; weather, instrument conditions and scheduling
logistics (such as actual on-source time) a↵ect the resulting RMS. Furthermore, the
VLA survey included some very bright masers which artificially increased the channel
RMS for those particular fields through Gibbs ringing artifacts.

A robust RMS of the spectra was determined by removing the highest 5% of
real values (up to about 230/330 VLA/ALMA channels likely to contain emission).
Occasionally, this RMS may be artificially high due to sampling very bright emission
with insufficient spectral resolution (so-called Gibbs ringing) and not removing all
channels a↵ected by this instrumental spectral response. Whereas this does not
limit finding the very bright masers and corresponding stellar velocities, it may have
hindered the automated detection of the typically fainter other transitions; see Fig.
2.4.
First, we searched each spectra for peak emission over 6 within 40 MHz (about
±280 km s 1 ) of an SiO transition rest frequency, as apparent based on the sky
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channel
weight
0
0.125
0.25
0.375
0.50
0.625
0.75
0.875
1.0

VLA survey
channel out of 512
#1-9 and #504-512
#10 and #503
#11 and #502
#12 and #501
#13 and #500
#14 and #499
#15 and #498
#16 and #497
#17-496

Table 2.4: Weighing scheme to average the channels of a (any) VLA subband using
the AC/BD basebands in the final spectrum.

frequency at the time of the observation (i.e., for VLSR = 0). For the inner Galaxy,
where higher line-of-sight velocities may be expected, we increased this range to
±60 MHz (about ±420 km s 1 ). The calculated frequency shift from the nearest
transition rest frequency is then used to inspect channels within 5 MHz (±35 km
s 1 ) for emission exceeding 4.7 in any other SiO transition. If present, this would
constitute a simultaneous detection of that line with the main (>6 ) transition.
In the case where no emission over 6 is found in any channel, but where multiple
transitions indicate putative emission over 5 , we considered them detections as well,
regardless of their frequency spacing. The sky frequency of the channel with the most
significant peak emission within each transition is used for the velocity calculation;
any other emission within ±20 MHz is considered part of the same line detection
and only used further to calculate the line width.
Because the SiO v=2 and 29 SiO v=0 lines are separated by less than 60 MHz, and
because the 29 SiO v=0 occasionally may be the brightest maser (see Chapter 5), they
can easily be misidentified using this method. Therefore, the default identification
was to assume the more common SiO v=2 transition, but where necessary this was
reset to the

29

SiO v=0 line upon visual inspection.
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Relative
channel
1
0
1
236
237
238
1205
1206
1207

Channel
weight
0.33
1.0
0.33
0.33
1.0
0.33
0.33
1.0
0.33

Rest frequency
(MHz)
42820.32
42820.57
42820.82
42879.57
42879.82
42880.07
43121.82
43122.07
43122.32

Approximate
transition
SiO (v=2)

29

SiO (v=0)

SiO (v=1)

Di↵erence
(kHz) (km s 1 )
250
0
250
371
121
129
270
20
230

1.7
0
1.7
2.6
0.8
0.9
1.9
0.1
1.6

Table 2.5: Matching scheme to sum channels of anticipated emission in a spectrum.
The di↵erence columns show the rest frequency deviation from a perfect alignment
to the stellar velocity and the approximate part of the stellar velocity range that is
sampled.

2.5.2

Non-detections to detections

For a subset of 43 GHz VLA spectra, the automated search for lines was not
fully e↵ective due to inaccurate interpolation from nearby detections, missing selfcalibration solutions during a reduced coherence time, and/or the issue that for low
signal-to-noise or sources considerably distant from the phase-center, the spectral response in the vector averaged data may not have been very apparent. Therefore, as
we noticed that the majority of our 43 GHz SiO maser detections show both the SiO
v=1 and v=2 maser lines (see, for example, Chapter 6), we applied a spectral matching filter to all sources in an attempt to turn some initially non-detected sources into
likely detections. That is, when expecting two maser lines for the SiO v=1 and v=2
transitions separated by almost exactly 301.5 MHz (1206 channels), a matching filter
will emphasize the marginal (but proper) VLA detections that otherwise may be left
unnoticed. We also added the

29

SiO v=0 line to the matching filter because it may

be the only line bright enough to trigger a match with the other two and it also
remedies the occasional confusion between the identification of the SiO v=2 versus
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the

29

SiO v=0 line. For this we examined the spectra, written as text files by AIPS,

by summing the channels where we expect the emission to appear in relative channel
numbers as given in Table 2.5. Of course, when working with Doppler shifts, the exact frequency di↵erences to match the stellar velocity for each transition di↵ers, but
this is negligible with respect to the channel interval and will be even less relevant
when taking the line width and neighboring channels into account. By examining
the running sum when looping over the channels (Fig. 2.5) it is clearly noticed when
a match is found and a spectrum thus contains a detection. Typically there will be
three (equal) peaks distinguishable when a single line matches, reproducing the filter
signature. A central brighter peak out of five peaks will show when two lines match.
Similarly, when all three lines are matched the central peak out of seven will be the
brightest. When the procedure indicates a likely match for a particular frequency
shift, we reverted back to the original spectra. If a detection showed emission over
3.5

at that particular shift, it was considered a detection. Additional detections

found with this method are marked with an asterisk (⇤ ) in the field name in Tables
2.6 and 2.7.

2.5.3

Deriving LSR velocities

Once a field was determined to show SiO maser detections, the observed sky frequencies of the peak emission were converted to line-of-sight velocities in the LSR
reference frame: VLSR . That is, for each transition detected in each target field,
we calculated the frequency di↵erence between the observed sky frequency and the
expected sky frequency for VLSR = 0 km s

1

at the sky position of the target field.

The frequency shift would provide a first-order line-of-sight velocity which was fed
back into the Doppler calculation for the expected sky frequency, which was then
compared with the observed sky frequency. These typically agreed well within 5 kHz
or about 0.03 km s 1 , much smaller than the width of an individual channel and our
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adopted accuracy of better than 2 km s 1 . We must note that this included some
short-cuts in the calculation.
Here, Doppler shifts at the start of the observation in principle deviate from the
Doppler shifts at the time of the target observation. This time di↵erence is typically
up to a couple of hours, but occasionally may be as large as 5 hours. However, as the
individual scan length is roughly a minute, and this e↵ect over a single scan (target)
is essentially constant and a↵ects the expected VLSR = 0 and observed VLSR in the
same way, the magnitude of this e↵ect is at maximum the rotation speed of the Earth
(0.5 km s 1 ). As this magnitude is less than the width of an individual channel and
the spectral extent of the maser emission, we chose to leave this uncorrected. We
also note that the VLSR per source may already di↵er more than this depending on
whether the peak channel of the SiO v=1 or v=2 line of an individual source is used,
where intrinsically the peak for one line may be di↵erent by a couple of km s

1

with

respect to the peak channel of the other line due to the structure of the stellar CSE
(cf. individually determined velocities for each line in Table 2.7). This is why we also
allow for some flexibility (±250 kHz) in our matching filter.
The final stellar VLSR velocities as reported in the last column of Table 2.7 are
a simple average of the velocities determined using each of the detected transitions
where we imply a conservative error of better than 2 km s 1 .

2.5.4

Introduced Bias

The potential bias introduced for the entire survey between using ALMA for the
J=2-1 transitions at 86 GHz versus using the VLA for the J=1-0 transitions at 43
GHz has been described in Stroh et al. (2018). Here we address the potential bias
introduced by the handling of our (VLA) data.
As mentioned, vector averaged visibility spectra were obtained for the phase cen-
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ter. If the channel with the highest flux density exceeded the spectra RMS threshold
a self-calibration was attempted improving the detection. For channels with a high
signal-to-noise ratio, the contribution of noise from this step is negligible and a solution on one line will approximately equally improve another line in the spectrum.
For fainter masers, on the other hand, noise will a↵ect the solutions and result in
imperfections which would favor the improvement for the self-calibrated line over
the other lines in the spectrum. Figure 2.6 shows the peak flux densities for the SiO
v=1 and v=2 transitions—the transitions typically suited for self-calibration. Selfcalibration on the bright sources, in the upper right of the graph on the left, would
thus reflect the true (relatively-accurate) peak flux density measurements, and any
“width” along the 1:1-line is representative of a physical phenomenon. However,
the distribution of the fainter masers is artificially broadened and diverted from the
1:1-line in the lower left corner of the left panel of Fig. 2.6, we think because of our
self-calibration scheme. Using our matching filter, we have recovered quite a few of
the faintest sources without self-calibration (Sect. 2.5.2); these sources, without the
“noisy self-calibration” favored line, indeed populate the apparent empty region in
the lower left of Fig. 2.6 which supports our hypothesis. This shows that absolute
flux densities and line ratios of the faintest detections have a relatively large error
compared to the brighter masers, and that the spread around the line of equal flux
densities between the transitions for fainter maser sources is partly unphysical.
Furthermore, it should be understood that the matching filter method in principle
only yields extra detections for the SiO v=1, SiO v=2 and

29

SiO v=0 lines, but

as these are in general already faint for the added detections, the potential other
transitions in a source are likely already below the sensitivity level. This partly
explains the lack of combined detections (e.g., SiO v=3 with v=1) when generally
fainter masers are included in comparisons (see Chapter 6).
We also should note that, due to the mostly thermal nature and thus the generally
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wider and less peaked spectral profile of the SiO v=0 emission, our line finding
algorithm may not have been as successful in finding channels with excess emission
around the expected frequency of the SiO v=0 transition compared to the strongly
peaked maser profiles. We thus caution using the detection statistics for this line
and refer to Dike et al. (2021) for a more elaborate discussion of the 43 GHz J=1-0
v=0 thermal and maser profiles.

2.5.5

43 GHz BAaDE Survey Products

Now we introduce the main results of the VLA 43 GHz J=1-0 SiO survey in MSX-IR
color-selected sources: 43 GHz spectra (Fig. 2.7) and stellar SiO transition observations (Table 2.6), as well as Galactic kinematic information (Table 2.7).

2.5.5.1

Spectra

The composite VLA baseband spectra for each field, as represented by the weighted
visibility real vector component contained in the text files, are shown in Fig. 2.7.
Each spectra contains the auto-scaled flux density in the upper panel with tickmarks for the location of anticipated emission for the mean (stellar) velocity and for
VLSR = 0, and labels to identify the field (phase) center, sky position in equatorial
coordinates, the observing date (UT), and the derived stellar LSR velocity in km
s 1 . The lower panel is a fixed-scale view, and the same for all fields, to emphasize
the fainter emission that may exist in each maser-dominated spectrum. To guide the
eye, the shaded areas show the regions where emission can be expected if the derived
stellar velocity in the header is proper, or a zero value for velocities that could not
be determined automatically. The complete collection can be found at the BAaDE
website.
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Figure 2.5: The SiO maser matching filter at work. Top: the spectrum of ad3a00159 with two peak channels at about 86 and 78 mJy beam 1 (i.e., less than the
detection threshold of 4.7 ) near the SiO J=1-0 v=2 and v=1 rest frequencies. The
automated search algorithm does not consider these because their peaks are below the
RMS threshold for detection. When applying our filter (bottom left), there is clearly
a significant 9.3 matching correlation peak above the (redistributed correlation)
noise. Middle: a less clear example in the spectrum of ad3a-00125, where an apparent
noise peak at the left-hand-side of the anticipated v=1 emission range correlates with
a similar apparent noise peak at the left-hand-side of the anticipated v=2 emission
range. The 8.7 peak of the correlation in the matching spectrum (bottom right)
suggests a detection, whereas without the matching filter this suggested detection
would have been overlooked. The channel shift of the maximum correlation between
the spectrum and the filter provides the observed sky frequency of the line. We
include these additional 554 matching detections in Table 2.6 and Table 2.7, marked
with an asterisk (⇤ ).
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Figure 2.6: Potential bias in the VLA survey: peak flux densities of the SiO v=1 line
versus the peak flux densities of the v=2 lines (left), and a zoom-in including sources
weaker than 1 Jy bm 1 detected by the matching-filter (right). Left: an apparent
gap where sources diverge from an equal ratio (straight 1:1 line) and a widening
of the relative ratios seems to occur for the fainter sources. This is an e↵ect of
our self-calibration scheme, using one line and applying that solution to other lines
(Sect. 2.5.4). Right: Zooming-in to weaker sources, this gap is filled when we include
the sources found with the matching filter (Sect. 2.5.2), i.e., maser sources that are
not self-calibrated. The apparent gap and divergence of the, on average, equal ratio
between the v=1 and v=2 peak flux densities in the panel on the left is thus an
artifact that can be attributed to our self-calibration scheme.
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Figure 2.7: The vector-averaged VLA spectra ranging from about 42300 to 43500
MHz. The upper panel of each spectrum is an auto-scaled representation to show the
full extent and relative strengths of the transitions, the lower panel is a fixed-scale
representation focusing on the weaker lines that may not be apparent otherwise.
The panel is labeled with the field name, the position (J2000) and the observing
date (UT). Field names with an asterisk (⇤ ) are detections found only with our
masking filter (Sect. 2.5.2). To guide the eye, the upper panel contains tick-marks
for the anticipated transitions at VLSR =0 (black bars) and the derived VLSR (listed
in the header, thicker red bars). Also to guide the eye in the lower panel, shaded
regions show where the SiO lines should appear if they were detected at the derived
VLSR . This display is a representative sample, all spectra are available at the BAaDE
website http://phys.unm.edu/⇠baade.
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Observing Date
(UT)
2016-02-18
2016-02-26
2016-02-26
2016-02-18
2016-02-18
2016-02-26
2016-02-22
2016-02-26
2016-03-10
2016-02-18
2016-02-18
2016-02-18
2016-02-18
2016-02-22
2016-02-18
2016-02-18
2016-02-26
2016-02-18
2016-02-18
2016-02-18
2016-02-22
2016-02-18
2016-02-26
2016-02-22
2016-02-18
2016-02-18
2016-02-22
2016-02-25
2016-02-18
2016-02-22

Dec.
(J2000)
17:01:34.44
33:09:58.7
17:01:41.73
34:04:56.4
17:01:47.46
34:23:42.6
17:02:10.35
33:19:28.6
17:02:40.33
33:19:18.2
17:03:29.57
34:26:10.2
17:04:08.41
32:18:06.9
17:04:09.70
34:06:38.8
17:04:12.59
31:38:04.5
17:04:29.95
33:05:32.6
17:04:43.77
33:47:46.8
17:04:45.91
33:33:26.4
17:05:09.26
33:15:17.0
17:05:18.77
31:23:34.3
17:05:21.82
33:41:00.3
17:06:28.70
33:22:04.6
17:06:30.50
34:11:17.0
17:07:18.53
33:52:14.4
17:07:45.75
33:43:17.8
17:07:48.43
33:06:51.3
17:07:52.18
32:00:28.5
17:07:56.48
33:44:29.0
17:08:04.39
34:58:38.4
17:08:21.20
31:03:19.4
17:08:33.89
33:37:16.4
17:08:36.60
33:32:55.5
17:08:49.39
32:37:27.7
17:08:59.32
30:45:31.0
17:09:00.27
33:38:38.2
17:09:07.16
31:32:42.9

R.A.

Position
Reference
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS
2MASS

28 SiO

v=3
..
0.22
..
..
..
..
..
0.10
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
0.15
..
..
..
..
0.10
..
0.23

30 SiO

v=0
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

v=1
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

29 SiO

v=2
0.24
0.79
0.09
1.29
..
1.07
0.38
1.05
0.24
0.47
0.26
0.38
..
..
..
..
..
1.24
..
..
0.20
1.10
0.84
..
0.30
0.18
0.33
1.51
0.63
2.32

28 SiO

v=0
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

29 SiO

v=1
0.31
1.07
0.08
1.10
..
1.47
0.39
1.79
0.10
0.60
0.49
0.68
..
..
0.17
..
..
1.18
..
..
0.11
0.22
0.86
..
0.50
0.16
0.45
1.77
0.70
3.23

28 SiO

v=0
..
..
..
0.13
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

28 SiO

RMS
22.0
19.3
19.5
21.8
21.6
20.8
21.1
19.7
14.2
21.2
21.3
22.0
20.4
20.4
21.7
19.7
20.3
19.7
19.6
19.9
20.1
19.3
21.4
19.8
19.0
19.0
21.1
20.7
18.6
21.2

(mJy/bm/ch)

Table 2.6: SiO maser flux densities for each observed field. The table rows are ordered in R.A and the line detection
columns are ordered in frequency. Each detection reports the peak flux density (Jy beam 1 ) in a 250 kHz channel
and the right-most column, “RMS”, lists the approximate channel RMS (mJy beam 1 /channel) for each field.
Fields marked with an asterisk (⇤ ) show detections obtained with the method described in Sect. 2.5.2. To investigate
a particular field by name, use the look-up table in the appendix to find the R.A. first. This is an excerpt of the
entire Table, located at the BAaDE website: http://phys.unm.edu/⇠baade.

BAaDE
Field
ad3a-00642
ad3a-00306
ad3a-00159⇤
ad3a-00582
ad3a-00583
ad3a-00145
ad3a-00965
ad3a-00291
ad3a-01197
ad3a-00674
ad3a-00400
ad3a-00483
ad3a-00609
ad3a-01282
ad3a-00439
ad3a-00556
ad3a-00259
ad3a-00368
ad3a-00427
ad3a-00664
ad3a-01056
ad3a-00420
ad3a-00008
ce3a-00022
ad3a-00465
ad3a-00488
ad3a-00852
ad3a-01551
ad3a-00457
ad3a-01228
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2.5.5.2

Stellar SiO transitions

In Table 2.6 we present the SiO maser flux densities for each observed field ordered
in R.A. The columns describe the BAaDE Field name (where an additional asterisk
(⇤ ) refers to a detection as described in Sect. 2.5.2), the date of observations, the
equatorial coordinates and the reference catalog of the quoted position (see Pihlström
et al. 2018), the individual line detections (arranged according to increasing frequency
of the transition in the spectrum), and a typical value for the channel noise over the
spectrum (in mJy beam

1

channel 1 ). These line measurements are the peak flux

densities (in Jy beam 1 ) found in a single 250 kHz (⇠ 2 km s 1 ) channel and are not
modified for a primary beam pattern, which is customary for measurements derived
from images, as this is a visibility vector average in the phase center. The entire
Table is located at the BAaDE website.

2.5.5.3

Galactic kinematics

Table 2.7 presents the SiO maser derived line-of-sight LSR velocities for each observed field ordered in Galactic longitude. The columns describe the BAaDE Field
name (where an additional asterisk (⇤ ) refers to a detection as described in Sect.
2.5.2), the Galactic coordinates, the individual line detections (arranged according
to increasing frequency of the transition in the spectrum), and the geometric mean
of the measurements, assumed to represent the stellar LSR line-of-sight velocity (in
km s 1 ). These velocity measurements are converted from the sky frequency of the
channel with the peak emission of that transition. We quote a conservative error of
better than 2 km s

1

for the individual measurements. The entire Table is located

at the BAaDE website.
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BAaDE
Field
ad3a-02664⇤
ad3a-03617
ad3a-03522
ad3a-03455
ad3a-04406
ad3a-02520
ad3a-03080
ad3a-03294
ad3a-02133
ad3a-04045
ad3a-03454
ad3a-04264
ad3a-03703
ad3a-04213
ad3a-01373
ad3a-03650
ad3a-03539
ad3a-01881
ad3a-02772
ad3a-03235
ad3a-03475
ad3a-03963

Galactic
long. ( )
0.0002
0.0006
0.0008
0.0012
0.0012
0.0013
0.0014
0.0014
0.0016
0.0023
0.0026
0.0027
0.0037
0.0040
0.0041
0.0041
0.0044
0.0047
0.0049
0.0053
0.0054
0.0056

Galactic
lat. ( )
0.7950
0.3525
0.2285
0.1531
1.5010
1.0095
0.2873
0.0514
1.7747
0.8641
0.1479
1.2313
0.4340
1.1361
4.3446
0.3800
0.2525
2.4062
0.6596
0.1207
0.1665
0.7254

30

SiO
v=0
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

28

SiO
v=3
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

29

SiO
v=1
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

28

SiO
v=2
..
125
..
..
136
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
21
..
84
50
..
..
58
..
..
..

29

SiO
v=0
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

28

SiO
v=1
35
124
..
..
134
..
..
..
..
13
..
..
20
..
83
50
..
..
58
..
..
..

28

SiO
v=0
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

mean
(km s 1 )
35
125
..
..
135
..
..
..
..
13
..
..
21
..
84
50
..
..
58
..
..
..

Table 2.7: SiO maser velocities for each observed field. The table rows are ordered
in Galactic longitude and the line detection columns are ordered in frequency. Each
velocity is derived from the frequency of the channel with the peak emission and
the right-most column, “mean”, summarizes the average (stellar) LSR velocity (in
km s 1 ) for each associated MSX source. The conservative error on each individual
velocity is better than 2 km s 1 . Fields marked with an asterisk (⇤ ) show detections obtained with the method described in Sect. 2.5.2. To investigate a particular
field by name, use the look-up table in the appendix to find the Galactic longitude first. This is an excerpt of the entire Table, located at the BAaDE website:
http://phys.unm.edu/⇠baade.

2.5.6

Continuum sources at 43 GHz

The final spectra have been investigated for continuum emission, and fields where the
robust real average of the vector averaged spectrum exceeded 12 times the robust real
RMS value of the spectrum weighted over all channels have been listed in Appendix
A. These fields show a significant continuous o↵set from zero emission, a contribution
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of (usually low-level) emission in all channels in the phase center. This can be due to
continuum emission of the targeted MSX color-selected object, an unrelated bright
continuum background source elsewhere in the primary beam, or an elevated average
from unintentionally including sidelobe artifacts from very bright masers (Gibbs
ringing) in determining the average o↵set. To exclude the latter, we have inspected
the individual spectra from the fields listed in Table A.1 to confirm this is indeed
not the case.
Confirming continuum sources, whether or not in the phase center (the MSX
source or an unrelated source elsewhere in the field), and measuring their more accurate absolute flux densities would require imaging the entire field and is beyond
the scope of this work. However, to show the legitimacy of most of these generally
feature-free continuum detections we have cross-matched the field centers with continuum emission brighter than 20 mJy beam

1

with the SIMBAD data base and

noted the likely matches within a couple of arcseconds in Table 2.8. These matches
are a mix of symbiotic stars, luminous blue variables (LBVs) and emission line (Be)
giants, Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars, variable stars and possible young stellar objects
(YSOs), stellar types consistent with radio continuum emission. A further example
of fainter continuum emission in a field is ad3a-08212, with a field center position
within 400 of WR1127 , which has a continuum o↵set of 3.7 mJy beam 1 . Whereas
we are convinced this is a legitimate continuum detection of WR112, with a spectrum RMS of about 0.31 mJy beam

1

and an SNR of 11.96, it just does not meet

our very conservative SNR > 12 criteria. On the other hand, it lends credibility to
the continuum emission present in the fields listed in Table A.1. We also identify
possible tentative line emission in the field between square brackets; imaging of the
field is required to reveal whether the line emission is co-spatial with the continuum.
Further discussion of continuum emission in BAaDE fields is deferred to a future
paper.
7 J.

Monnier, private communication.
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R.A.

Dec.

BAaDE field

(J2000)

Flux Dens.
(mJy b

SNR

Notes

1)

17:29:45.192

33:50:31.20

ad3a-00385

29.6

97.1

IRAS 17264-3348

17:48:13.992

28:00:54.00

ad3a-04525

31.1

77.6

V4375 Sgr

18:24:12.912

12:27:37.80

ad3a-09933

26.5

148.7

(YSO?)

18:25:31.464

12:41:24.72

ad3a-09882

97.7

562.0

RY Sct

18:27:39.504

03:49:52.32

ad3a-12833

38.3

154.8

NZ Ser

18:32:08.976

09:39:07.20

ad3a-10995

84.3

298.0

IRAS 18293-0941

18:39:32.304

05:44:20.04

ad3a-12256

88.0

295.7

(LBV)

18:43:12.192

04:45:22.32

ad3a-12507

41.2

170.5

IRAS 18405-0448

18:45:58.560

02:37:06.96

ad3a-13290

26.8

126.3

(YSO?)

18:47:40.080

02:18:36.36

ad3a-13350

31.0

129.1

(YSO)

18:50:29.424

00:02:39.12

ad3a-13896

25.5

125.4

(no likely match)

19:41:56.952

+16:44:36.24

ad3a-16069

24.9

100.0

HM Sge

19:46:07.560

+22:31:12.36

ad3a-16494

23.0

48.9

IRAS 19439+2223

20:16:26.448

+37:06:06.48

ad3a-17256

36.6

100.2

IRAS 20145+3656

20:32:45.576

+40:39:36.00

ad3a-17438

271.5

771.1

[SiC4 ]? V1478 Cyg

20:36:43.680

+40:21:07.20

ad3a-17419

80.8

241.6

WR147

Table 2.8: Fields with bright (>20 mJy/bm) 43 GHz continuum sources ( >

35 ).

Tentative line detections are listed between square brackets and possible associations
are listed with common names or stellar type (in parentheses).

2.6

Conclusion

The BAaDE survey shows that SiO masers are common in O-rich Mira-type AGB
stars. The fraction of AGB stars sustaining SiO masers is high when the sample
is chosen using a judicious MSX color selection for relatively thin circumstellar envelopes, where the 43 GHz

28

SiO J=1–0 v=1 and v=2 SiO transitions are typically
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found as a maser simultaneously. In addition to the v=1 and v=2 masers, other common J=1–0 maser transitions are the v=3 and

29

SiO v=0 isotopologue transition,

where the latter can be the brightest in the spectrum (Lewis et al., 2020a). The even
fainter, and thus harder to detect, 30 SiO v=0 and 29 SiO v=1 isotopologue transitions
are also detected as masers, with

29

SiO v=1 being the rarest. The SiO v=0 transi-

tion is also found, in di↵erent composition between thermal and maser components
(Dike et al., 2021). Detection statistics of these lines are given in the next Chapter.
The VLA observed the J=1–0 transition in sources north of declination

35 ; more

southern sources were observed in the J=2–1 transition with ALMA (Stroh et al.,
2019).
To improve detection efficiency and to circumvent the lack of background calibrator sources, the BAaDE survey uses some novel observing, data reduction, and maser
detection techniques and presents spectra, (maser) flux densities and stellar velocities
for about 18,000 MSX color selected infrared objects in the bulge and plane of the
Galaxy from the VLA portion of the survey. In addition, we also present continuum
emission detected in the targeted fields and stress that all line and continuum results
are obtained by analyzing data only in the visibility domain, without imaging the
fields.
The BAaDE survey also shows that interferometers like the VLA and ALMA
are sensitive enough to detect these masers unambiguously over the entire Galaxy
without su↵ering from source confusion in a very short observing interval, and that
their correlators are sufficiently powerful to derive line-of-sight velocities accurately.
That is, these instruments are very efficient in obtaining maser properties and stellar
velocities of a very large sample of sources that can be used for, among others, SiO
maser pumping, evolved stellar population, and Galactic dynamic studies.
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Characterizing the BAaDE sample
This chapter is in preparation for publication as M. O. Lewis et al.

3.1

Introduction

SiO masers form in a range of environments, but by far the most prolific hosts of
SiO masers are the CSEs around AGB stars. As the AGB stage is a key part of
the evolutionary sequence for low- to intermediate-mass stars (progenitor masses of
0.8-8 M ), AGB stars are important constituents of the Milky Way and particularly
prominent in the IR sky given their dusty envelopes. This makes SiO masers an
excellent target for line-of-sight velocity surveys, as they not only trace stellar velocities closely, but they are also common within the Galaxy. Indeed these masers have
been used to probe dynamics through out the Milky Way, and have provided insights
into the bulge (Deguchi et al. 2008; Trapp et al. 2018), the bar (Fujii et al. 2006;
Deguchi et al. 2008), and various stellar streams (Deguchi et al. 2010, 2012), as well
as many other components of the Galaxy. The BAaDE survey seeks to probe the
dynamics of the Galactic bulge and bar by using an unprecedentedly large sample of
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SiO masers as point-mass tracers of the Galactic potential.
To further this goal, the sources surveyed by BAaDE must be understood in
terms of variability, completeness, and accuracy of their velocity measurements so
that we can understand how well the bulge is sampled and described. This requires
understanding the flux density distribution of the sources as compared to the survey
sensitivity, as well as detection rate and velocity comparisons between the SiO masers
observed during and prior to the BAaDE survey.

3.2

Observations and methods

This chapter relies on data from the VLA portion of the BAaDE survey observations
which were discussed in detail in the previous chapter. A brief overview of the
observations focusing on pertinent details is presented below.
BAaDE observations were conducted with both the VLA and ALMA in order to
entirely cover the Galactic plane. As the ALMA program is still ongoing, we discuss
only the VLA program here. The VLA portion of the program ran from 2013 to
2017 covering the Galactic plane between latitudes of about
lination of

5 and 5 above a dec-

35 . The survey was conducted using individual pointings on sources

selected by IR color. These sources were initially chosen from the Midcourse Space
eXperiment (MSX) catalog based on their colors, but for sources where there exists a
cross-matched counterpart in the 2MASS catalog, we used the more-accurate 2MASS
position during calibration (Pihlström et al., 2018). Pihlström et al. (2018) found the
2MASS position to be within 0.500 of the SiO maser position during follow-up observations of a subset of BAaDE sources. Each source was observed for approximately
one minute and to a noise level of about 15-20 mJy/beam/channel (see Fig.2.4).
We apply an atypical calibration method, in that phase calibrators were only observed roughly every hour, and that self-calibration on strong maser lines is used to
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correct phases and solutions are then reapplied to other target sources iteratively.
This process is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, and proves a very efficient
survey method for a dense sky distribution of masers. The use of self-calibration,
as opposed to using traditional phase calibrators, weakly a↵ects some of the relative
amplitudes of the various SiO masers, which is discussed in Sect. 6.3.1 as the e↵ect
is most prominently seen when examining line ratios.
The BAaDE spectral coverage is slightly more than a full GHz between 42.31
and 43.47 GHz. We use a redundant baseband placement that ensures continuous
coverage across this frequency range despite the usual sensitivity fall o↵ near the
edges of subbands. This is achieved by interweaving our two basebands (see Fig. 2.3).
This setup allows for the simultaneous coverage of seven SiO J = 1
28

SiO v=0,

28

SiO v=1,

28

SiO v=2,

28

SiO v=3,

29

SiO v=0,

29

0 transitions:

SiO v=1, and

30

SiO

v=0. The rest frequencies of the targeted lines are given in Table 3.1.
Spectral line detections were made by searching the spectra for peaks channelby-channel. Channels with peaks over 6 within 60 MHz (400 km s 1 ) of an SiO
rest frequency are recorded and the shift from the nearest expected rest frequency
is calculated. Given this shift, channels within 5 MHz (35 km s 1 ) of any other SiO
transition are then searched for emission over 4.7 . In the case where no emission
over 6 is found, detections are still recorded if multiple lines over 5 are detected,
regardless of whether they are spaced as expected. Only the peak flux density in
a single channel is used in the following analysis, as peak flux densities have been
shown to yield the same statistical results as integrated fluxes in multiple SiO maser
studies (Nakashima & Deguchi 2007; Stroh et al. 2018).
This chapter relies on the data for 18,174 VLA BAaDE sources representing about
96% of the full VLA sample. The remaining sources are not addressed because of
issues with calibration or missing data, see Sect. 2.4.1 for more details.
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Rest frequency (MHz)
42373.341
42519.375
42583.827
42820.570
42879.941
43122.090
43423.853

Transition
30
SiO
28
SiO
29
SiO
28
SiO
29
SiO
28
SiO
28
SiO

(J=1 0)
v=0
v=3
v=1
v=2
v=0
v=1
v=0

Detections
223
2034
90
9177
1461
9297
118

Table 3.1: Rest frequencies and numbers of detections for each of the seven transitions
that are observed by the VLA portion of the BAaDE survey. Detections are reported
directly from the automated line-finder for the 18,174 sources with reliable spectra.

3.3

Results

We aim to quantify the scale of the BAaDE project, both in terms of its own completeness and as compared to previous maser surveys. The characteristics of the
BAaDE sample are important to address before the sample is used for understanding Galactic dynamics and stellar populations.

3.3.1

BAaDE VLA completeness

Of the 18,174 sources observed, 9,727 have at least one line detected. Numbers of
detections of individual lines are shown in Table 1, where these numbers are reported
directly from the BAaDE line-finding algorithm.
In order to understand the potential false detections reported by the algorithm,
we investigate how many independent channels we may expect to show random
variations above the noise that would be interpreted as a true signal by the automated
finder. We estimate the number of these channels, Nfalse , as shown by the following
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equation:

Nfalse = 0.5↵nchan Nspec

where ↵ is the number of spurious points expected beyond the detection limit given a
Gaussian probability distribution, nchan is the number of channels per spectrum that
are searched for a detection, and Nspec is the number of spectra that are searched for
a detection. The factor of 0.5 is introduced because only half of the statistical outliers
beyond our detection limit will have positive flux densities, while the other half will
appear as absorption features and are not considered by the peak-finding algorithm.
There are two primary ways in which a line can be detected by our algorithm, and
correspondingly, two primary ways in which false detections can be made: as a single
line, and as an additional line in a spectrum with another line already detected (i.e.,
a velocity already established). First, we consider detections of single lines. We can
only make false detections of this kind in the 9,000 sources without true detections.
We check in 450 channels around the rest frequency of seven lines for peaks over 6
(↵=3.4⇥10 6 ) when looking for a first detection, so we may expect:

Nfalse = 0.5 ⇥ 3.4 ⇥ 10

6

⇥ 7 ⇥ 450

channels
⇥ 9000 sources = 50 channels.
source

As we detected a single line in over 1,000 sources, 50 false detections of single lines
is acceptable. It is important that this number of false detections is low because
false detections of single lines will introduce erroneous line-of-sight velocities that
cannot be confirmed using other line detections in a source. Second, we determine
how many false detections we can expect of each line in sources where a legitimate
detection of a line was already made. These second-line detections can be made for
peaks at 4.7 (↵=6.8⇥10 4 ) in 40 channels around the rest frequency of a line in
any spectrum with at least one line detected. For the SiO v=1 line, we have only
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600 sources with at least one detection but no detection of the SiO v=1 so:
Nfalse = 0.5 ⇥ 6.8 ⇥ 10
while for the

29

4

⇥ 40

channels
⇥ 600 sources = 8 channels,
source

SiO v=1 we have roughly 8,300 sources with at least one detection

but no detection of the
0.5 ⇥ 6.8 ⇥ 10

4

29

SiO v=1 so:

⇥ 40

channels
⇥ 9800 sources = 113 channels.
source

As we report 90 total detections of the 29 SiO v=1 line from the automated finder, and
based on visual inspection, determine that 19 of these are legitimate (see Sect. 6.3.1),
we can see that these calculations are overestimates. This is likely because the
assumption of Gaussian noise that we make in using the number of defects based on
detection limits, does not hold perfectly in our spectra. We regard these as upper
limits to the numbers of false detections possible.
Four transitions (SiO v=1, SiO v=2, SiO v=3, 29 SiO v=0) are detected in enough
sources that false detections of these lines have essentially no e↵ect on their overall
statistics. We therefore use these detections to investigate the sensitivity limit and
completeness of the survey.
Peak flux densities of detected lines range from ⇠0.05 to ⇠80 Jy beam
However, a 4.7 detection of a 50 mJy beam
an RMS noise of ⇠11 mJy beam

1

channel

1

BAaDE data ranges from 10 to 30 mJy beam
beam

1

channel

1

1

1

(Fig. 3.1).

signal is possible only in data with

(whereas the RMS noise of the VLA
1

channel 1 , with a peak near 15 mJy

and a pronounced tail towards higher values, see Fig. 2.4), and

so BAaDE is certainly not complete down to 50 mJy beam 1 . Rather, we can only
detect such weak flux densities in the sources with the lowest noise levels. Figure 3.1
shows how the flux densities of the four transitions are distributed. Each transition
shows a clear peak in this distribution, where below a certain flux density the number
of detections falls o↵.
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Figure 3.1: Flux density distributions of the four most commonly detected lines in
the BAaDE survey (solid blue line). The right most black dashed line in each panel
shows the flux density of a 6 detection in a spectrum with high noise (23 mJy/beam)
while the left most black dashed line shows the flux density of a 4.7 detection in
a low noise spectrum (12 mJy/beam). Therefore to the right of the right-most line
there should be no sensitivity issues preventing detections while to the left of the
left-most line detections are only possible in spectra with the lowest noise.

The SiO v=1 and SiO v=2 distributions are very similar and peak near 0.3
Jy/beam, while the SiO v=3 and

29

SiO v=0 distributions are also similar to each

other peaking at about 0.14 Jy/beam. Both the SiO v=1 and 2 distributions peak
at a higher flux density than the sensitivity limits of the survey (see Fig. 3.1). This
could suggest that the drop in the number of sources at lower flux densities is a
physical e↵ect, as will be discussed in Sect. 3.4.3. The deviation from a linear slope
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Figure 3.2: Cumulative flux density histograms of the four most commonly detected
lines in the BAaDE survey (solid blue line). Black lines are the same as in Fig. 3.1.
Red dashed lines are meant to guide the eye to show when the distributions deviate
from a linear slope; they are not fits to the data.

in the logarithmic-cumulative histograms of the SiO v=1 and v=2 lines suggests
that the last complete bin may be at a flux density of 0.5 Jy/beam (Fig. 3.2), as we
no longer see a continuing growth of sources with lower flux densities past this bin.
Assuming the last complete bin to be >90% complete, BAaDE is >90% complete
for SiO masers within our sample with flux densities of 500 mJy/beam or above.
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3.3.2

Previously detected SiO masers

Based on a search of maserdb.net, an online catalog of reported maser detections
(Sobolev et al., 2019)1 , conducted in January 2021, 2,175 SiO maser sources had
been identified prior to the BAaDE survey. We have also independently collected
detections from the literature (references for which are listed in Appendix A) and
find 3,805 known maser sources in the literature before 2018, where the additional
detections (beyond the maserdb list) are concentrated near 50 longitude and 40
latitude, and are outside of the BAaDE footprint (Benson et al. 1990, Deguchi et al.
2010, 2012). We therefore find it reasonable to estimate that about 4,000 SiO maser
sources had been detected before BAaDE given the difficulty of tracking down every
single maser detection reported in the literature. This means, with roughly 9,800
VLA detections and already 1,200 ALMA detections (Stroh et al., 2019), BAaDE has
nearly tripled the number of known SiO maser hosts, most of them with extended
spectral coverage and more uniform data.
As the maserdb collection is kept up-to-date and most of the additional sources
found in the independent literature survey do not correspond to the spatial coverage
of the BAaDE survey, we use the maserdb sample for detection rate and velocity
comparisons. Of the 2,175 maser sources in maserdb, 1,334 are within the BAaDE
VLA footprint (within 5 of the Galactic plane and above a declination of

35 ). By

cross matching the BAaDE catalog with the 1,334 maserdb sources using a radius of
500 we find that 802 BAaDE sources have been observed to show SiO maser emission
prior to BAaDE. Only 69 out of the 802 maserdb detections are undetected in the
BAaDE survey. This puts the BAaDE nondetection rate of known SiO masers at
8.6%. Given the variable nature of SiO masers which may cause some SiO masers
to be o↵ for up to 20% of the stellar cycle (see redetection rates of known SiO
1 maserdb

is a multi-purpose tool for analyzing the maser spectral data in the lines of
CH3 OH, H2 O, OH and SiO molecules, collected from the available literature and private
sources.
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masers in Pihlström et al. 2018, and Stroh et al. 2018), this nondetection rate is
consistent with (and perhaps even high for) the BAaDE data being complete within
this cross-matched subsample.

3.3.3

Velocity comparison

As a foremost objective of BAaDE is to probe Galactic dynamics via maser-derived
line-of-sight velocities, we here compare velocity measurements from the BAaDE survey to previous maser detections in the BAaDE sources that have literature counterparts. This is a test of the accuracy and repeatability of SiO derived line-of-sight
velocities.
Again we use the maserdb sample for our comparison. From the BAaDE catalog, 802 sources have previously shown SiO maser emission based on the maserdb
collection, and 733 of these are redetected by BAaDE. 698 of these have a reported
velocity measurement from both BAaDE and at least one other observation, while
the remainder are missing a reported velocity measurement from the previous observation. These 698 sources show very close agreement between BAaDE and other
velocity measurements, as seen in Fig. 3.3, with about 86% of the sample agreeing
to within 5 km s 1 . An additional 8% agree to within 10 km s 1 , and the remaining
5% show more than a 10 km s

1

discrepancy.

It is unlikely that any large discrepancies are caused by the spectral resolutions
of the literature surveys as most have resolutions of 2 km s

1

or better, similar to

BAaDE.
Many of the large discrepancies in velocities can be accounted for by poor cross
matches, given that we used 500 as a uniform matching radius despite the fact that we
match to a large number of observations, many of which are conducted by single-dish
telescopes with low spatial resolution. Specifically, many of the maserdb detections
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Figure 3.3: Histogram of the di↵erence between BAaDE and maserdb velocities
(absolute values in km s 1 ). Inset shows the same data zoomed into the 0-20 km
s 1 region, where 96% of sources are located. High velocity di↵erences are likely the
result of confusion from low spatial-resolution observations from the literature.

were made by the 45 m radio telescope at Nobeyama which has a half-power beam
width of 4000 .
To illustrate that these discrepancies are largely caused by poor cross matches,
we discuss the four sources with velocity di↵erences greater than 100 km s

1

(see

Fig. 3.3). BAaDE source ad3a-00558 is observed with the Nobeyama 45 m telescope
by Matsunaga et al. (2005). The source is targeted by Matsunaga et al. (2005) because of its likely association with the globular cluster Lillier 1, and therefore the
source lies in a densely populated region of the sky where higher spatial resolution
(such as that of BAaDE) is likely necessary to avoid confusion. Sources ad3a-03104,
ad3a-03126, and ae3a-00067 are observed by Deguchi et al. (2004) also using the 45 m
dish. It is difficult to associate masers with their hosts in these observations as they
are conducted in the crowded region within 15 of the Galactic center. Deguchi et al.
(2004) state that these observations often show multiple peaks in a single pointing
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and that when peaks are separated by more than 20 km s

1

they are assumed to be

separate sources. All three of the sources listed here are marked as having velocities
derived from spectra with multiple peaks. In the case of ad3a-03126 Deguchi et al.
(2004) give two very di↵erent velocities for this single pointing, 12 km s

1

and 157

km s 1 , only one of which is in relative agreement with the velocity measured by
BAaDE of 18 km s 1 . In this instance it is likely that both the BAaDE source and
an additional maser source are contained within the beam of the Nobeyama observations, and that obtaining a correct cross match is not possible based on position
alone. The source ae3a-00067 was also observed with the VLA by Sjouwerman et al.
(2002) and these results agree with the BAaDE velocity to within 1 km s 1 , further
showing that improved spatial resolution allows for more accurate cross matches and
better agreement in velocity measurements.
The high level of agreement between samples shows that our automated approach
of deriving these velocities works and that BAaDE efficiently obtains accurate lineof-sight velocities. By checking individual discrepant cases we find that the spatial
resolution of BAaDE likely results in our survey giving more reliable line-of-sight
velocities, because the velocities can be more reliably assigned to the position of the
proper stellar host of the maser emission.

3.4

Discussion

At this time the majority of the BAaDE sample sources do not have reliable distance
estimates. This hampers our understanding of the spatial distribution of the BAaDE
sources, the association of individual sources with stellar populations, and in particular which sources belong to the disk and the bulge. However, with a thorough
understanding of our spectral line detection methods and the resulting flux density
distributions, we can make statistical statements regarding the spatial distribution
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of the BAaDE sources.

3.4.1

Completeness of di↵erent lines

Our results show that the SiO v=1 and v=2 J=1 0, which we will call the primary
lines, have flux density distributions that generally peak at a higher flux density
than other lines, and that their cumulative histograms deviate from a linear slope
at a higher flux density than other lines (Fig. 3.2). From both these behaviours it
would seem that, for these two lines, the BAaDE survey is complete to a higher
flux density limit than for other lines. That is, there is significant deviation from a
power law between 150-500 mJy of these primary lines but not for the other lines.
This discrepancy in completeness for the primary versus secondary lines is partially
an e↵ect of the various conditions in the line-finding algorithm. The secondary
lines are weaker and detections of them run up against our sensitivity limits, such
that improved sensitivity would certainly improve our detection rates in these lines;
however, they are also easier to find within a spectrum because their detections are
usually preceded by a detection of a primary line. As such, the survey is thoroughly
sampling those lines to a lower flux density. Essentially, the 6
is more often used for primary lines and the 4.7

detection cut o↵

cuto↵ is more often used for

secondary lines, allowing for a slightly deeper accounting of the secondary lines. In
terms of understanding which sources are detected and which have no signal above
our sensitivity, we have to rely on the primary lines.

3.4.2

Comparison to parent MSX sample

The MSX catalog, from which the BAaDE sources were selected, represents a blind,
(mostly) uniform (see Sect. 4.4.3) IR survey. Deviations in the 8µm flux density
distributions of the MSX and BAaDE-detected samples give insight into the spatial
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distributions of these samples. SiO maser flux density distributions can also be
compared to IR distributions.
In order to better understand the e↵ects of the stellar distribution in the Galaxy
on these flux density distributions, we examine each sample divided into Galactic
quadrants. The quantity of interest in these distributions is the slope of the linear
portion of the distribution, which is una↵ected by our sensitivity. On a log-log plot
this slope is expected to be

1 for stars distributed in a uniform disk (with a normal

luminosity function). The MSX explanatory guide reports that the 8µm flux densities
of the survey show this slope of

1 for sources in quadrants II and III (i.e., away

from the Galactic center, GC) suggesting that the IR sources in these quadrants
are distributed in a uniform disk (see Fig. 3.4). In quadrants I and IV (toward the
GC) these slopes are

1.3 and

1.2, indicating that the number density of sources

increases with distance from the Sun as compared to a uniform disk (see Fig. 3.4).
Among sources with SiO v=1 emission detected, 8µm flux densities behave differently. In quadrants I and IV the detected sample has slopes not only steeper
than

1 but also steeper than their full MSX counterparts with values of

1.24 respectively, while in II and III the slopes are less steep than

1.35 and

1 (although

the low number of sources in these quadrants make this conclusion less definitive
than in the other quadrants) with values of

0.75 and

0.78 respectively (Fig. 3.5).

This indicates that away from the GC the number density of detected sources drops
faster than would be expected in a uniform disk, while towards the GC the number
density increases faster than the distribution of IR sources. In short the detected
sample is more concentrated towards the Galactic bulge than the MSX survey. This
is expected because the BAaDE source selection was intended to select AGB sources
which, being an older population of stars, is likely to favor the bulge, and BAaDE
detections are likely to be further limited to the bulge because a moderate to high
metallicity environment is necessary for SiO molecules to form. This can also help
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Figure 3.4: Histograms of 8 µm MSX logarithmic flux densities by Galactic quadrant. Black solid lines are di↵erential histograms of sources with quality 2 (good
quality), cyan solid lines are sources with quality 1 (poor quality), red dotted lines
are cumulative histograms of all sources, blue dotted lines show a linear fit to the
cumulative histograms between 30-150 Jy. The slopes of these fits are ⇠ 1, 1.3,
1.2 and 1 for quadrants I, II, III, and IV respectively. From: Egan et al. (2003).

explain the low average C-rich fraction of AGB sources reported in the next chapter,
which is likely caused by the over emphasis of the bulge in BAaDE.
Finally the SiO v=1 maser flux density and 8µm flux density di↵er in the detected
sample. As these distributions represent the same sample, their di↵erences cannot
be attributed to spatial distributions. In quadrants I and IV the SiO maser flux
density slope is yet steeper than that of the 8µm flux density with values of
and

1.49, while quadrants II and III show slopes of

0.93 and

1.47

1.03 (where we

note again the low numbers of sources and the difficultly in visually identifying a
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Figure 3.5: Cumulative (red) and di↵erential (black) histograms of the 8 µm flux
densities of sources that show detections of the SiO v=1 line in the BAaDE survey.
Sources are divided by Galactic quadrant and the blue dashed line is a linear fit from
50 mJy to 2.5 Jy.

linear portion of the distribution make the results in these quadrants less definitive).
This consistently steeper slope may be caused by the nature of maser emission as
opposed to thermal 8µm flux density, where maser emission does not experience
extinction and is exponentially amplified such that it may have a tendency to be
either completely o↵ or bright, with little in between.
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Figure 3.6: Cumulative (red) and di↵erential (black) histograms of the SiO v=1
maser flux density of BAaDE sources. Sources are divided by Galactic quadrant and
the blue dashed line is a linear fit from 790 mJy/beam to 32 Jy/beam.

3.4.3

SiO v=1 and 2 distribution peaks and sensitivity limits

Recall from Fig. 3.1 that both the SiO v=1 and 2 distributions peak at higher flux
density than the sensitivity limits of the survey (see Fig. 3.1). This could suggest
that the drop o↵ in number of sources at lower flux densities is a physical e↵ect of
the distances and luminosities of SiO masers rather than a sensitivity e↵ect.
This type of misalignment between sensitivity limits and source-count drop-o↵
has been observed in blind surveys before (White et al., 1997), and in those cases
is explainable by the change in noise level caused by sources not being centered in
the field-of-view. We do not find this to be a viable explanation in the case of the
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BAaDE survey, because BAaDE is a targeted survey and very few sources will be
farther away than 0.500 from the 2MASS position that is adopted during calibration
(Pihlström et al., 2018). The beam of the BAaDE observations is about 6000 , so our
sources are very close to the phase center. Although we are investigating possible
causes, at this time, we find no viable reason for this misalignment to be an artifact
of our observation or calibration methods.

3.4.3.1

Modeled flux density distribution

Here we present a possible physical explanation for the misalignment based on a
toy-model of the positions and luminosities of SiO masers in the Galaxy. Figure 3.7
shows the modeled stellar distribution, which is a simple two-component (bulge and
disk) two-dimensional model. Several aspects of this distribution are worth noting.
We place 150% as many sources in the bulge as in the disk based on the assumption that BAaDE sources are found preferentially in the bulge. The model is
axisymmetric and does not account for the Galactic bar; this is suitable for our illustrative purposes. Finally, the bulge sources are exponentially distributed in radius
(from the GC) with 50% of the sources contained within 0.75 kpc, while the disk
sources follow the same functional dependence with 50% of the sources contained
within 2.5 kpc (Li, 2016). The Sun is positioned 8.2 kpc from the GC (Gravity
Collaboration et al., 2019). This modeled distribution is certainly a rough approximation, but displays the overall properties of the evolved stellar population in the
Galaxy, and as will be shown, the uncertainties in the SiO luminosity function have
a far greater e↵ect than any simplifying generalizations in the Galactic distribution.

There is a large uncertainty associated with modeling the appropriate SiO luminosity function for these sources. As a starting point we base our luminosity
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Figure 3.7: Two-dimensional toy-model distribution of evolved stellar sources in the
Milky Way. Blue dots and lines represent disk sources, orange bulge sources. The
yellow star marks the position of the Sun. The GC is marked as a cross and the
Galactic quadrants are also shown.

function on the 43 GHz SiO v=1 and v=2 luminosities presented in Quiroga-Nuñez
et al. (2021 in preparation). These SiO luminosities are calculated for a crossmatched BAaDE-Gaia sample within 2 kpc of the Sun, where the host AGB sources
are found to have, in general, low to moderate bolometric luminosities compared to
expected SiO host sources (Quiroga-Nuñez et al., 2020). The SiO luminosities of
this sample show a Gaussian-like distribution centered at 10

7.3

L . Based on the

correlation between SiO maser luminosity and IR luminosity (Bujarrabal et al. 1987,
Quiroga-Nuñez 2021 et al. in prep), it is likely that a higher average SiO luminosity
is more typical. We choose 10

6.5

L as the average of our modeled distribution to
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Figure 3.8: Luminosity (top panels) and flux density (bottom panels) distributions
for modeled SiO masers in the Galaxy. Left panels show a scenario where the disk
and bulge have the same SiO luminosity function, resulting in sensitivity issues before
source counts drop due to stellar properties. Middle panels show a scenario where
the bulge luminosity function has a higher average than the disk, resulting in an
observable drop o↵ in source counts caused by stellar properties. Right panels shows
the same scenario as the middle panel but for masers that are ten times fainter
(which emulates the behavior of the SiO v=3 or 29 SiO v=0 lines more than that of
the primary lines). Black dashed lines are the same as in Fig. 3.1.

account for the low luminosity of the local BAaDE-Gaia sample. This luminosity
distribution and the associated peak SiO flux density distribution are shown in the
left panels of Fig. 3.8, which show the flux density distribution hitting the sensitivity
limits before source-counts drop. However, the assumption that the SiO luminosity
distributions in the bulge and the disk should be the same is likely not physical,
and we currently have no observational starting place for SiO luminosity functions
in the bulge. If we treat the average SiO luminosity in the bulge as a free parameter
(that should not deviate far from that of the disk), we see that around an average of
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10

5.5

L a real and observable drop in source counts would be present in the BAaDE

data (middle panels of Fig. 3.8). In this scenario it is also clear that an increase in
sensitivity would increase the number of disk stars detected more than the number of
bulge stars. We also show in the right panels of Fig. 3.8 that the SiO v=3 and

29

SiO

v=0 masers (which are approximately ten times fainter than the SiO v=1) would not
show a turn over in source counts before the sensitivity limit in this scenario, which
matches the observed distributions shown in Fig. 3.1.
In short, it is possible to observe a true drop in source counts among SiO v=1
and v=2 before the flux density limit of the survey is reached if: 1) the distribution
of SiO host stars is sufficiently concentrated toward the GC, 2) a portion of the
targeted sources are distributed on the far side of the GC, and 3) the SiO luminosity
function has a peak. The BAaDE survey does not need to be sampling sources from
the far side of the disk in order for a true drop o↵ to be observed; it only needs to
be sampling sources on the far side of the GC. Our model has demonstrated that
the source counts can drop due to the spatial and luminosity distributions of evolved
stars in the BAaDE sample, and is meant as an illustrative example as to how this
could be achieved; it is in no way a rigorous prediction regarding the SiO luminosity
function.

3.5

Conclusions

BAaDE is the largest ever SiO maser survey, and the VLA portion alone nearly triples
the number of known circumstellar SiO masers. The survey is highly concentrated
towards the Galactic bulge, where it has unprecedented coverage of line-of-sight
velocities. The velocities reported by BAaDE are consistent with other SiO velocities
reported in the literature, usually to within 5 km s 1 . Inconsistencies in velocities,
where they do occur, can be explained by the low positional accuracy of previous
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measurements.
The BAaDE survey is >90% complete for sources 500 mJy and brighter, and
redetected 91% of previously known masers despite the fact that these masers vary
as a function of stellar cycle. It is possible that the survey is complete down to
a lower flux density and that the observed turnover in the number of sources with
low luminosities is a physical e↵ect not caused by sensitivity. A much better model
of the SiO luminosity function, especially in the bulge, is needed to test this, but
we show that if the SiO luminosity function of sources in the bulge is peaked and
averages around 10

5.5

L

and if the BAaDE sample includes sources on the far

side of the GC, it is plausible that the drop in source counts is physical. We are
working to obtain a reliable SiO luminosity function with a two-pronged approach.
First, via SiO observations of all sources identified as Mira variables by the Gaia
survey. This sample would provide SiO flux densities as well as distances (which
BAaDE does not provide) to hundreds of masers. Secondly, by pursuing a variety
of methods for obtaining distances to more BAaDE sources, including IR spectral
energy distribution fitting and VLBA parallax measurements.
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Chapter 4
C- and O-rich AGB stars in the
BAaDE survey
The contents of this chapter have been published in a modified form as Megan O.
Lewis, Ylva M. Pihlström, Loránt O. Sjouwerman, Michael C. Stroh, and Mark R.
Morris, 2020, ApJ, 892, 52

4.1

Introduction

AGB CSEs are molecularly rich environments, and molecular abundances in these
envelopes reflect whether the source is O-rich or C-rich. The majority of AGB
stars are O-rich with a C/O ratio smaller than 1, and under these conditions SiO
molecules easily form. However, the more massive of these AGB stars can experience
a third dredge-up phase, and as long as hot-bottom burning does not occur, C can
be brought up to the stellar envelope via large convection cells (e.g. Di Criscienzo
et al. 2016). If a star has undergone this phase, the stellar atmosphere can contain
more C than O, allowing the creation of a large range of C-bearing molecules (Tsuji,
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1973; Herwig, 2005). Under this paradigm, O-rich AGB stars with certain CSE
conditions will host SiO emission (commonly masers) while C-rich AGB stars will
not. This is not always the case, as the well-known C-AGB IRC+10216 is known
to display weaker (thermal) emission from SiO as well as other oxides (Tenenbaum
et al., 2010). However in general, O-rich AGB stars show brighter emission from Obearing molecules and, comparably, C-rich AGB stars show brighter emission from
C-bearing molecules (Bujarrabal et al., 1994).
Studies of AGB chemistry have focused on near, bright (and potentially atypical)
sources such as the C-rich IRC+10216 and the O-rich IK Tauri (Tenenbaum et al.,
2010; Velilla Prieto et al., 2017). Molecular detections in these sources imply that,
in particular, C-stars have a rich chemistry.
Samples of stars have also been studied to determine distributions of C/O-rich
objects in the Galaxy, and to statistically identify the di↵erences between O- and Crich CSEs. These larger samples are typically collected from preexisting catalogues
from the literature, gathering their O- and C- stars from separate sources (Loup
et al., 1993; Ortiz et al., 2005; Lumsden et al., 2002; Suh & Kwon, 2011). Other
infrared (IR) studies such as Ishihara et al. (2011) rely on the literature to identify
C- and O-rich AGB stars to subsequently establish IR-based color-cuts separating Crich sources from O-rich ones. Both single-star and larger-sample data suggest that
the di↵erences between O- and C-rich dust properties cause di↵erences in mass-loss
histories, IR-colors, and CSE properties for O- and C-AGBs.
BAaDE provides a large sample of AGB stars with which to study the distinctions
between C- and O-rich AGB stars. For example, detections of SiO masers are known
to trace the O-rich population (Habing, 1988). While non-detections may still be
O-rich and not detected due to variability or sensitivity (Pihlström et al., 2018; Stroh
et al., 2018), a fraction of the non-detections may instead be associated with C-rich
stars. By including IR data, the BAaDE data can be used to distinguish O- and
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C-rich AGB stars. Applying such a distinction for the close to 28,000 stars in the
BAaDE sample allows for exploration of the ratio of C-AGBs to O-AGBs (which
is an indirect measure of metallicity; Brewer et al. 1995) as a function of Galactic
location. It can further be used for improved estimates of the mass-return to the
Galaxy by C-AGB stars via mass-loss estimates based on IR color (e.g., Claussen
et al. 1987, van der Veen & Rugers 1989) and spectral energy distribution modeling
which is in progress for the BAaDE sample. Identifying large numbers of C-AGBs
is also of interest as these sources provide a large amount of processed material to
the ISM (Epchtein et al., 1990), but there seems to be a dearth of such sources in
the bulge (Noguchi et al., 2004) and the origin of the few bulge C-AGBs is unknown
(Matsunaga et al., 2017).
Making C/O distinctions based on IR-color aided by SiO maser detections/ nondetections, as opposed to previous identifications from the literature, opens up possibilities for huge, uniform studies of the C- versus O-rich types. In this work, the
detection rate of SiO masers as a function of IR color is used to determine the IR
color ranges where O-rich AGB stars are found, and by extension to identify C- and
O-rich AGB stars throughout the Galaxy based on their IR colors. Similar IR-color
ranges have been found in the past (Ortiz et al. 2005, Lumsden et al. 2002, Suh &
Kwon 2011, Ishihara et al. 2011), but the size of the sample discussed here (14,742
sources at the time of publication) makes for clearer IR cuts between populations.
Section 4.2 discusses both the IR selection and spectral line observations made in
the BAaDE survey. In Sect. 4.3 we lay out several IR color cuts that can be applied
to separate O-AGBs, C-AGBs, and non-AGBs, and in Sect. 4.4 we apply these cuts
to the entire BAaDE sample. Section 4.5 concludes.
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4.2

Observations/BAaDE

The observations used in this Chapter are BAaDE survey observations, the VLA
portion of which are described in detail in Chapter 2. Partial ALMA BAaDE data
is included in the analysis of this Chapter and cross-matched IR data also features
heavily. As such, these data are described below.
Recall the BAaDE targets were chosen from the MSX point source catalog, using
color selections indicative of O-rich AGBs, and therefore the targets have a high
expected SiO maser detection rate (Sjouwerman et al. 2009; hereafter SCC09). About
70% (19,000) of the sources have been observed with the VLA and the other 30%
of sources are not observable from the VLA and so are being observed by ALMA
covering the SiO v=0, 1, and 2 J = 2
transition from

29

1 transitions at 86 GHz (as well as a

SiO). At the time this work was published, about 1,400 ALMA

sources had been observed. The e↵ects of observing with two distinct instruments
and at two di↵erent frequencies are discussed in Stroh et al. (2018). Both Sjouwerman
et al. (2004) and Stroh et al. (2018) find that stars with 43 GHz SiO masers generally
also host 86 GHz SiO masers and vice versa. Additionally, Stroh et al. (2018) find
that 43 GHz masers are, on average, slightly brighter. The ALMA 86 GHz portion
of the sample comprising the far side of the bar is compensated by a higher ALMA
sensitivity per source, so that distance dominated sensitivity e↵ects are minimal. In
addition, in the study presented in this Chapter only ⇠10% of the data come from the
ALMA 86GHz observations and thus comprise a minority of the discussed sample.
The ALMA data is nevertheless important to include as it provides key information
via the occasional detection of a CS line, which is discussed in Sect. 4.3.1.3 and
4.3.1.4.
The partial sample of ALMA data used for this study was collected in 2015, 2016,
and 2018 at a spectral resolution of 0.8 km s
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level as the VLA data (15 mJy). Within the ALMA data single-line detections at
the 5 level are recorded along with multiple line detections at the 4.5 level.
In this Chapter we utilize a collection of 14,742 (13,314 VLA and 1,428 ALMA)
sources that represent the sources for which the data had been reduced upon publication of this work. Spectra for each source can be found on the survey website 1 . The
initial observed SiO maser detection rate is ⇠ 57% for the VLA sources and ⇠ 72%
for the ALMA sources. The overall (VLA and ALMA) detection rate rises to 73%
when contaminants like YSOs are removed (see also Sect. 4.4.3). It should be noted
that the detection rates vary depending on position on the sky, which is partly due to
the efficiency of the calibration strategy (see Chapter 2), but also due to the uneven
depths the MSX survey observed at di↵erent longitudes (Egan et al. 2003; see also
Sect. 4.4.3). The only molecule identified in any of the VLA spectra so far is SiO,
while we have identified CS, H13 CN, and H13 CO+ in addition to SiO in the ALMA
data. The lack of additional molecules in the VLA data can be attributed to the different spectral coverages of the ALMA and the VLA observations. As a consequence,
we can use SiO maser emission as an indicator of O-rich AGB stars, but we mostly
rely on low detection rates of SiO rather than on a detection of a carbon-bearing
molecule to identify other possible populations within the sample. CS detections
can be used, to some extent, to identify other populations in the ALMA data; they
are associated with a small population of YSOs as well as with candidate C-AGB
sources (see Sect. 4.3.1). A single CS line is therefore not a reliable tracer of any
specific population in the BAaDE survey and does not aid in identifications across
the entire survey unless other data, like an IR color, are added.
This work relies primarily on the sources analyzed at the time of publication from
the BAaDE sample (referred to as ‘this sample’ or ‘our sample’ in the text); however,
once correlations between SiO-detection rates and IR-colors are established, many
1 http://www.phys.unm.edu/⇠baade/specs/table.shtml
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of our results can be extended to all BAaDE sources (referred to as ‘the BAaDE
sample’ or ‘the entire BAaDE sample’) and/or all MSX point sources.

4.2.1

IR data

The sequence of regions in the IRAS color-color diagram presented by van der Veen
& Habing (1988, Fig. 1.2) is commonly thought of as a sequence of increasing CSE
optical-depth, and the regions laid out in that work are often used as the basis of
IR color source selection (e. g., te Lintel Hekkert 1990). The sources in the BAaDE
survey were selected to give a high chance of SiO maser activity, corresponding to
section IIIa of the van der Veen & Habing IRAS color-color diagram, which is the
region inhabited by variable AGB stars with dusty circumstellar shells and the 9.7 µm
silicate feature in emission (van der Veen & Habing, 1988). Unfortunately, the IRAS
survey is highly confused in the crowded area of the Galactic plane, so the actual
selection criteria used for BAaDE were determined by mapping sections of the IRAS
color-color diagram to MSX colors (SCC09). In the mapping, each IRAS two-color
region (designated by uppercase roman numerals) is assigned an MSX counterpart
(designated by lowercase roman numerals). MSX has higher angular resolution (18”)
than IRAS (⇠1’), allowing for a color-based target selection in the Galactic plane.
BAaDE sources were chosen from the MSX Point Source Catalogue version 2.3 (Egan
et al., 2003) based on their MSX [A]

[D], [A]

[E], or [C]

[E] color2 to belong

to SCC09 region iiia using the following criteria for uncorrected MSX magnitudes:
0.6 < [A]

[D] < 0.4 ,

0.7 < [A]

[E] < 0.4, or

A vast majority of sources (96.7%) was selected by their [A]

0.75 < [C]

[E] < 0.1.

[D] value. However,

as shown by SCC09, the relatively narrow range of wavelengths covered by MSX
2 MSX

[A], [C], [D], and [E] bands correspond to center wavelengths of 8.28, 12.13,
14.65, and 21.34 µm, respectively
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(8.28 21.34 µm) prevented a direct mapping from the IRAS color-color diagram. CAGBs are preferentially identified using the longer 60µm IRAS wavelengths, and thus
cannot easily be separated from O-rich AGB stars in the MSX data. The BAaDE
sample has therefore not actively deselected C-AGBs, even though we do not expect
SiO detections in these sources (SCC09).
All BAaDE sources have been cross-matched with the 2MASS, AKARI, WISE,
and MIPSGAL IR surveys, with the most matches present in 2MASS (27,050 2MASS
matches, 24,821 AKARI matches, 8,925 WISE matches, and 12,875 MIPSGAL mataches out of the 28,062 total BAaDE sources). The cross-matching is discussed in
Pihlström et al. (2021 in preparation) and follows the general scheme of searching within a specific radius which is dependent on the positional accuracies of the
surveys, and assigning the reddest source as a match in the case of multiple source
matches. The cross-matching for the full sample of 28,026 stars is not completely
finalized, because of, for example, insufficient reddening corrections, but at this time
we estimate that less than 3% of the cross-matches between MSX and 2MASS may
be incorrect counterparts. For most sources in the BAaDE sample there thus exists
a set of catalogued IR magnitudes in the wavelength range 1.2-24 µm, as well as
known maser line fluxes and ratios. The work presented here relies on MSX data as
well as 2MASS [Ks ] magnitudes (centered at 2.2µm) and AKARI [18] magnitudes
(centered at 18µm) that were obtained through this cross-matching system. In order
to compare these magnitudes across studies, zero-magnitude flux densities of 55.810
Jy, 26.423 Jy, 18.267 Jy, 8.666 Jy, 665 Jy, and 12.001 Jy are applied to MSX [A],
[C], [D], [E], 2MASS [Ks ], and AKARI [18] magnitudes respectively (SCC09; Cohen
et al. 2003; Tanabé et al. 2008). No other corrections (i.e., reddening corrections)
were applied to any of the IR magnitudes or colors used in this work.
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4.3

Results

The goal of the work presented in this Chapter is to characterize the BAaDE sample
in order to ensure more nuanced interpretations of the data. The MSX IR selection
process is designed to favor O-rich stars, but it does not directly allow a deselection
of C-rich stars, which were expected to be a few percent of the sample. Further,
the IR color selection does not prevent a small fraction of YSOs from entering the
sample. If kinematic populations are to be distinguished, YSOs must be filtered
out from the more evolved sources. SiO maser detections imply O-rich AGB stars
which should be the bulk of our sample. By including line detections from C-bearing
molecules and IR data, we show that YSOs and candidate C-rich AGB stars can be
identified as well.

4.3.1

Removing non-AGB sources: YSO population

The initial IR-selection for the BAaDE survey contained color ranges for luminous
sources embedded in dusty material where AGB stars, but also YSOs, can be found.
Here we show that the YSO population in our sample is easily identified by its MSX
[D]

[E] color, with ‘DE-red’ sources ([D]

[E] >1.35) comprising the YSOs. This

population di↵erentiates itself from the ‘DE-blue’ sample in several ways: 1) YSOs
occupy a distinct space in various IR color-color diagrams (Sect. 4.3.1.1), 2) they
are spatially clumped in and around molecular clouds in the plane (Sect. 4.3.1.2),
3) their spectra show a lack of SiO detections and a high rate of CS detections
(Sect. 4.3.1.3), and 4) when imaged, the CS emission is often extended rather than
point-like (Sect. 4.3.1.4; Stroh et al. 2019). It should be noted that although the
positions of the DE-red sources in color-color diagrams and in the Galactic plane
lead us to identify the population as dominated by YSOs, some sources may be post-
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AGB sources, planetary nebulae, red super-giants3 , or HII regions as there is overlap
between these types of sources in IR color-color diagrams and not all of our DE-red
sources are associated with clouds. The term ‘YSO population’ as used in the rest
of this Chapter refers to the DE-red population even though we acknowledge that
there may be other types of objects among the DE-red sources.

4.3.1.1

IR color-color diagrams

Lumsden et al. (2002) use MSX [A] [D] versus [D] [E] diagrams to separate a sequence of AGB stars from YSOs. In our sample, 6,656 sources (45%) have reliable
[E]-magnitudes and BAaDE spectra and so can be plotted in a diagram (Fig. 4.1)
corresponding to that of Lumsden et al. (2002, their Fig. 10). Although the Lumsden et al. (2002) sample and our BAaDE sample were selected very di↵erently, there
are some common aspects to their distributions in this color-color diagram. Two
populations can be seen in our data, separated at [D]

[E] = 1.35. This value was

determined by fitting a pair of Gaussians to the [D] [E] values of all of the BAaDE
sources with [E]-magnitudes, and determining where the Gaussian curves intersect4 .
Comparison of our sample with that of Lumsden et al (2002; first panel of their figures 3, 4, and 5) indicates that ‘DE-blue’ sources with [D]

[E] < 1.35 are primarily

O-rich AGB stars, while DE-red sources are primarily YSOs.

3 Red

super-giants are especially likely to be mistaken for YSOs, because not only do
the two classes share similar IR colors, they are also both dynamically young—meaning
that the two are likely to share the characteristics of being positioned in the plane and near
molecular clouds. As red super-giants form from rare massive stars and are short lived, we
do not expect many of them in our sample and therefore the DE-red population is likely
dominated by YSOs.
4 The mean and standard deviation of the fit to the DE-blue distribution are 0.67 and
0.27, and for the DE-red distribution, 1.92 and 0.53
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Figure 4.1: Scatter plot: Zero-magnitude-corrected color-color diagram of the sources
in our sample with reliable [E]-magnitudes. DE-red and DE-blue sources are divided
by the vertical line. DE-red sources are not AGB stars, as discussed in Sect. 4.3.1, and
show a low SiO maser detection rate. The OC-dividing line, discussed in Sect. 4.4.2,
which divides O- and C-rich AGB stars e↵ectively in the Ortiz et al. (2005) sample
and defines the OC-index, is shown as the diagonal line to the left. This line does
not e↵ectively divide O- and C-rich objects in our sample, and the SiO detection rate
is relatively high and constant across all DE-blue sources in this diagram (see also
Fig. 4.8). The sharp cut-o↵s in [A] [D] values are artifacts of the selection criteria
of the BAaDE survey. Edge plots: Histogram of the number of sources per color bin
(white bars, corresponding to left and bottom axes), histogram of number of SiO
detections per color bin (grey bars, corresponding to left and bottom axes), and the
corresponding SiO detection rates as percentages (black dots, corresponding to right
and top axes). Error bars on the detection rates are often smaller than the symbol
size.

4.3.1.2

Spatial distribution

Compared to the AGB sample, the DE-red sources are distributed in a much narrower latitude range close to the Galactic plane (Fig.4.2). DE-red sources are also
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Figure 4.2: Distributions of BAaDE sources in Galactic latitude normalized to the
number of sources. The solid line shows DE-blue objects which we identify as AGB
sources; the dashed line shows DE-red objects which are likely YSOs. The narrow
range of latitudes in the distribution of the DE-red objects supports their identification as primarily YSOs.

clumped in and around molecular clouds. An illustrative example of this is shown
in Fig. 4.3, where, by placing DE-red and DE-blue sources on their corresponding
Digital Sky Survey backdrop, it can be seen that the DE-red sources show a clear
tendency to clump towards the molecular clouds while the DE-blue are more uniformly distributed. Both these patterns in the distribution of DE-red objects suggest
that these objects were likely formed in molecular clouds in the plane and have not
had time to disperse. Therefore, both the narrow latitude range and the spatial
clustering coinciding with molecular clouds is in agreement with the classification of
DE-red sources as primarily YSOs.
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Figure 4.3: BAaDE sources within a 2 by 3 field of view centered on l = 352.2
b = 0.7 . DE-red (red x) and DE-blue (blue +) sources are plotted on the Digital
Sky Survey (DSS) image. The spatial distribution of the DE-red sources is often
clumped around molecular clouds as shown in the figure, consistent with DE-red
sources probably belonging to the YSO class.

4.3.1.3

Detection rate

In addition to the DE division, Fig. 4.1 also shows the significant di↵erences in the
number of molecular detections found in the two groups. The dots in the top panel
of Fig. 4.1 trace the SiO detection rate across color which drops steeply at the DE
division. The SiO detection rate drops from 70% on the left-hand side of the vertical
line (low [D] [E] values) to 5% on the right-hand side, and CS detections are preferentially found on the right side of the line, consistent with the DE-blue population
being O-rich AGB stars.
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4.3.1.4

CS emission distribution

Molecular emission originating in AGB CSEs is expected to be centrally distributed
around the star, and in particular SiO—which is found at a few stellar radii—can
be expected to be unresolved in the BAaDE survey. To identify the nature of the
CS detected in the BAaDE survey, Stroh et al. (2019) mapped the CS emission.
The emission for the majority of the CS-detected DE-red sources was found to be
extended, while the DE-blue sources displayed a much more compact distribution.
While there is some overlap between the DE-red and DE-blue samples, the trend is
strongly consistent with the DE color population separation.

4.3.2

C-rich versus O-rich AGB populations

With DE-red sources (mostly YSOs) removed from the sample we can discuss the
AGB population in the survey with very little contamination from non-AGB objects.
SiO detections in conjunction with IR-colors can also be used to separate C-rich
from O-rich AGB stars. SCC09 found that one cannot divide O- and C-rich stars
based solely on MSX colors because of the narrow total wavelength range covered by
MSX. Our sample shows similar results with no clear division on MSX color-color
diagrams (see Sect. 4.4.2). Therefore, following Lumsden et al. (2002), we utilize
both 2MASS and MSX colors to separate O- and C-rich AGB stars. We find, DEred sources excluded, that there is a clear division between a population with a high
SiO detection rate (⇠73%) and one with a low rate (⇠12%) in the [Ks ]
[A]

[A] versus

[E] color-color diagram (Fig. 4.4). These populations can be interpreted to

represent O-rich and C-rich AGB stars respectively. This division scheme closely
matches the populations found in the same color-color space in Lumsden et al (2002;
first panel of their figures 9, 10, and 11), with candidate C-rich AGB stars occupying
a space that is redder in [Ks ]

[A] color and bluer in [A]
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Figure 4.4: Scatter plot: Zero-magnitude corrected color-color diagram of the sources
in our sample with reliable [Ks ] and [E]-magnitudes showing two areas of low SiO
detection rates. One corresponds to the DE-red/non-AGB population discussed in
Sect. 4.3.1 and the other to candidate C-AGBs. The box in the upper right roughly
sections o↵ the DE-red population for clarity; the population is not defined by the
cuts shown here, but rather by [D] [E] color. The diagonal line defines our distinction between O-rich and C-rich AGB stars (see Eq. 1 and Fig. 4.5). SiO detections
are common in the O-AGB region, and CS detections are most common among the
non-AGBs. SiO detections outside of the O-AGB region and CS detections within
said region are not in keeping with our scheme and are discussed as sources of interest
in Sect. 4.3.3. Edge plots: Histogram of the number of sources per color bin (white
bars, corresponding to left axes), histogram of the number of SiO detections per color
bin (grey bars, corresponding to left axes), and the corresponding SiO detection rate
(black dots, corresponding to right axes). Error bars on the detection rates are often
smaller than the symbol size.

rich AGB. The YSO population discussed in Sect. 4.3.1, has not been removed from
Fig. 4.4 to show that the YSOs occupy the reddest (in both colors) section of the
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diagram and are easy to visually separate from both C and O-AGBs, which also
agrees with Lumsden et al. (2002). Empirically we define:
[Ks ]

[A] = 4.5([A]

[E])

1.2

(4.1)

as the division between the populations. Based on this division the C-rich region is
characterized more by a low detection rate of SiO than a high rate of any C-bearing
molecule (see Fig. 4.5). This is due mostly to the fact that VLA sources make up
90% of the sources examined in this work, and that there are no certain detections
of any molecule other than SiO in any VLA spectrum. We also lack IR spectroscopy,
including the Si or C containing dust bands often used to identify C- versus O- rich
stars. We do not assume that an SiO non-detection in the survey is solely indicative
of a non-O-AGB source, as stellar variability, the sensitivity of our observations, and
the fact that some O-AGB stars may not have CSE conditions conducive to maser
activity all play a role.

4.3.2.1

Candidate C-rich AGB stars

As seen by comparison of Fig. 4.4 with similar figures in Lumsden et al. (2002), the
carbon-stars from Alksnis et al. (2001) fall mostly into our C region. The colorcolor regions defined here for C- and O-rich AGB stars can also be checked using
BAaDE sources with known identifications. For example, in the C-rich AGB region
of Fig. 4.4 there are two previously identified C-stars with CS emission, ad3a-27052
and ad3a-25994. These sources show several common traits: their IR-colors lie in the
C-AGB region of Fig. 4.4, they show only thermal SiO, CS, and H13 CN detections,
the molecular lines are wide compared to most detections in BAaDE (>40 channels,
60 km s 1 ), and the molecular emission is compact (images in Stroh et al. 2019).
Although not previously identified as a C-AGB, ad3a-26120 also shares these characteristics; therefore, we suggest ad3a-26120 is a strong candidate C-AGB, making all
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Figure 4.5: BAaDE SiO maser detection rate per 0.6 magnitude bin as a function
of the distance from the line described in Equation 1 (shown in Fig. 4.4). DE-red
sources and bins with fewer than 10 sources have been removed. Error bars are often
smaller than the symbol size. We propose this index is a good predictor of whether
a source is O- or C-rich in the BAaDE data, where a negative index predicts a more
likely C-rich source and positive predicts more likely O-rich; the solid line shows the
division between the two. Our sample shows a steep decrease in detection rate for
negative indices, which aids in identifying the negative sources as candidate C-AGBs.

three sources with CS detections in the C-AGB region C-stars. Many non-detections
in the C-AGB region may also belong to C-AGB sources whose molecular emission
is below the sensitivity of the BAaDE survey, which was intended to detect maser
emission. Candidate C-AGB sources observed by the VLA are especially likely to be
non-detections as the spectral set-up for those observations was judiciously chosen to
optimize coverage of multiple SiO lines as opposed to strong or common C-bearing
molecular lines.

4.3.3

Sources which are exceptions

Most CS detected objects lie either with the C-AGB or YSO populations, which is in
keeping with the scheme that O-rich objects do not have many C atoms outside of CO
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molecules with which to form C-rich molecules like CS. Similarly SiO detected sources
lie almost exclusively in the O-rich AGB section. The exceptions (CS detections in
the O-AGB region and SiO detections outside of that region) are listed in Tables 4.14.3 with brief suggested explanations for each. It is not unexpected that our IR cuts
sometimes show sources bleeding over into the wrong color-region because a) our IRcolors have not been reddening corrected, and b) the 2MASS and MSX data for these
variable objects were not taken simultaneously leading to small uncertainties in any
calculated color value. Any photometric errors in the 2MASS or MSX catalogues
would also add to magnitude and color uncertainties. More detailed explanations
follow.

BAaDE name

Other name

RA and
Dec
16:02:21.81
53:10:52.9

BAaDE
morphology
extended CS,
point SiO

ad3a-22405

IRAS
15585 5302

ad3a-22603

Explanation

...

16:07:07.08
52:23:43.8

extended CS,
point SiO

O-AGB either near
or displaying C-bearing
molecular emission

ad3a-26186

...

17:12:08.54
38:30:20.5

extended &
o↵-center CS

CS source is molecular cloud
near BAaDE target AGB

ad3a-26358

IRAS
17144 3745

17:17:52.79
37:49:07.9

O-AGB displaying emission
from C-bearing molecules
concentric to SiO

ad3a-26862

IRAS
17043 3551

17:07:43.54
35:55:51.1

ad3a-27026

2MASS
J17262767
-3521552

17:26:27.67
35:21:55.2

extended CS,
point SiO,
extended H13 CN
point CS,
point H13 CO+ ,
point SiO
extended CS,
extended H13 CO+ ,
point SiO

S-star candidate

C-star with thermal SiO

O-AGB displaying emission
from C-bearing molecules
concentric to SiO

Table 4.1: Names, BAaDE data, and suggested explanation for the 6 sources whose
colors indicate they are O-rich AGB stars but whose spectra show a detection of CS.
More thorough explanations are in Sect 4.3.3.1.
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4.3.3.1

CS detections in the O-AGB color-region

First, we discuss CS detections that lie in the O-AGB region (listed in Table 4.1).
5,357 sources have BAaDE spectra, reliable [Ks ], [A], and [E] magnitudes, and lie in
the O-AGB region of Fig. 4.4. Of these, 3,920 (⇠73%) are detected in SiO, while only
6 (⇠0.1%) of the O-AGB sources are detected in CS. The remaining non-detections
can be attributed to variability and sensitivity (see Sect. 4.4.3). It should be noted
that the number of CS detections is artificially low because only ALMA data (10% of
our sample) include spectral coverage of a CS line. Descriptions of these six sources,
including their spectral content and morphology based on images in Stroh et al.
(2019), follow.

• ad3a-22405: We propose that this source is a candidate S-type star (defined
as an AGB star with a C/O ratio close to 1). The CS emission is extended and
the SiO maser emission distribution is point-like. This object also shows the
v=2 J = 2

1 line, which is rare at 86 GHz (Stroh et al., 2018). A pumping

model by Olofsson et al. (1981) suggests that the v=2 line is destroyed by a
line overlap with H2 O in ordinary O-rich AGB stars, strengthening the case
for S-type candidacy. Soria-Ruiz et al. (2004) also observe both v=1 and v=2
lines at 86 GHz in the S-type star

Cyg.

• ad3a-22603: This source lying in the O-AGB region shows weak extended
CS emission and point-like SiO maser emission. The CS emission is slightly
o↵set from the SiO emission in both position and velocity and it is unclear
whether the two are associated. This source could be a case of a CS shell or
outflow, or a case of an unassociated CS-emitter near the targeted source. The
issue of detecting an extended feature in the sidelobes as opposed to detecting
the targeted MSX/BAaDE source may also present itself in many of the YSO
region sources as they are often situated in clouds. Detections, like this one,
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that are not made at the phase center (but within a few arcseconds of the
center) are marked in Table 6 of Stroh et al. (2019) and should be treated with
caution.
• ad3a-26186: The CS emission in this source extends across the field of view
and is o↵set from the targeted position. This source may be detected in CS
via the sidelobes simply because it is situated in a molecular cloud, where the
targeted source is a non-detection (likely an O-AGB with CSE or variability
conditions unsuitable for maser detection within our sensitivity).
• ad3a-26358: The SiO maser emission is point-like and contained within ex-

tended CS and H13 CN emission, in agreement with the general model where
SiO masers form within the dust condensation zone (Habing, 1988). This
source is bright ([A] = 1.93) and identified in the literature as an OH/IR star
(OH 349.39 0.01; Caswell et al. 1981). The source may just be an O-AGB
that is sufficiently nearby to display weak signatures of C-bearing molecules,
or may be more evolved and have a more detached CSE than most BAaDE
sources. Most likely the distance and evolutionary status combine to make CS
detectable in this source, even though the source is likely O-rich.

• ad3a-26862: Displaying CS, H13 CO+, and thermal (v=0) SiO emission, all
with point-like morphology, this source does not directly fit within our classification scheme for O/C-rich AGB stars, but is likely an evolved stellar source.
• ad3a-27026: The SiO v=1 detection in this source is point-like and the CS
and H13 CO+ emission are both extended. The source is bright ([A] = 2.02),

has been identified as an O-rich AGB by Le Bertre et al. (2003), and may be
another case of C-bearing molecules being detectable in an O-rich object either
due to evolutionary status or proximity.
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BAaDE

Other name

field
ad3a-00598

...

RA and

BAaDE

Dec

detections

17:56:03.576

SiO J=(1-0)

33:16:08.40
ad3a-03104

2MASS J17451729

2904133

17:45:17.232

Explanation

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2
SiO J=(1-0) v=2

29:04:17.76
ad3a-03262

V4520 Sgr

17:45:49.200
28:58:45.84

ad3a-03315

...

17:45:49.392

ad3a-06166

OGLE BLG-LVP-

17:41:37.080

ad3a-06182

IRAS 17306 2420

SiO J=(1-0)
v=1,2,3,

...

17:42:45.888

IRAS 18132 1719

18:16:07.776

...

18:36:50.616

v=1,2

(Soszynski+ 2013)
outlier O-AGB

v=1,2
SiO J=(1-0)

...

18:38:46.008

ad3a-13310

IRAS 18279 0232

18:30:35.760

ad3a-22459

IRAS 15576 5251

16:01:28.00

ad3a-25994

IRAS 17217 3916

17:25:13.07

SiO J=(1-0)
SiO J=(1-0)
SiO J=(1-0)

ad3a-26498

17:11:22.78

IRAS 17137 3713

v=1
possible outlier YSO

v=1,2

(Dunham+ 2015)

SiO J=(2-1)

outlier O-AGB

v=1
SiO J=(2-1) v=0,

C-AGB with thermal

CS, H13 CN

SiO (Alksnis+ 2001)

SiO J=(2-1) v=0,

C-AGB with thermal

38:48:16.2

CS, H13 CN

SiO

17:17:07.90

SiO J=(2-1)

outlier O-AGB

37:16:38.9
ad3a-27052
ae3a-00099

IRAS 17199 3512
IRAS 17464 2843

17:23:18.01

...

v=0,1
SiO J=(2-1) v=0,

C-AGB with thermal

35:15:37.6

CS, H13 CN

SiO (Kwok+ 1997)

17:49:40.056

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

28:44:48.12
ae3a-00116

17:47:09.168

v=1,2,3,29 SiO

2MASS J17470898
2829561

ae3a-00153

SSTM20 J180222.92

17:47:08.832
28:29:56.40

225541.2

18:02:22.824
22:55:40.80
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v=0

SiO J=(1-0)

28:35:29.04
ae3a-00123

outlier O-AGB

SiO J=(1-0)

52:59:34.5

...

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2

02:30:37.08

ad3a-26120

outlier O-AGB

v=0,1,2,3

07:20:06.00

39:19:21.7

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2

07:20:26.88
ad3a-11598

outlier O-AGB

SiO J=(1-0)

17:17:56.04
ad3a-11594

(Samus+ 2017)

outlier O-AGB

24:04:10.56
ad3a-08663

v=0

v=1,2

24:22:06.96
ad3a-06295

outlier O-AGB

SiO J=(1-0)

24:24:10.08
17:33:45.480

29 SiO

SiO J=(1-0)

28:56:52.08
17845

outlier O-AGB
(Matsunaga+ 2009)

outlier O-AGB

v=0,1,2,3
SiO J=(1-0) v=0,1,2,3,
29 SiO

v=0,30 SiO

outlier O-AGB

v=0

SiO J=(1-0)

possible outlier YSO

v=1,2

(Rho+ 2006)
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ae3a-00162

IRAS 18002 2218

18:03:17.712
22:17:49.56

ae3a-00171

2MASS J18060316
2119472

ae3a-00317

...

18:06:03.288
21:19:46.20
18:43:59.808
03:35:46.68

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2
SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2,3,29 SiO v=0

(Saito+ 2012)

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2,3

Table 4.2: Names, BAaDE status, and suggested explanation for the 23 sources
whose colors indicate they are C-rich AGB stars but whose spectra show a detection
of SiO. Most sources in this list are likely O-AGBs whose color is abnormal due to
the non-simultaneity of the IR-observations, or the lack of reddening corrections (or
potential misidentifications). More thorough explanations for select sources are in
Sect 4.3.3.2.

4.3.3.2

SiO maser detections in the C-AGB color-region

As SiO detections can be made in both the VLA and ALMA data there are more detections of SiO outside of the O-AGB region than CS within the O-AGB region. 12%
(23) of the sources that lie in the C-AGB region are SiO detections; they are listed in
Table 4.2. Generally these sources are likely outlier O-AGBs, because they show SiO
maser emission and many sources identified in the literature are Mira stars, AGB
stars, or candidates thereof (see Table 4.2). Sources with di↵erent identifications
than these are discussed as follows:
• Two sources are identified as YSO candidates. Both show [Ks ]

[A] > 8.7

(i.e. very red) and so are in the region of Fig. 4.4 where O-AGBs, C-AGBs,
and YSOs are closest to each other on the diagram. Of those two, ae3a-00153
is identified as a YSO by Rho et al. (2006) through Spitzer imaging and is
situated in the Trifid nebula. As our study does not correct for reddening, the
IR-colors of this source could be a↵ected by its position in the nebula. ad3a13310 is identified by Dunham et al. (2015) and is marked in their study as not
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likely to be a misidentified AGB (i.e. the YSO designation is strongly favored
in their study). These sources could be incorrectly identified, or could be YSOs
with SiO maser emission; although SiO maser emission in YSOs is rare, it is
known to occur in a handful of sources (Cho et al., 2016).
• ad3a-09227 is a known S-type star (Nassau et al., 1954) which lies in the OAGB section of Fig. 4.4 but close to the O/C boundary. As it represents an SiO
detection in the O-rich region it is not listed in Table 4.2. Its BAaDE spectrum
shows a single line detection of SiO v=1 (J=1-0) making it the only single line
detection of SiO in the C-area. Using Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA)
observations of

Cyg, an S-type AGB star, to investigate emission structure

around the star, Soria-Ruiz et al. (2004) conclude that at least ⇠80% of the
circumstellar regions emitting in the 43 GHz v = 1 line have no counterpart
in the v = 2 transition in their source. The summed v = 2 flux would be
much fainter than the v=1 flux in an unresolved source. This example suggests
that single-line v = 1 detections in the C-AGB region may be a signature of
S-type stars, but so far we have no other detections like this to propose as Stype candidates. This type of detection will be sought out as BAaDE spectra
continue to be produced.

4.3.3.3

SiO maser detections in the YSO region

Most of the 33 sources that lie in the YSO section of Fig. 4.4 and have SiO maser
emission are also associated with AGB stars and/or Mira variables, and are therefore
likely outliers of the O-AGB population. All of these sources are listed in Table 3
and a couple special cases are discussed below.
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BAaDE

Other name

RA and
Dec

detections

IRAS

17:50:26.184

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB/Mira

v=1,2

(Soszynski et al.2013)

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

field
ad3a-00024

17471 3453
ad3a-00095

IRAS
17178 3437

ad3a-00571

2MASS J17451164
3320292

ad3a-00718

IRAS 17109 3255

BAaDE

34:54:27.72
17:21:08.136
34:39:54.00
17:45:11.808
33:20:29.04
17:14:13.37
32:59:04.0

ad3a-00934

...

17:28:50.280
32:22:34.32

v=1,2
SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB/Mira

v=1,2,29 SiO v=0

(Soszynski 2013)

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2
SiO J=(1-0)

...

17:35:45.83
-31:54:45.0

v=1,2

ad3a-01321

...

17:46:14.280

SiO J=(1-0)

ad3a-01431

IRAS

17:31:40.344

17284 3058
ad3a-02098

IRAS
17083 2949

ad3a-02480

2MASS J17581200
2929127

ad3a-02723

2MASS J17524959
2918426

ad3a-02794

V4490 Sgr

31:00:15.48
17:11:32.400
29:53:26.52
17:58:12.000
29:29:13.20
17:52:49.584
29:18:42.48
17:45:16.416
29:15:39.96

ad3a-03102

V4953 Sgr

17:45:50.784

ad3a-03166

...

17:45:38.640

29:04:21.00
29:02:06.72
ad3a-03210

2MASS J17493768
2900476

ad3a-03247

V5002 Sgr

17:49:37.512
29:00:49.32
17:46:06.408
28:59:08.52

ad3a-03311

V5085 Sgr

17:46:30.408
28:56:58.20

ad3a-03396

V4985 Sgr

17:46:02.184
28:53:15.36

ad3a-03423

...

17:48:40.944
28:52:14.52

ad3a-03436

...

17:48:36.336
28:51:47.52.408
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outlier O-AGB

v=1,2

ad3a-01092

31:16:44.76

Explanation

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier OAGB
outlier O-AGB

v=1,2
SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

v1,=2
SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2,3
SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB/double star

v=1,2

(Gaia)

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB/Mira

v=1,2

(Soszynski et al. 2013)

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB/ OH/IR

v=1,2

(Lindqvist et al. 1992)

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB/Mira

v=1,2

(Samus et al. 2017)

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2,3
SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2
SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB/Mira

v=1,2,29 SiOv=0

(Samus et al. 2017)

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB/LPV

v=1,2

(Glass et al., 2001)

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB/LPV

v=1,2,3

(Glass et al. 2001)

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

v=2
SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB or

v=1

cross match error
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ad3a-03628

2MASS J17461885
2844392

ad3a-03686

...

17:46:18.720

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB/LPV

v=1,2

(Matsunaga et al. 2009)

SiO J=(1-0)

outlier O-AGB

28:44:39.12
17:48:29.688
28:42:53.28

ad3a-04003

2MASS J17465614
2831026

v=1,2

17:46:55.896

SiO J=(1-0)

28:31:03.00

ad3a-04066

...

17:47:16.848

ad3a-04466

IRAS

18:10:38.736

v=1,2
SiO J=(1-0)

28:27:50.04
18074 2805
ad3a-06511

...
IRAS
18163 2151

ad3a-08123

...

v=1,2

28:05:04.56

IRAS
17566 1713

ad3a-09754

...

ad3a-26529

...

SiO J=(1-0)
SiO J=(1-0)

17:53:35.568

SiO J=(1-0)
SiO J=(1-0)

17:13:28.92

SiO J=(1-0)

-13:08:56.76

v=1,2

17:19:52.21

SiO J=(2-1) v=0,

37:09:28.1

...

17:19:47.87

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2

18:25:21.456

ad3a-26826

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2

17:59:33.336

17:19:41.00

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2,29 SiO v=0

21:49:49.08

...

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2

18:19:20.064

ad3a-26782

outlier O-AGB

v=1,2

18:00:15.600

19:18:01.80
ad3a-08677

outlier O-AGB

SiO J=(1-0)

23:28:54.48
ad3a-07392

outlier O-AGB

CS,

outlier O-AGB
outlier C-AGB

H13 CN

SiO J=(2-1)

36:10:19.6

outlier O-AGB

v=1
SiO J=(2-1)

36:03:23.0

outlier O-AGB

v=1

Table 4.3: Names, BAaDE data, and suggested explanation for the 33 sources whose
colors indicate they are YSOs but whose spectra show a detection of SiO. Most
sources in this list are likely O-AGBs whose color is abnormal due to the nonsimultaneity of the IR-observations, or the lack of reddening corrections (or potential
misidentifications). More thorough explanations are in Sect 4.3.3.3.

• The star VX Sgr is BAaDE source ce3a-00110, which shows multiple SiO transition detections (28 SiO v = 0, 1, and 2,

29

SiO v= 0, and

30

SiO v= 0) and is a

known red supergiant 1.56 kpc from the Sun (Xu et al., 2018). Whereas it is
rightfully classified as an O-rich star by our cuts (and therefore not included in
Table 4.3), it lies close to the border between O-AGBs and non-AGB objects.
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• The source ad3a-26529 shows the traits indicative of a C-AGB discussed in
Sect. 4.3.2.1 although its color is very unusual for an AGB star (very red in
[A]

[E] and [D]

[E]). As its spectrum only shows thermal SiO emission,

it is not too unusual for it to lie outside of the O-AGB region, but its status
beyond non-O-AGB is undetermined.

Many SiO detections within the non-AGB section are not yet associated with a
source of known type. We suggest that these unassociated sources, especially ones
that lie within or near molecular clouds/star-forming regions, could be YSOs with
SiO maser emission or other super-giants as both types of sources are dynamically
young and are expected to be near the clouds they formed from. Other SiO detections
in this area could belong to post-AGB objects as post-AGB objects and YSOs share
similar IR colors in many bands.

4.4

Discussion

With the IR-based divisions between the populations in our sample established, we
first discuss possible reasons behind the color-di↵erences (or lack thereof) between
populations (Sect. 4.4.1, 4.4.2). These divisions tightly constrain the regions of the
[Ks ]

[A] versus [A]

[E] diagram where we expect to find SiO masers, and we next

discuss the impact of this on the BAaDE detection rates (Sect. 4.4.3). Finally sorting
our sources by colors, we discuss the O-AGB to C-AGB ratio and the distributions
of each population in the Milky Way (Sect. 4.4.4, 4.4.5). Detailed modeling and
discussion of the corresponding shell chemistry and composition yielding these IR
colors is beyond the scope of this work.
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4.4.1

Significance of [E]-magnitude

[E]-magnitude information is critical in identifying the YSO population. The AGB
and YSO populations are not separable in MSX colors that do not utilize [E]magnitude, including [A] [D] (the primary color used for BAaDE selection), which
is why these sources were not deselected initially. Relying more heavily on selection criteria from SCC09 involving the [E]-magnitude (picking a greater percentage
of sources based on [A] [E] or [C] [E] as opposed to [A] [D] colors) could have
excluded most of these sources.
Unfortunately, the [E]-band sensitivity is lower than that of the other MSX bands
([A]-band is 10 times more sensitive), and only ⇠ 45% (⇠ 6,000) of our sample have
reliable (quality 3 and higher) [E]-magnitudes. This means that even though the
distinction between AGB stars and other sources is clear, we can only definitively
separate these two groups for about half of our sample.

4.4.1.1

Alternatives to [E] and the 18-micron feature

Because many BAaDE sources lack reliable [E]-magnitudes (centered at 21 µm),
we here explore IR-band options from other surveys that may separate YSO and
AGB sources. The cross-matching between these surveys is discussed in Sect. 4.2.1.
Both [WISE4] and MIPSGAL [24] (centered at 22 and 24 microns respectively) are
similar in center wavelength and bandwidth to MSX [E]; however when applied to our
[D] [E] selection, neither [D] [WISE4] nor [D] [24] show significant separation of a
red-colored low-detection-rate population from the bulk of the sources. In contrast,
although AKARI [18] (centered at 18µm) is much wider than [E] and is centered
at a shorter wavelength, [D] [18] does show a significant red-colored low detectionrate population that closely matches the MSX-defined DE-red population (see top
panel of Fig. 4.6). Although [WISE4], MIPSGAL [24], and [E] are all similar, [E] and
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AKARI [18] are the only two of the four bands that cover the 18 µm silicate feature;
the other two filters fall o↵ shortward of around 20 µm. This indicates that the 18µm
silicate feature likely determines the DE-red/DE-blue and YSO/AGB division 5 .

Figure 4.6: Zero-magnitude-corrected color-color plots of sources from our sample
with (top panel) and without (bottom panel) reliable [E]-magnitudes. All sources in
both panels have been cross-matched with AKARI and have reliable [18]-magnitudes.
The dashed line indicates the value of our [D] [E] cut that divides AGBs and YSO.
It is clear that [D] [18] also shows a distinct red population similar to the DE-red
sources. Sources without reliable [E]-magnitudes are almost exclusively found on the
left-hand side of the dashed line (i.e., preferentially blue in [D] [18]). The cuts in
[A] [D] color are less distinct in the top panel than in the bottom because sources
were selected on [A] [D], [C] [E], or [A] [E] color in the top panel and only on
[A] [D] in the bottom panel because of the lack of reliable [E]-magnitudes.

5 AGB

sources in IRAS region IIIa (and thus MSX iiia) have been characterized as
having the 18µm feature in emission, making for brighter [E] and [18]-magnitudes.
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As only 47% of the complete BAaDE sample has reliable [E]-magnitudes, using
AKARI [18] as well nearly doubles the number of sources in our sample that can
be classified. However, although a significant di↵erence between red and blue populations can be seen, the actual division at a specific color value is less evident in
[D] [18] than in the original DE separation, and therefore drawing a line to separate
the two is more straightforward in [D] [E]. Additionally, sources that have [18]magnitudes but no [E]-magnitudes are strongly preferentially [D] [18] blue and so
appear to be AGB stars based on [D] [18] color (see Fig. 4.6). Separating our sample
by sources with or without reliable [E] data, we find [18]-magnitudes are typically
clearly 1-2 magnitudes fainter for the sources without [E] (in the range 1 < [18] < 4.5
versus

1 < [18] < 3.5 mag for sources with [E]). It seems that most sources that are

not detected in [E] are not detected because their [E]-magnitude emission is weak
compared to their [D]-magnitude emission, and that these sources are therefore not
likely to be YSOs as defined by our color-cut. We therefore define all DE-blue and
all sources without [E]-magnitudes as likely AGB stars, and only exclude DE-red
sources from the AGB population.
4.4.1.2

Extension to the entire MSX PSC

The DE-red population is easily identifiable in the entire MSX sample (Fig. 4.7), not
only in the BAaDE subset, and was seen as an o↵set population in an [A] [D] versus
[A] [E] diagram by SCC09. SCC09 suggested that the o↵set might have been caused
by an error in the [E]-band photometry, but we find that, because the SiO detection
rate is strongly linked to whether a source is DE-red or not, the o↵set likely has
a physical basis. As we do not have SiO/CS emission information of MSX sources
outside of 0.66 < [A] [D] < 1.66 we cannot confirm that all MSX sources with
[D] [E]>1.35 are related to a YSO population. A study with a less limited [A] [D]
color range is needed to determine how the BAaDE DE-red population relates to the
entire MSX sample.
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Figure 4.7: Zero-magnitude-corrected color-color plots of all 15219 MSX sources
with [E]-magnitudes. The DE-red sources within the currently available BAaDE
data show a very low rate of SiO detections (see Fig. 4.1), and we conclude they are
not AGB stars but most likely YSOs. We can, however, only make a determination
about the properties of sources within the BAaDE [A] [D] color range enclosed by
the dashed lines, as this is how 97% of the BAaDE sources were selected.

4.4.2

Revisiting the OC-index

The O- and C-rich populations are not clearly separable in MSX colors alone. This
was a major conclusion of SCC09 and can now be seen through the consistency of
the SiO detection rate throughout the AGB sample on MSX color-color diagrams.
For example, there is a lack of a clear division even in the [A]

[D] versus [D]

[E]

diagram in Fig. 4.1, despite the fact that this color-color diagram has shown a clear
distinction between O- and C- stars in smaller samples in the literature (Ortiz et al.,
2005; Lumsden et al., 2002; Suh & Kwon, 2011). SCC09 define an ‘OC-index’ in
their Fig. 5 as the distance from the OC-dividing line (shown as the diagonal line
in Fig. 4.1), which is a predictor of whether a source from the Ortiz et al. (2005)
sample will be an O- or C-rich AGB. Negative indices indicate a more likely C-star
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and positive indices indicate more likely O-rich AGB stars. SCC09 found that the
OC-index is not a secure predictor of whether cross-matched MSX and IRAS sources
appear in a C- or O- dominated region of the IRAS diagram, but that the index
is more suited to divide stars based on their temperature. Indeed, in the SCC09
study many IRAS-defined O-AGBs are found on the C-side of the OC-dividing line.
Conversely, OC-index defined C-stars include most sources with [12]

[25] 

1.5,

not only those in regions VIb and VII (designated for C-stars), showing that the
OC-index is more closely related to [12]

[25] color than to source chemistry (see

SCC09 Sect. 3.2 for details).

Figure 4.8: BAaDE SiO maser detection rate per 0.17 magnitude bin as a function of
the OC-index defined in SCC09. DE-red sources and bins with fewer than 10 sources
have been removed. Error bars are often smaller than the symbol size. Previous
surveys have used this index as a predictor of whether a source is O- or C-rich (see
Sect. 4.4.2), where a negative index predicts a more likely C-rich source and positive
predicts more likely C-rich; the solid line shows the division between the two. Our
sample only shows a slight decrease in detection rate for negative indices, therefore
OC-index is not a reliable predictor of AGB chemistry in our sample.
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In Fig. 4.8 the SiO detection rate is relatively consistent across OC-index with
only a small decrease towards the more likely C-rich stars, especially as compared to
Fig. 4.5. Therefore, in our sample, the OC-dividing line is ine↵ective; we find that
the OC-index is not a reliable predictor of AGB chemistry within the BAaDE survey,
which is in agreement with SCC09.
Our primary explanation as to why this separation is so distinct in other studies but lacking in our sample lies in the way the samples were collected. The
BAaDE sample is pseudo-blind when it comes to O/C-AGBs (although we may
cut out proportionately more C-AGBs than O-AGBs with our [A] [D]> 0.66 cut,
see Sect. 4.4.4). The Lumsden et al. (2002), Ortiz et al. (2005), and Suh et al. (2011)
samples were collected from the literature. Lumsden et al. (2002) uses a compilation
from Alksnis et al. (2001) as their identified C-stars. These sources were mostly
optically selected and are therefore likely biased towards thin-shell, bluer C-stars.
For identified O-rich AGB stars, Lumsden et al. (2002) use the OH/IR stars from
Chengalur et al. (1993), which biases their O-stars towards the thicker-shell redder
OH/IR population. Ortiz et al. (2005) su↵er similar biases; their carbon stars come
from the Loup et al. (1993) sample which is biased towards strong CO emitters and
includes mainly sources for which [12]

[25] <

0.3 (see Loup et al. 1993 Fig. 3),

and their O-stars are again primarily OH/IR sources. In short, these samples have
selected thin-shell, blue-biased carbon sources, and thick-shell (OH/IR) red-biased
oxygen sources, which has exaggerated the distinction between the two groups in
MSX color-color space. Suh et al. (2011) include some SiO-detected O-AGBs in
their sample, which lessens this bias by including more thin-shell O-AGBs (as the
thinner shells are more conducive to SiO masers), and indeed they do see cross-over
of O-rich objects into the C regime, although their sample still separates reasonably
well along the OC-dividing line. BAaDE focuses strongly on thin-shell O-AGBs, as
this is where SiO emission is most common, and the sample shows almost no separation by the OC-index. As such we conclude that the OC-index is not suitable for
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separating thin-shell O-AGBs from C-AGBs.
Within the BAaDE sample, a better division between O- and C-AGBs is found
when including [Ks ]-band measurements. Comparing Figs. 4.4 and 4.1 shows the
strong improvement that including [Ks ]-band measurements makes on the dependability of color-based predictors of SiO maser activity, and therefore AGB chemistry.

4.4.3

Detection rates within the O-AGB region

With a tightly-defined region of our color-color diagram designated for O-AGBs from
Fig. 4.4 the e↵ects of a) sensitivity and variability, b) CSE conditions, and c) non-OAGB objects in the O-AGB section on our detection rate can be better constrained.
Sources that host consistently weak masers throughout the stellar cycle, or masers
that temporarily were very weak at the time of the BAaDE observations may be
non-detections in the BAaDE survey. It is likely that such a population exists,
which would be part of the O-AGB region non-detections. In the O-AGB region of
Fig. 4.4, the SiO detection rate is 73%. This rate depends on the MSX [A]-magnitude
(Fig. 4.9), with a peak rate around [A] ⇡ 2.5. The sources with magnitudes of 4.6
and fainter should be treated separately; these weaker sources are found in specific,
deeper raster scans performed by MSX in select regions of the plane (Egan et al.,
2003). Thus, in some regions the BAaDE sample contains a set of fainter sources
in addition to the typical ones. A lower SiO detection rate in those regions may
be expected due to sensitivity if most of these sources are fainter because they are
farther from the Sun. We conclude that sensitivity negatively a↵ects the detection
rate of these fainter sources. Removing the fainter sources provides a uniformly
estimated SiO detection rate of 75% for the O-rich AGB stars with [A] magnitudes
brighter than 4.6 (the main part of our sample).
To address O-rich sources that do not host SiO masers at any time we rely on IR
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Figure 4.9: SiO maser detection rates per 0.2 magnitude bin as a function of [A]magnitude for our sample of BAaDE sources. Error bars are often smaller than the
symbol size. The detection rate drops as the [A]-magnitude dims, which is consistent
with both magnitude and detection rate being dependent on distance. The MSX
survey did not observe to even depths at all longitudes and only the deeper scans
contain sources at [A]-magnitudes of 4.6 and dimmer.

data again as IR data reflects the conditions in the CSE. If we exclude sources with
[Ks ]

[A] < 1.5 (which show a lower detection rate, see Fig. 4.4) our detection rate

jumps to 80%. This could mean that O-AGB region sources with [Ks ]

[A] < 1.5

are O-AGBs with CSE conditions less favorable to maser conditions (perhaps too
thin-shelled), while their [Ks ]

[A]

1.5 counterparts are almost exclusively SiO

maser sources that turn on and o↵ as a function of stellar cycle.
For comparison, Stroh et al. (2018) report a 78% detection rate (66/86) when
re-observing a sample of known, bright SiO maser sources from the BAaDE survey.
This indicates that even in a sample of previously detected sources, a ⇠78% detection
rate is expected due to variability e↵ects. Similarly, Pihlström et al. (2018) redetected
26 SiO masers out of a sample of 33 BAaDE sources which had previously shown
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emission, again showing that a detection rate slightly below 80% is to be expected.
As such, we conclude that variability and weak masers below our sensitivity may
be responsible for most of the non-detections reported in our O-AGB sample and
that, at most, only a small percentage of non-detections can be attributed to sources
that are contaminants in our color-regions. In short we postulate that nearly all
BAaDE selected O-AGB color-region sources are SiO emitters, but that some are
just in a part of their stellar phase where their masers are o↵ or below our moderate
sensitivity.
O-AGBs were the intended targets of the BAaDE survey, as their maser emission
provides line-of-sight velocities with which to study Galactic dynamics. Of the 28,062
sources covered by the entire BAaDE survey only 2,335 (8%) do not fall into the OAGB region based on their [D] [E], [A] [E], and [Ks ] [A] colors. All other BAaDE
sources either fall into this region (10,084 sources), or do not have reliable data for
one or more of these colors (15,643 sources). Most of the sources which cannot be
categorized based on these colors are missing [E]-magnitude information, but can
be categorized as likely AGB stars based on [D]

[18]. The original selection of

sources for the survey was therefore very e↵ective and the dynamics goal of BAaDE
is not compromised by the small number of candidate C-AGBs and non-AGBs in
the sample. At our current detection rate we expect ⇠14-18 thousand SiO maser
detections from the survey.

4.4.4

Numbers of C versus O

Our C/O division was constructed from BAaDE detections and non-detections but
ultimately only relies on IR colors. We can therefore apply the C/O division to all
of the sources in the BAaDE sample regardless of whether they have been observed
and/or analyzed yet. Within the entire BAaDE sample, of the 13,120 sources that
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of O-AGBs and candidate C-AGBs in the Galactic plane.
AGB stars are taken from the entire BAaDE sample as sources with [D] [E]<1.35
and then divided into C- and O-rich groups based on Eq. 1. The number density in
each 2 bin is scaled logarithmically. O-AGBs are very concentrated near the central
longitudes, while C-AGBs are more uniformly distributed.

have both reliable [E] and [Ks ]-magnitudes, we find that our color criteria would
yield 697 C-AGBs, 10,084 O-AGBs, and 1,638 YSO/non-AGB sources. This gives a
fraction of C-AGBs of 6%, but this fraction is both approximate and only applicable
to the color and latitude ranges of the BAaDE survey. Firstly, our division between
O- and C-AGBs is empirical and slight shifts of the division can alter this fraction
by several percentage points. Secondly, a small percentage of non-detections in the
O-AGB or YSO regions may belong to C-AGBs whose derived colors place them in
the wrong region of our diagrams. Additionally, although we find that the OC-index
is not a useful predictor of chemistry within our color-selection, it is possible that
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outside of our color selection, specifically towards lower (bluer) [A]

[D] values, the

fraction of C-AGBs could increase, as would be consistent with Ortiz et al. (2005).
Therefore our C/O fraction is not only approximate but also only representative
of AGB stars satisfying 0.66 < [A]

[D] < 1.66, and other surveys with wider

color-coverage are required to fully understand the e↵ect introduced by the BAaDE
color-selection. Using BAaDE sources to determine this ratio also introduces spatial
e↵ects; the BAaDE sample is representative of sources which lie close to the plane,
most of which are likely to lie in the Galactic bulge.
Regardless uncertainties and the limits of our sample, we can compare our fractional distributions among source types to several other surveys in the Galaxy in
order to start to quantify the ratio of C-AGBs. Here we highlight studies that
use di↵ering methods for chemical identification. Kwok, Volk, & Bidelman (1997)
categorize 11,224 IRAS Low-Resolution Spectra (LRS) and compare many of their
classifications to those in the literature. Based on the literature identifications collected in their work, they find that 13% (or 571 out of 4,277) of AGB stars are C-rich.
The identifications by Kwok, Volk, & Bidelman (1997) based on IRAS LRS show
715 C-type and 3,931 combined A- and E-type spectra (where A- and E-type sources
show the 9.7 µm silicate feature in absorption and emission, respectively—both indicative of O-rich AGB stars). Excluding F-type, featureless, spectra which have
more ambiguous chemical types, this puts the total number of identified AGB stars
at 4646 and the fraction of C-AGBs at 15% (715/4,646). Le Bertre et al. (2003) find
that using O- and C- identifications from the InfraRed Telescope in Space (IRTS)
LRS yields 18% (126/689) C-AGBs and find that their biases should equally e↵ect
C- and O-AGBs. A study by Ishihara et al. (2011) which uses IR color cuts to define
the chemical types of AGB stars (similar to this study) finds 33% (5,537/16,953) of
their sample to be C-rich, but puts their completeness for C-AGBs at more than double their completeness for O-AGBs (64% and 29% respectively) suggesting that the
percentage of C-AGBs could be about 2 times too high. By these comparisons our
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estimated percentage of C-AGBs is relativity low, and may imply that the number of
carbon stars increases at lower values of [A] [D]. Physically we may also expect our
sample to yield a low number of C-AGBs because we select mainly for thin-shelled
sources. This means that many of our sources may be too early in their evolution or
too low-mass to be C-AGBs. Furthermore, the BAaDE ratio is dominated by sources
in the plane (Fig. 4.2) while some of the ratios listed are based on all-sky surveys
or surveys that significantly cover areas away from the plane (IRAS and IRTS) and
the C/O-AGB ratio may be lower in the metal-rich plane than at higher latitudes.
Finally, BAaDE likely includes many bulge sources which may also contribute to the
low ratio of C-AGBs, as the bulge is known to include mostly O-rich AGB stars. We
find a 6% fraction of C-AGBs reasonable for our bulge dominated population.

4.4.5

C- and O-AGB spatial distribution

Comparing the distributions in the Galactic plane of each of the populations as found
in the entire BAaDE sample generally supports the identification of each population
(Fig. 4.10). As seen in Sect. 4.3.1, the BAaDE identified YSOs are found primarily
close to the plane (Fig. 4.2), their distribution is more clumped than the AGB stars,
and shows a tendency towards molecular clouds (Fig. 4.3), all of which is consistent
with YSOs.
Multiple studies have shown that C-stars are more uniformly distributed across
the plane than their O-rich counterparts which are preferentially found near central
longitudes (e.g., Ishihara et al. 2011, Noguchi et al. 2004 and references therein).
Our sample also shows this trend. Fig. 4.10 shows that BAaDE color-selected OAGB sources show a strong tendency towards the center of the Galaxy while their
C-counterparts span a large range of longitudes at a fairly constant number density.
The dependence of the C/O ratio on longitude is likely a metallicity e↵ect (Brewer
et al., 1995).
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4.4.5.1

C-AGBs in the bulge

Although the fraction of candidate C-AGBs relative to their O-rich counterparts
drops significantly close to l = 0 , there are still 228 color-selected C-AGBs at
|l| < 30 . This number is quite large given the reported paucity of C-stars in the
bulge, especially C-Miras (Matsunaga et al., 2017). Some of the BAaDE C sources
near central longitudes may be attributed to foreground objects that are closer to the
Sun than typical bulge sources, but based on source magnitudes it is unlikely that
many are foreground stars. Trapp et al. (2018) make a first-order distinction between
bulge and disk sources within BAaDE based on [Ks ]-magnitude. Sources with high
velocity dispersion typically have [Ks ] values fainter than 6.0 while those with low
velocity dispersion have [Ks ] values brighter than 6.0 with a sharp distinction between
the two groups. Thus sources with [Ks ] > 6.0 are likely in the bulge. By this account
200 (88%) of the C-AGBs within |l| < 30 are likely to lie in the bulge based on their
[Ks ]-magnitude. This means that not many of our C-AGB stars can be attributed
to foreground objects even at longitudes associated with the bulge.
There could be several reasons for the large number of color and magnitude identified
bulge candidate C-AGBs. The aforementioned Trapp et al. (2018) result may not
hold for C-AGBs as their results were based on a smaller sample from the BAaDE
survey which was dominated by O-AGBs, and therefore their cut may only hold for
O-AGB stars. If [Ks ]-magnitudes cannot be used to separate disk and bulge C-AGBs
then a large fraction of our color-identified candidate C-AGBs could be foreground
objects. However, it is likely we have identified a large number of candidate C-AGBs
in the bulge with BAaDE. Our identification strategy relies on IR and radio data
that, due to the a↵ects of extinction, is more sensitive in the bulge than obtaining
optical/IR spectra, for example. Therefore, our strategy may have identified a larger
number of the C-AGBs in the bulge than was previously possible.
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4.5

Conclusion

We use the BAaDE SiO maser survey to study AGB star chemistry throughout the
Galaxy. The survey proves an efficient tool because SiO masers likely trace O-rich
AGB stars. We are able to test several IR-color division schemes of O- and C-rich
AGB stars by following IR trends in SiO detection rate, and we find a clear division
between potential O-rich and C-rich stars in [Ks ]

[A] versus [A]

[E] color-color

diagrams. With this distinction we are able to tightly define the region of colorcolor space where we expect O-AGBs to reside. The SiO detection rate within our
population of O-AGBs is 73%, which is consistent with most of the non-detections
being caused by only stellar variability.
We find no C/O division in any color-color diagram that utilizes only MSX data.
The initial IR selection of the BAaDE sample, which includes only sources from MSX
region iiia, dictates that our sample includes many thin-shell O-rich objects which
hinders finding such a division in purely MSX colors.
Our sample contains a small population of red YSO sources, which was not expected based on the initial BAaDE IR color selection. This small population is easily
distinguishable in MSX [D] [E] color, can be easily removed, and therefore does not
contaminate the AGB and dynamical science that BAaDE is designed for. [D]

[18]

can also be used, to a lesser extent, to separate these populations.
The distribution of the three populations (O-AGBs, C-AGBs, and YSOs) in
Galactic coordinates matches expectations, with YSOs residing nearest the plane
mainly in clumps in and around molecular clouds, and the O-rich AGB stars being
more concentrated towards l = 0 than the C-rich AGB stars. We find that, based on
IR-color indicators, candidate C-rich AGB stars make up ⇠ 6% of our AGB population, which is lower than many other surveys and studies. However, this fraction is
approximate and may be the product of the narrow color-range used in our sample.
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In addition, the galactic distribution of the C-AGB/O-AGB ratio also contributes to
our low value as our sample is dominated by bulge sources with a traditionally low
C-abundance.
Our division scheme can be used on large scales to prepare other surveys and also
identify many potentially interesting targets, including S-type stars and candidate
YSOs with SiO masers. A set of candidate C-rich AGB stars has been identified
within the BAaDE sample, which if confirmed, might imply a larger number of Crich stars in the bulge region than previously thought.
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IR color separation between
thin-shelled O-rich and C-rich
AGB Stars
The contents of this chapter have been published in a modified form as Megan O.
Lewis, Ylva M. Pihlström, Loránt O. Sjouwerman, and Luis-Henry Quiroga-Nuñez,
2020, ApJ, 901, 98.

5.1

Introduction

AGB stars are characterized by large CSEs, and can be divided into two main chemical types, O-rich and C-rich, based on the C/O ratio of the envelope. These two
categories show di↵erent spectral energy distributions (SEDs) and spectral signatures in multiple wavebands (e.g., Lloyd Evans 2010) because excess C or O atoms
bond with other metals in the CSE and create an envelope dominated by either Cbearing or O-bearing molecules, respectively. Identifying the chemical types of AGB
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sources has been, perhaps, most successful at infrared (IR) wavelengths, as shown
by multiple surveys involving low-resolution spectra (LRS; Olnon et al. 1986; Kwok
et al. 1997). However, some misidentifications and ambiguous cases exist (i.e., incomplete or featureless spectra, C-stars with silicate emission features), and reliable
identifications can only be made for AGB stars whose IR emission does not su↵er
too much from interstellar and circumstellar extinction.
Efficient identification of C- and O-rich AGB sources is useful for reliably counting
C-rich AGB sources in the Galaxy, which would inform about processes like dredgeup in stellar evolution models and the enrichment and return of material to the
interstellar medium from low- and intermediate-mass evolved stars. Confirmed Crich AGB stars in the bulge are particularly rare (Matsunaga et al., 2017), and
identifying candidates in this category is essential to develop a complete picture of
the age and metallicity of the bulge as well as the the formation of C-rich AGB
sources.
Radio maser signals from OH, H2 O, and especially SiO are common in O-rich
AGB stars and can be used as a diagnostic tracer of these stars. These maser
signals are often very bright and can be used to identify O-rich AGB stars that are
significantly a↵ected by interstellar extinction in the optical and IR, including stars
that lie deep in the Galactic bulge (Messineo et al., 2002). Although no masers of
comparable brightness or prevalence are found in C-rich AGB stars, many thermal
molecular transitions can be seen at radio wavelengths in C-rich AGB stars given
enough sensitivity. There have been many observations that focus on single, nearby,
bright C-rich AGB sources. For example, IRC+10216 has been examined in great
detail (eg. Dinh-V-Trung & Lim 2008; Tenenbaum et al. 2010; Chau et al. 2012; He
et al. 2019). These studies show that C-stars in particular have a rich chemistry
which gives rise to multiple spectral signatures at radio wavelengths.
Much larger samples, as well as an efficient method of classifying an AGB star
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as either C- or O-rich, are required in order to determine distributions of C-/O-rich
objects in the Galaxy, classify large numbers of C-rich AGB sources, and identify
molecules that are common for a large set of typical C-AGB sources. Investigations
that consider samples of AGB stars often collect their source-lists from preexisting
catalogues from the literature, and are thereby forced to gather their C and O stars
from separate sources (Ortiz et al. 2005; Lumsden et al. 2002; Suh & Kwon 2011).
This precludes comparing numbers of C and O AGB stars systematically and homogeneously. The most uniform analyses of AGB chemistry are based on IR LRS.
Kwok et al. (1997) classified ⇠5000 Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) sources
using this method. IR LRS however are limited to sources that are about 10 Jy or
brighter at 12 and 25 µm (Beichman et al., 1988) and therefore this method cannot
be easily extended to populations in the Galactic bulge.
Photometric methods of dividing C- and O-rich objects have the capability of
classifying thousands of sources more efficiently than spectroscopic methods. IRcolor cuts based on IRAS (van der Veen & Habing, 1988), MSX (Ortiz et al. 2005),
Akari (Ishihara et al., 2011), and combined 2MASS and MSX (Lumsden et al. 2002;
Chapter 4) photometry have been proposed to separate large numbers of C- and
O-rich AGB stars. A quick and powerful method of spectroscopically confirming
these cuts is necessary before large scale studies of these objects are possible. In
particular, spectral radio signals from C-rich AGB stars near the transitions of SiO
masers (43 and 86 GHz) would be a useful diagnostic to categorize AGB sources. In
depth spectral studies of AGB stars are sparse at 43 GHz as most molecular surveys
are conducted at mm wavelengths (e.g. Bujarrabal et al. 1994; Decin et al. 2018; He
et al. 2019).
The results presented in this Chapter are from follow-up observations of C-rich
candidate sources covered by the one-epoch BAaDE survey (Stroh et al. 2019; Trapp
et al. 2018; Chapter 2). The BAaDE project is a targeted SiO maser survey of ⇠
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28,000 IR-selected sources, primarily evolved stars likely to harbor SiO masers. The
survey covers the full Galactic plane, utilizing both the VLA at 43 GHz and ALMA
at 86 GHz. The spectral setups allow not only for multiple SiO transitions to be
observed, but also for the detection of a set of C-bearing molecular transitions. This
is of interest in terms of separating, and characterizing, the C-rich versus O-rich
AGB populations, as the BAaDE IR selection was based on MSX colors and could
not separate between the two (Sjouwerman et al., 2009). The BAaDE targets were
selected to be thin-shelled AGB sources from an MSX equivalent (Sjouwerman et al.,
2009) of IRAS color-color region IIIa as defined by van der Veen & Habing (1988);
this means that the BAaDE sample is quite di↵erent from samples which rely on
optical and OH/IR sources (Lumsden et al. 2002; Ortiz et al. 2005; Suh & Kwon
2011). Chapter 4 showed that the following zero-magnitude corrected IR color-color
division (not corrected for extinction) was a promising method for separating these
thin-shelled O-rich and C-rich AGB stars:

[Ks ]

where [Ks ]

[A] = 4.5([A]

[E])

1.2,

(5.1)

[A] values greater (redder) than this boundary indicate a likely C-rich

AGB source, and smaller (bluer) values are likely O-rich. The 2MASS [Ks ], MSX
[A], and MSX [E] bands are centered at wavelengths of 2.19, 8.28, and 21.34 µm and
zero-magnitude corrections of 55.810, 8.666, and 665 Jy are applied respectively so
that comparisons and colors can be constructed across instruments.
Establishing this division was partly based on a small set of ALMA detections of
C-bearing molecular lines confirming the C-rich chemistry and the position of these
sources in the color-color diagram. The VLA observations did not reveal similar
direct observational proof of a C-rich CSE. However, the BAaDE observations were
designed to detect bright maser lines, and did not provide sufficient integration time
for regular detections of weaker, thermal carbon-bearing lines. Here we present a
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deeper integration of a subset of the BAaDE sources, with the goal of verifying the
C- and O-rich IR separation method.
In Sect. 5.2 we describe the selection and observation of our sample of candidate
C-rich AGB sources. Section 5.3 covers the spectral line detections made in the
sample, and the clear distinction between the spectra of O-rich AGB sources and
candidate C-rich AGB sources. In Sect. 5.4 we discuss the evidence in support of
the IR-C/O division and possible limitations that arise. Also in Sect. 5.4, we draw
attention to a population of sources with anomalously bright SiO isotopologue lines.
Our conclusions are summarized in Sect. 5.5, and the spectra from the follow-up
observations appear in Appendix C.

5.2

Observations

We observed 51 sources, all of which were previously observed as part of the BAaDE
project, with the aim of positively identifying C-stars and firmly establishing the IR
color division between C- and O-rich AGB sources.

5.2.1

Source selection

In Chapter 4 C- and O-rich stars are separated empirically in a color-color diagram.
The O-rich region was directly confirmed by the high rate of SiO maser detection,
while the VLA portion of the BAaDE survey was not designed to detect weaker lines
of C-bearing molecules which may be expected in C-rich CSEs (Dinh-V-Trung &
Lim 2008; Chau et al. 2012). Thus, to verify this division, we performed follow-up
observations of two types of sources: one group falling into the anticipated C-rich
region of the color-color diagram which had no line detections, and one group falling
mainly into the anticipated O-rich color-color region with a single line detection that
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could not easily be ascribed to a specific CSE chemistry. The selected sources are
highlighted in the [Ks ] [A] versus [A] [E] diagram in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Color-color diagram of BAaDE sources considered in Chapter 4 (grey
points) including sources selected for follow-up based on their color (green dots) or
based on their BAaDE spectra (magenta squares). One source (ad3a-07012) selected
by its spectra does not have a reliable [E]-magnitude and so does not appear on this
plot. The diagonal line represents the division given by Equation 1 where sources to
the upper left of the line have colors indicative of C-rich AGB stars and sources to
the lower right are likely O-rich; hence, all of the color-selected sources are above this
line. The black arrow shows the reddening vector, corresponding to 20 magnitudes of
visual extinction, from Lumsden et al. (2002) which assumes silicate features typical
of O-rich dust and that extinction goes as 1.75 .

5.2.1.1

Sources with a single detected line near 42.9 GHz

Seven of our targets were selected because they showed an ambiguous single-line
detection near 42.9 GHz during the BAaDE survey. The BAaDE spectra for these
sources can be found on the BAaDE survey website1 and their names and coordinates
are listed in Table 5.1. The nearest SiO line to 42.9 GHz is the v=0 J = 1

0 transi-

tion of 29 SiO. As 28 SiO is the more common isotopologue, one may not expect to see
1 http://www.phys.unm.edu/⇠baade/specs/table.shtml
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any

29

SiO lines without the

28

SiO v=1 or

of ⇠14,000 BAaDE spectra the

29

28

SiO v=2 line. However, upon inspection

SiO v=0 line can be brighter than the

28

SiO lines

within a single source in a few rare instances (where confusion between isotopologue
transitions is eliminated for sources with multiple lines detected). Therefore, it is
possible for

29

SiO v=0 to be the only detection in a source. HC7 N has a transition

near 42.9 GHz as well (within 17 MHz or ⇠110 km s

1

of the

29

SiO line). This line

is also not expected to be the brightest at these frequencies as the HC5 N J=16 15
transition at 42.602 GHz is dominant in the C-rich AGB stars CIT 6 and IRC+10216
(Chau et al., 2012). In short, a single line at this frequency is not expected in either
O-rich or C-rich AGB sources as other transitions are more likely to be dominant in
this frequency range in either case. In the new, higher sensitivity observations we
searched for multiple lines with the goal of identifying the originally detected line.
The IR colors of these sources suggest five are O-rich, one C-rich, and one cannot be
classified in the scheme of Chapter 4 due to the lack of a reliable [E]-magnitude; all
of these BAaDE spectra are ambiguous.

5.2.1.2

Sources chosen by color

Forty-four potential candidates for C-AGB stars were chosen from the BAaDE survey based on their IR colors and magnitudes. These were selected from the ⇠400
sources whose colors suggest they may be C-stars that were covered by the VLA
portion of the BAaDE survey (see Sect. 4.3.2). Selected sources are brighter than
magnitude 3 in MSX [A]-band, and fall on the C-rich side of the color cut in Equation
5.1. Sources selected under these criteria are most likely to be bright candidate Crich AGB stars. Thermal C-bearing molecular lines are expected to be much weaker
than SiO masers which is why the selection includes the magnitude cut ([A] < 3),
intended to limit the sample to nearby sources in the absence of better distance
estimates. A cross-matched BAaDE-Gaia sample was established after these obser-
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vations were complete; however, all but two sources in our sample still lack reliable
distance estimates because of the absence of Gaia counter-parts or large uncertainties
in parallaxes (see Sect. 5.3.2). Circumstellar and interstellar extinction are likely responsible for the limited Gaia information available on these sources (Quiroga-Nuñez
et al., 2020). A discussion of local BAaDE sources with known distances is presented
in Quiroga-Nuñez et al. (2020), which shows that only 6% of the entire BAaDE catalogue can be attributed to sources within 2 kpc of the Sun with good parallaxes, and
that the BAaDE-Gaia sources are mostly moderately luminous (⇠1,500 L ), very
thin-shelled AGB stars that are atypical by the criteria in this chapter.
All of these sources were nondetections in the BAaDE survey. A nondetection of
SiO in BAaDE does not necessarily guarantee that the source is not O-rich, as the
SiO maser intensity varies greatly as a function of the stellar phase. Even among
samples of known SiO maser sources redetection rates are often less than 80% because
of the e↵ects of variability (Pihlström et al. 2018; Stroh et al. 2018). Incidentally,
this study also supports an ⇠80% redetection rate as 5 out of 6 (83%) sources that
showed reliable lines during the BAaDE survey had one or more lines detected in
this follow-up (see Sect. 5.3). Apart from variability, an SiO nondetection would also
be expected if C is more abundant than O, and in the new, deeper observations we
searched the spectra for molecular detections that would confirm this.
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18:07:12.696

18:30:40.728

18:43:07.248

18:42:24.888

18:02:48.288

18:34:02.208

ad3a-07012

ad3a-10509

ad3a-11939

ad3a-13236

ce3a-00109

ce3a-00142

12:06:51.84

22:19:51.96

02:51:57.24

06:42:39.60

10:44:26.52

22:40:47.28

Dec
(J2000)
30:18:02.88

18312 1209

17597 2219

18397 0254

18404 0645

no match

no match

IRAS
name
17398 3016

03-2017

03-2013

03-2017

03-2017

03-2017

03-2013

BAaDE
date
02-2016

SiO v=0a

unidentified

29

SiO v=0, 1, 2
29
SiO v=0
no detection

SiO v=0

Follow-up
result
SiO v=0, 1, 2, 3
29
SiO v=0
SiO v=1, 2

C

O

O

O

O

-

IR
class
O

P

I

E

E

-

-

LRS
class
I

93 or

43

-

93

140

92

21b

VLOS
km s 1
17

Table 5.1: Observation dates and results for sources chosen for single-line sources. All observations were made
in January and February 2020. IRAS LRS classifications are taken from Kwok, Volk, & Bidelman (1997) and
descriptions are therein. E classifications are likely O-rich sources and other classifications do not aid in di↵erentiating
O- and C-rich AGB sources. Line-of-sight velocities derived from the follow-up observations have uncertainties of ±7
km s 1 due to the spectral resolution of the observations. a Single line identified using typical velocities associated
with Galactic longitude of the source b Velocities for line identifications of 29 SiO and HC7 N respectively

RA
(J2000)
17:43:05.400

BAaDE
name
ad3a-01808
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5.2.2

Data characteristics

For the purpose of this work, each of the selected BAaDE sources has been reobserved
in follow-up observations using the VLA Q-band receivers. The new observations
cover a wider range of frequencies in order to include more potential transitions of
carbon-bearing molecules in addition to multiple SiO transitions. Data from the
BAaDE survey were taken between roughly 42 and 43 GHz for less than one minute
per source, reaching an RMS noise level of about 20 mJy beam

1

channel 1 . The

new observations reported on here were taken between 41.5 43.5 GHz (covering SiO
maser and C-bearing molecular transitions) and 45 47 GHz (covering only C-bearing
transitions) for about 12 minutes per source, reaching an RMS noise level of about 3
mJy beam

1

channel 1 . This is the noise level required to detect a line equivalent to

the 45.5 GHz HC3 N line in IRC+10216 at 3 in one channel out to about ⇠1.1 1.5
kpc. (Dinh-V-Trung & Lim, 2008). The spectral resolution was 1.7 km s
BAaDE data and 7 km s

1

1

in the

in the follow-up data. The follow-up data were reduced

using standard phase and amplitude calibration in AIPS and spectra were produced
at the phase centers. Source information and observing dates are listed in Table 5.1
and Table 5.3.2.

5.3

Results

All spectra from the new observations are shown in the Appendix. Spectra from
the BAaDE survey were obtained via the survey website1 . The characteristics of
the follow-up spectra depend heavily on the criteria under which they were selected. In particular, the spectra of the sources selected for their single-line detections
(Sect. 5.2.1.1) indicate that these sources are mostly O-rich AGB stars, while sources
chosen for their colors (Sect. 5.2.1.2) are less definitively identified but likely mostly
C-rich. The two sets are therefore discussed separately.
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5.3.1

Single-line sources

Of the seven single-line selected sources described in Sect. 5.2.1.1, one was undetected,
one shows an ambiguous detection, one shows a single thermal SiO line, and four
show SiO maser lines in our follow-up observations. The velocities of four of the
detected sources (three maser and one thermal) are consistent with the single-line
detections from the BAaDE survey being the

29

SiO v=0 transition, keeping in mind

that the spectral resolution of the follow-up data is 7 km s 1 . The velocity of ad3a07012 may indicate that the BAaDE detection was a rare false positive caused by
a noise spike. In general we conclude that in most cases the brightest line in the
spectra of these sources at the time of the BAaDE observations was, unexpectedly,
the

29

SiO v=0 maser line. Each source is discussed in more detail below.

• ad3a-01808 displays several SiO transitions:
v=2,

28

SiO v=3, and

29

28

28

SiO v=1,

28

SiO

SiO v=0 yielding an average line-of-sight velocity of

17 km s 1 . This compares well if we assign the
BAaDE detection, finding

16.7 km s

observations of this source, the
28

SiO v=0,

29

1

29

SiO v=0 transition to the

for those observations. In the new

SiO v=0 line is fainter than the

28

SiO v=1,

SiO v=2, and 28 SiO v=3 lines, showing that reversed line ratios between 29 SiO

and 28 SiO are not a set characteristic of a given AGB star. The strength of the
lines from these isotopologues can switch back and forth within an individual
source (see also Sect. 5.4.6).
• ad3a-07012 shows

28

SiO v=1 and 2 lines during this observation. The veloc-

ities associated with these lines (94 and 91 km s

1

respectively) do not match

the velocity of the line in the original 2013 BAaDE data if it is identified as
29

SiO v=0 ( 247 km s 1 ) or HC7 N ( 362 km s 1 ). Upon reinvestigating the

preliminary BAaDE spectra, the detection is 9 in a single 250 kHz (1.7 km s 1 )
channel and may be a noise peak. This is an O-rich source whose maser emis-
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sion was either o↵ or below the BAaDE detection threshold during the BAaDE
observations. The 84 and 73 mJy single channel (1024 kHz or 7 km s 1 ) peaks
were only significant with the increased sensitivity of the follow-up observation.
• ad3a-10509 shows a tentative detection of the

28

SiO v=0 line. The detection

is 6 when three-channel (21 km s 1 ) averaging is applied. Being a likely SiO
emitter, it makes sense to assign the

29

SiO v=0 transition to the single-line

BAaDE detection. The validity of this is strongly supported by the derived
line-of-sight velocities (⇠140 km s 1 ) in both surveys, di↵ering by less than 2
km s 1 . We presume that since 2016 the

29

SiO v=0, and possibly other maser

lines, have turned o↵ due to stellar variability.
• ad3a-11939 hosts

28

SiO v=0,

28

SiO v=1,

28

SiO v=2, and

29

SiO v=0 emission

with an average line-of-sight velocity of 93 km s 1 . The 29 SiO v=0 line is within
300 kHz (⇠2 km s 1 ) of its velocity in the 2017 BAaDE observations, confirming
the identification of the original transition. The 29 SiO v=0 line is the brightest
in the source during both observations. This source is IRAS 18404 0645 and
is identified as an O-rich AGB star based on the 9.7 µm emission feature in its
LRS.

• ad3a-13236 hosts no detectable lines in the follow-up observations. This
source has an IRAS counterpart (IRAS 18397-0254) and is identified as an
O-rich AGB source based the LRS 9.7 µm emission feature. As stated previously in Sect. 5.2.1.2, nondetections can occur in SiO maser sources due to
variability. Based on the IRAS LRS, and the findings above for ad3a-01808
and ad3a-10509, we extrapolate that the detection in the 2017 BAaDE data
was the 29 SiO v=0 line and that maser emission turned o↵ before our follow-up
observations.
• ce3a-00109 shows a single line in the follow-up observations around 600 kHz
(4 km s 1 ) away from the line detected in the 2013 BAaDE observations (i.e., in
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complete agreement given the spectral resolution). This is likely the 29 SiO v=0
line making the line-of-sight velocity of the source

42 km s 1 . Alternatively,

if this is the HC7 N line the line-of-sight velocity is

160 km s 1 . As this source

lies at a Galactic longitude of 7.6 , where the velocities of BAaDE sources range
150 to 250 km s 1 , and recalling the previous three cases, we

between about

consider the 29 SiO v=0 identification more likely. The IRAS LRS for this source
is incomplete.
• ce3a-00142 is the only source chosen for its single-line detection that has IR
colors indicative of a C-rich AGB source—although it should be noted that
its [Ks ] [A] value is very high at 11.7 (see Fig. 5.1) and it is unclear whether
the division extends this far due to the low number of BAaDE sources with
similar colors. It shows a single line again in the follow-up observations within
200 kHz (2 km s 1 ) of the line detected in the 2017 BAaDE observations. If
this line is the

29

SiO v=0 the derived line-of-sight velocity is 93 km s 1 ; if it is

the HC7 N line then the velocity is

21 km s 1 . In this case the ambiguity of

the single line is not resolved as the velocity range of BAaDE sources at this
longitude is about

60 to 170 km s 1 . If the line is the

29

SiO v=0 line it does

not appreciably undermine the significance of the IR-color division because of
the high [Ks ] [A] value of the source and because of the inherent uncertainties
in color values (see Sect. 5.4.4).

Several general statements can be made about the sources chosen under the singleline criteria. The ambiguity of the line near 42.9 GHz in the BAaDE data is resolved.
This line is the

29

SiO v=0 line, likely in all reliable cases (i.e., ad3a-07012 and ce3a-

00142 possibly excluded), and therefore the

29

SiO v=0 line can be the brightest

SiO transition in a source. Given the SiO detections in most of the O-rich region
sources, we find that they are O-rich AGB sources, which largely validates the color
cuts laid out in Chapter 4. Two sources also have IRAS LRS classifications that help
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di↵erentiate O- and C-rich AGB sources, both of which support O-rich identifications
(Kwok et al., 1997). No unambiguous detections of C-bearing molecules were made
in these sources.
In addition, these data have demonstrated the variable nature of the relative
brightnesses of

29

SiO and

28

SiO lines in the source ad3a-01808. In this source,

v=0 was the brightest line in the BAaDE data and the
all brighter than the

29

28

29

SiO

SiO v=1,2, and 3 lines are

SiO v=0 line in the follow-up data. This behavior has not

been reported before and will be explored somewhat in Chapter 6, but much work
remains to be done.

5.3.2

Color-selected sources

Of the 44 sources described in Sect. 5.2.1.2, 43 sources were undetected in the followup observations and one showed molecular emission.
We detect the thermal 28 SiO v=0 and HC3 N v=0 (J = 5

4) transitions in ad3a-

11235. The detected HC3 N line is outside of the frequency range of the BAaDE data
at 45.490 GHz, and both the HC3 N and SiO lines are well below the sensitivity of the
BAaDE data with single-channel (1024 kHz) peaks at 11 and 8 mJy respectively. The
HC3 N v=0 (J = 5 4) line is the brightest line between 35 50 GHz in both CIT 6 and
IRC+10216 (Chau et al., 2012). Detecting this line in a C-rich source is therefore
more compatible with previous observations than the possibility of detecting the
HC7 N v=0 (J = 38

37) line discussed in Sect. 5.2.1.1.

Both detected lines are wider than the few km s

1

maser detections discussed

in the previous section, with the SiO line spanning 21 km s

1

and the HC3 N line

spanning 35 km s 1 , where the velocity widths are calculated from the number of
channels between the first and last 3

channels inclusively. The spectra of this

source is therefore reproduced with seven-channel (⇠ 49 km s 1 ) Hanning smoothing
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in Fig. 5.2 to more clearly show these lines. With the peak channel of the SiO line
at

32 km s

1

and the HC3 N line at

26 km s

1

the velocities agree to within the

errors. This source was also observed by the IRAS and Gaia surveys; it is classified
as a C-star by its IRAS LRS and several other means (Merrill & Stein 1976, Kwok
et al. 1997, Alksnis et al. 2001, Chen & Yang 2012), and is 789±207 pc from the
Sun as determined by directly inverting its Gaia parallax (Gaia Collaboration et al.,
2018). Of the sources in this sample with Gaia parallaxes available, ad3a-11235 is
likely the nearest. ad3a-09804 is the only other source with a Gaia counterpart and a
parallax error small enough to obtain a distance with no priors (Bailer-Jones, 2015),
and its inverted Gaia parallax yields a distance of 814±150 pc.
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c

because of the spectral resolution of

LRS class-A implies an O-rich AGB source which does not match the Chapter 4 IR-color

1

in absorption as opposed to emission may not fit the IR-color cut.

the disagreement (see Sect. 5.4.4). Additionally, thick-shelled AGB sources that would show sillicate features

classification. The source is very near the O/C boundary and uncertainties in the IR photometry may explain

the observations.

derived from the follow-up observations have uncertainties of ±7 km s

and other classifications do not aid in di↵erentiating O- and C-rich AGB sources. All line-of-sight velocities

are therein. C and F classifications are likely C-rich sources, A and E classifications are likely O-rich sources,

and February 2020. IRAS LRS classifications are taken from Kwok, Volk, & Bidelman (1997) and descriptions

Table 5.2: Observation dates and results for sources chosen by IR color. All observations were made in January

18:51:15.384

ad3a-14342
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Figure 5.2: Spectra of source ad3a-11235 which displays the 28 SiO v=0 line and the
HC3 N v=0 (J = 5 4) line. Hanning smoothing is applied across seven channels.
The top and bottom panels correspond to di↵erent frequency ranges

We confirm that C-bearing molecules can be detected in C-rich AGB sources
within our covered frequencies and sensitivity, at least for this nearby source, but
that a much improved sensitivity would be needed compared to the BAaDE survey
or even this work in order to detect such lines at large. Additionally, no SiO masers
were detected in any of the color-selected sources even though many maser lines were
within our spectral and sensitivity range, as demonstrated by the detections in the
O-rich objects.

5.4

Discussion

Sources with IR colors indicative of both O-rich AGB stars and C-rich AGB stars
were observed. Three out of five sources with IR-colors indicating O-rich stars show
SiO maser lines, a forth source shows a tentative thermal SiO detection, and even
the final source with no detection in this work can be classified as O-rich by its
IRAS LRS. None of the 45 sources with IR-colors associated with C-rich stars (44
chosen by this criteria and one single-line source, ce3a-00142, whose detection is still
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ambiguous) show definitive SiO maser lines. One source, ad3a-11235, that was a Ccandidate based on its IR colors and was known to be a carbon star from Kwok et al.
(1997), shows thermal HC3 N and SiO lines. As thermal SiO lines have been detected
in several C-rich stars (Bujarrabal et al. 1994; Chau et al. 2012) and HC3 N is not
expected in O-rich stars (Bujarrabal et al., 1994), these detections independently
confirm this source as a C-rich AGB star. In general the candidate C-rich sources
remain more ambiguous than the O-rich sources but the lack of SiO maser detections
over multiple epochs along with a detection of HC3 N strongly suggests that the colorselection laid out in Chapter 4 is valid. Many arguments and data support the cut
(Sect. 5.4.1 5.4.3). We also discuss the uncertainty and limitations of the IR and
radio data (Sect. 5.4.4 5.4.5). Finally sources with anomalously bright isotopologue
lines and the serendipitous observation of their variability are discussed (Sect 5.4.6).

5.4.1

IR wavelength ranges

The success of the division relies on the addition of the 2MASS [Ks ] information to
the MSX data. It has been shown in several studies using multiple IR bands that
mid-IR colors (eg. IRAS [12] [25] or MSX [A] [D]) are not e↵ective in separating
C- and O-rich AGB sources (van der Veen & Habing 1988; Sjouwerman et al. 2009;
also Chapter 4). van der Veen & Habing (1988) show that the longer wavelength IR
color [25] [60] can divide O- and C-rich AGBs because C-rich AGBs are redder in
these colors. Here we have shown that C-rich AGBs are also redder in the shorter
wavelength color [Ks ] [A]. This is in agreement with the general understanding
of the SEDs of C- and O-rich AGB stars (see for example Ishihara et al. 2011),
where the SEDs of these types of sources di↵er the most below 8 µm and above
20 µm. Cross-matching our sample of 51 sources to the IRAS database leads to 41
IRAS counter-parts. Thirty-one of these lack 60 µm information, making comparison
between our color division and IRAS color-region classifications from van der Veen &
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Habing (1988) uninformative. The division presented here is therefore particularly
useful for sources that lack IRAS information (including but not limited to sources
in crowded fields where 60 µm data is often poor quality) as they would otherwise
be difficult to classify using IR colors.

5.4.2

Agreement with IRAS LRS

Because of the lack of definitive C-bearing molecular detections in many of the potential C-rich AGB stars, we also match our sample to IRAS LRS classifications
where applicable. We use the categorizations by Kwok et al. (1997), and consider
LRS types A and E (9.7 µm feature in absorption and emission respectively) to be
O-rich AGBs and LRS types C and F (11.2 µm feature and featureless spectra respectively) to be C-rich (Volk et al., 1992). Figure 5.3 shows LRS identified C-rich
and O-rich AGB sources from our sample on a MSX 2MASS color-color diagram
similar to Fig. 5.1. Also marked are the sources with spectral detections from this
work and the O/C-dividing line described by Equation 1. The distribution of C- and
O-rich objects follows the color cut very well; therefore, both IRAS LRS and our
own independent results support the color division.

5.4.3

Lack of detections over multiple epochs

Neither a nondetection in the BAaDE observations nor in the new observations
necessarily implies a C-rich AGB, as some O-rich AGBs do not host maser emission,
SiO maser emission is variable, and other types of IR sources could contaminate
our sample. However, given that all but two (ad3a-11235 and ce3a-00142) of the
sources with colors indicative of C-rich AGB sources have featureless spectra at
43 GHz over at least two separate epochs (and none show definitive SiO masers),
we can e↵ectively rule out that this is a sample of SiO-maser sources. Based on
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Figure 5.3: Color-color diagram. Colored symbols represent the follow-up sample
and are categorized based on the Kwok et al. (1997) analysis of IRAS LRS, while
grey dots represent BAaDE sources not observed in the follow-up program. Yellow
squares are identified as C-type meaning they show the 11.2 µm SiC feature or Ftype meaning their spectra are featureless (i.e., they are likely C-rich AGB sources),
blue diamonds are identified as A- or E-type meaning they show the 9.7 µm silicate
feature in either absorption or emission (i.e., they are likely O-rich AGB sources),
and red dots are sources without a LRS identification or designations that do not
aid in O-/C-rich classification. Sources with SiO-only detections in the follow-up
spectra are marked with a white plus and correspond to either unidentified or O-rich
LRS sources. ad3a-11235 which shows thermal HC3 N and SiO in its spectra and is
identified as C-rich by its LRS is marked as a green cross. The reddening vector
corresponding to 20 magnitudes of visual extinction (Lumsden et al., 2002), is shown
as the black arrow.

redetection rates of known BAaDE masers (Pihlström et al. 2018; Stroh et al. 2018),
SiO masers are detectable within the BAaDE sensitivity during about 80% of the
stellar cycle. The odds of randomly observing an SiO maser source twice while it
is o↵ (with the observations separated significantly in time) are therefore quite low
at 4% (20% of 20%), and it is nearly impossible (⇠10

60

%) to observe 44 maser-

bearing sources coincidentally in this phase twice. If these sources are a population
with similar characteristics, then we can be certain that they are not a population
of O-rich AGB sources with circumstellar conditions conducive to maser emission.
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More generally, the nondetections reported here, the detection of HC3 N in ad3a11235, and distribution of LRS sources reported in this work add to the evidence
given in Chapter 4 and continue to support the conclusion that thin-shelled C-rich
AGB sources lie above the line in Fig. 5.3.

5.4.4

Potential e↵ects of reddening and variability

Two primary e↵ects could change the apparent color of a source to position it on
the wrong side of the division between O-rich and C-rich AGB sources: reddening
and variability. Although the sources observed here lie close to the Galactic plane
and no reddening corrections have been applied (for a number of reasons including,
but not limited to, a lack of distance estimates), reddening is probably not the main
source of error in identifying an individual source as C- or O-rich. This is because the
reddening vector and the O/C division are roughly parallel (see Fig. 5.3). Sources
whose apparent colors are strongly a↵ected by reddening through interstellar dust
will have intrinsic colors that slide towards the bluer part of the diagram as shown
by the slope of the reddening vector, and therefore are likely to stay on the same
side of the O/C division even if large corrections are applied. As seen in the figure,
even if sources were corrected for 20 magnitudes of visual extinction, consistent for
sources near the Galactic center, they would still almost all stay on their respective
sides of the division.
A greater source of error is the non-simultaneity of the the 2MASS [Ks ] and
the MSX photometry. Our sources are variable AGB stars whose IR magnitudes
can change by more than a magnitude from maximum to minimum, and the sources
could have been in di↵erent parts of their stellar phases during the 2MASS and MSX
measurements. This mostly a↵ects the [Ks ] [A] color because it includes measurements from both surveys. At worst, if these measurements were made completely
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out of phase, this could misrepresent the [Ks ] [A] color by about two magnitudes,
which can indeed cause sources to appear to be on the other side of the division. This
source of error can move sources in both directions across the division and should in
general not have a large e↵ect on a statistical sample, although individual sources,
like ad3a-09711 whose LRS shows a silicate absorption feature but is on the C-side
of the division, can be a↵ected.

5.4.5

Sensitivity limit of radio data

We detect emission in only one source that was chosen based on color, ad3a-11235.
This source has been confirmed as a C-rich AGB source through several methods
(Merrill & Stein 1976, Kwok et al. 1997, Alksnis et al. 2001, Chen & Yang 2012)
and is likely less than a kpc away (see Sect. 5.3.2). It is encouraging that firstly, the
color criteria is picking out known C-rich AGB sources and secondly, that a C-bearing
molecular detection can be made within these sources within our frequency coverage.
However, as there is only a single detection made in any source chosen by this criteria,
this is not an efficient spectroscopic method for definitively identifying C-rich AGB
sources for large samples. This is due to the relative weakness of the thermal Cbearing lines available in this frequency range. A much improved sensitivity would
be required to positively confirm a large number of C-rich AGB sources in this
frequency range.
Furthermore, the selection criteria for this sample included a magnitude cut intended to limit the distances of the sources and increase the chances of molecular
detections. This criteria, which was imposed because of the sensitivity limit of the
radio data, implies that our sample is limited to stars in the Galactic disk. These
data therefore do not exclude the possibility that the O/C division could have a
metallicity dependency that would alter the division in other environments, such as
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the Galactic bulge. As the division was initially proposed based on SiO detection
rates from across both the disk and the bulge from the BAaDE survey, we find it
unlikely that the e↵ect of metallicity on the division is significant.

5.4.6

Variability of isotopologue lines

The ambiguity of the initial BAaDE single-line detection in the single-line sources
described in Sect. 5.2.1.1 was resolved by reobserving to a higher sensitivity and
detecting additional lines in the same spectra simultaneously. These sources show
SiO maser emission and are O-rich AGB stars as their 2MASS and MSX colors
suggest. This means that during the BAaDE survey observations, the brightest line
in the 43 GHz spectra of these sources was the 29 SiO v=0 line. This was unexpected
as the

28

over the

SiO v=1 and/or v=2 lines are much more common and usually dominate
29

SiO line by nearly a factor of ten. Observations of these sources over two

epochs show that, not only can

29

SiO v=0 be the brightest, and indeed only, line

detected in a BAaDE source, but that the ratios between the

29

SiO and

are highly time-dependent. The line ratios in a source where the

29

28

SiO lines

SiO v=0 line is

the brightest can completely reverse within the span of a few years, so that the source
displays typical line ratios at a later epoch. Source ad3a-01808 shows the variability
of the

29

SiO and

28

SiO line ratios (see Fig. 5.4). In this source, the only detectable

line in the BAaDE data was a transition near 42.9 GHz, while the follow-up data
revealed five SiO lines three of which were brighter than the initially detected 42.9
GHz line—which is now identified to be the
Both the fact that the

29

29

SiO v=0 line.

SiO v=0 can be brighter than the

28

SiO v=1 and v=2

lines and the fact that these atypical line ratios can revert are newly reported observations that have yet to be incorporated into, or explained by, maser pumping
models. It seems unlikely that anomalously bright
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Figure 5.4: Spectra for the source ad3a-01808 showing that the line ratios between
28
SiO and 29 SiO transitions can completely reverse between observations. Top: data
from the 2016 portion of the BAaDE survey. Bottom: data from the 2020 followup observations limited in frequency range to match the earlier observations. Note
that the flux density scale is di↵erent in the top and bottom panels due to the
improved sensitivity in the new observations. None of the follow-up detections would
be significant at the sensitivity of the BAaDE data.

by anomalously high abundances of

29

SiO as these bright

29

SiO sources can switch

to typical line ratios in a matter of years. This precludes using maser detections like
this as conclusive identifiers of Thorne-Żytkov objects (van Paradijs et al., 1995), at
least until the anomalous brightness is better understood.

5.5

Conclusions

Two epochs of 43 GHz observations of thin-shelled AGB sources confirm that the
O-/C-rich AGB division from Chapter 4 is very e↵ective. Following up on single-line
detections from the BAaDE survey leads mainly to more positive confirmations of
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O-rich objects through the detection of SiO emission, while following up on sources
whose IR colors suggest they are C-rich leads to mostly nondetections and one instance of a detection of a C-bearing molecule. The large number of nondetections
among the sources chosen by color supports the color cut given the typical strength
and prevalence of SiO masers in the frequencies covered. Deep integrations at mm
or IR wavelengths are likely necessary to directly spectroscopically confirm C-rich
AGB sources from the BAaDE survey as the limited sensitivity of the observations
presented here only show detectable emission from a single, relatively nearby source.
The carbon-bearing molecular lines targeted by these observations are too weak to
be commonly detected in a reasonable amount of time. Identifications from IRAS
LRS observations made by Kwok et al. (1997) also fit the color division well. Our
photometric classification is more widely applicable than IRAS LRS in the Galactic
plane because many Galactic IR sources lack LRS or even reliable IRAS photometry,
especially at longer wavelengths, due to confusion.
Finally, the 29 SiO v=0 line can be brighter than the traditionally dominant 28 SiO
v=1 and v=2 lines. This reversal of line ratios changes over time and can completely
switch in the span of ⇠3 years suggesting that the abnormal ratios are not caused
by an abundance e↵ect.
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Chapter 6
Comparison of multiple
simultaneous SiO maser transitions
This chapter is in preparation for publication as M. O. Lewis et al.

6.1

Introduction

The pumping mechanisms behind the production of circumstellar SiO masers are
unclear, and both radiative and collisional models can explain some aspects of previous SiO maser observational results. Before the BAaDE survey about 4,000 stars
hosting SiO masers had been identified in the literature, whereas the BAaDE SiO
maser survey has so far identified over 9,800 Galactic SiO masers with the VLA, over
1,000 with ALMA (Stroh et al., 2019), and is on track to find ⇠16,000 total maser
sources once observations of all 28,000 sources and data reduction is complete (see
Chapter 2). Therefore, the BAaDE sample is the largest and most uniform database
of SiO masers, making it the most comprehensive set of observations with which to
compare SiO maser modeling. Here we present line ratios and relationships between
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line properties and IR colors for ⇠9,800 BAaDE masers. These results can be used
to constrain models to study pumping mechanisms, and to tie observed line ratios to
properties in the CSE. With an unprecedented number of detected masers sources,
many of which lie deep in the Galactic bulge, a major goal of the BAaDE survey is to
establish these masers as sign-posts signaling CSE conditions in stars throughout the
Galaxy. Radio observations are unique in their ability to probe these sources in the
Galactic plane and bulge, and maser observations in particular are indispensable for
efficiently identifying an O-rich evolved stellar population at any distance throughout
the Galaxy. If we can determine how maser emission depends on fundamental stellar
properties like mass-loss characteristics, age, initial mass, density, and temperature,
this will prove a powerful tool to study stellar evolution in the Galaxy. In this Chapter, we begin the process of tying SiO maser properties to physical properties by
laying out the observational behaviors of 43 GHz SiO masers. These behaviors must
be reproduced by models of CSE conditions and SiO pumping mechanisms.
Comprehensive observational studies of these masers are necessary in order to
establish SiO maser emission as a probe of CSE environments and conditions. For
example, the

F (28 SiOv=2)
F (28 SiOv=1)

ratio for 43 GHz, J=1 0 transitions has been shown to

be lower on average in Mira stars than in their thicker-shelled counterparts, OH/IR
stars (i.e., v=1 is more dominant in Miras, where v=2 is more dominant in OH/IR),
showing that line ratios can be indicative of the CSE properties of the source they
originate in (Nyman et al., 1993). Furthermore, comparison of observations to maser
pumping models has suggested that the SiO v=3 maser transition may only be
detected at higher densities (H2 densities of 1011 cm 3 ) during a fraction of the stellar
phase due to changing pumping conditions (Desmurs et al., 2014; Stroh et al., 2018),
demonstrating close connections between line-ratios, pumping conditions, density,
and even stellar phase.
Although these results show that SiO masers are related to the environments in
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Maser
SiO v=2 J=2 1
SiO v=3 J=1 0
SiO v=3 J=1 0
29
SiO v=0 J=1 0
29
SiO v=2 J=2 1
30
SiO v=0 J=1 0
30
SiO v=0 J=2 1
30
SiO v=1 J=1 0
30
30

SiO v=1 J=1
SiO v=1 J=1

0
0

Overlap
SiO v=2 1 J=1 0 + H2 O (0,1,0) 127,5 (0,0,0) 116,6
SiO v=4 3 J=1 0 + SiO v=1 0 J=22 21
SiO v=2 1 J=8 9 + SiO v=3 2 J=1 0
29
SiO v=1 0 J=1 0 + SiO v=2 1 J=4 3
29
SiO v=2 1 J=2 3 + SiO v=2 1 J=7 8
30
SiO v=1 0 J=1 0 + 29 SiO v=1 0 J=3 4
SiO v=2 1 J=3 4 + 30 SiO v=1 0 J=1 2
30
SiO v=1 0 J=1 0 + 29 SiO v=3 2 J=11 10 and
29
SiO v=3 2 J=11 10 + 28 SiO v=2 1 J=2 3
29
SiO v=1 0 J=3 4 + 30 SiO v=1 0 J=1 0
28
SiO v=2 1 J=3 4 + 30 SiO v=1 0 J=1 2

Reference
abc
d
d
d
d
d
e
e
e
e
e

Table 6.1: Major line overlaps that a↵ect J = 1 0 and J = 2 1 28 SiO, 29 SiO, and
30
SiO maser transitions. The maser a↵ected is shown in the first column and the
transitions showing the overlap in the second. Modified from Soria-Ruiz (2007).
ab
Olofsson et al. (1981; 1985); c Bujarrabal et al. (1996); d Herpin & Baudry (2000);
e
Gonzalez-Alfonso & Cernicharo (1997)

which they form, understanding the depth and breadth of these connections is not
possible without understanding the pumping mechanism behind these masers. As
stated, the pumping mechanism for SiO maser emission around AGB stars is not
known and both collisional and radiative pumping may play a role. The correlation
between the strength of the IR 8 µm flux and the SiO 43 GHz (J = 1 0) v=1 emission
suggests the importance of radiative pumping (Bujarrabal et al. 1987, Quiroga-Nuñez
et al. 2021, in preparation), while the case for collisional pumping is strengthened by
the positional coincidence of the 43 GHz v=1 and v=2 emission in very long baseline
interferometry (VLBI) observations, even though radiative pumping models suggest
these two lines require di↵erent temperature and density requirements (Miyoshi et al.,
1994).
Regardless of whether collisional or radiative pumping (or a combination) is considered, line overlaps between IR molecular transitions are a critical component of
SiO pumping models. Table 6.1 shows some of the major line overlaps that have been
proposed to a↵ect SiO masers. In these overlaps two transitions (second column), one
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of which has an energy level in common with an SiO maser transition (first column),
occur at roughly the same frequency (usually within 1 km s 1 ). These transitions
with similar frequencies can either give photons to or steal photons from each other,
causing one state of the maser to be populated di↵erently than it would be without
the overlap. If the lower state of the maser is populated more by the overlap or if
the upper state is populated less, then the maser transition will be quenched by the
overlap; while if the low level is populated less or the upper level more, the maser will
be enhanced by the overlap. The first major line overlap was proposed by Olofsson
et al. (1981), who suggested that the overlap between SiO and H2 O transitions could
account for anomalously weak 86 GHz (J=2 1) v=2 emission. This suppressed emission could not be explained by purely collisional or radiative models with no overlap.
Soria-Ruiz et al. (2004) utilized this same overlap in radiative models to explain the
radial proximity of 43 GHz v=1 and 2 emission. This model also accurately predicted
86 GHz v=1 emission residing at farther distances from the star than the 43 GHz
v=1 emission, a feature unaccounted for by radiative models ignoring the SiO–H2 O
overlap (Soria-Ruiz et al., 2004). Desmurs et al. (2014) expanded on the Soria-Ruiz
et al. (2004) modeling and successfully predicted many of behaviors of SiO maser
line ratios in a sample of 43 and 86 GHz observations (Stroh et al., 2018) that could
not be explained by models without the overlap. Furthermore, Gonzalez-Alfonso &
Cernicharo (1997) developed a pumping model utilizing hundreds of
and

30

28

SiO,

29

SiO,

SiO IR line overlaps to explain unexpectedly enhanced and quenched lines.

It successfully explains the formation of the J=5–4 v=4 maser (Cernicharo et al.,
1993) and the tangential amplification of the

29

SiO v=0 emission shown in VLBI

observations (Soria-Ruiz et al., 2005). Thus line overlaps can alter the pumping and
line ratios of many SiO maser lines, and observing a large set of SiO maser lines is
essential for probing these details in pumping mechanisms. As the BAaDE observations cover seven SiO transitions simultaneously in thousands of sources, they are
well-poised to constrain these models.
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In Sect. 6.2 we revisit the details of the VLA BAaDE survey that most a↵ect
line-ratio calculations. Sect. 6.3 presents the detection rates and line ratios for many
combinations of lines detected by the BAaDE survey, showing the wealth of new
information that is now available. In Sect. 6.4 we discuss the lack of correlations between line-ratios and IR colors, and the uncertainties in the data that hinder probing
such correlations. In this section we also show that line ratios constructed across the
isotopologue species can be used to identify isotopologue-dominated spectra, and
finally we compare our observed ratios to currently published pumping models. Our
conclusions are summarized in Sect. 6.5.

6.2

Observations/BAaDE

This chapter considers peak maser line flux densities from the VLA portion of the
BAaDE survey as described in Chapter 2.
As a brief overview of the sample, we utilize a collection of ⇠18,000 sources
that represent the current status of the survey data reduction. The raw SiO maser
detection rate is ⇠ 53.5% for the VLA sources. The only molecule identified in any
of the VLA spectra is SiO, which is initially surprising given the quantity of sources
in the survey; however, this can simply be caused the judicious spectral set-up, which
was chosen for its coverage of SiO maser lines, and the short integration time spent on
each source, which was again chosen to accommodate maser emission (see Chapters 2
and 5). Consequently, all line ratios reported here are derived solely from transitions
of SiO. The BAaDE survey spectral setup covers the 43 GHz J=1—0
1, 2, and 3 transitions, as well as the

29

SiO v=0, 1 and

30

28

SiO v=0,

SiO v=0 transitions all

of which are detected in di↵erent combinations per source (Table 6.2). The SiO
v=0 transition can be detected as either a thermal or a maser line, while the other
transitions are always maser detections in the BAaDE data.
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6.3

Results

We present detection rates and line ratios for the seven SiO transitions sampled by
the VLA BAaDE survey observations. Following the results of Chapters 4 and 5,
we are able to filter out sources with IR colors indicative of C-rich AGB (27 SiO
detections) and YSO sources (40 SiO detections) and focus on the sources which are
most likely to be O-rich AGB stars. As there are very few detections of SiO masers
among sources with colors indicative of non-O-rich AGB sources, and the detections
we do find may be from outlier O-AGB stars (i.e., O-ABG stars with colors outside of
the region presented in Chapter 4), we only investigate YSO and C-rich AGB sources
briefly while the majority of our results focus on the sample with C-rich AGB and
YSO sources removed. Overall this filtered sample of the BAaDE survey consists of
17,949 sources with 9,660 sources detected (53.8%) in one or more SiO lines. Table
6.2 breaks these detections into individual transitions and also shows how these rates
change based on the color cuts presented in Chapter 4.
As can be seen in Table 6.2, the SiO v=1, and 2 lines dominate the overall
detection rate; they are typically the brightest lines in a spectrum. For the remainder
of the Chapter we will refer to these as the primary lines. The other transitions listed
are detected less often but are still found in a significant number of sources. Being
targeted in only a few observational studies in the past, these secondary lines turn
out to be essential in unveiling SiO maser pumping details, and BAaDE provides a
homogeneous database of these transitions, enabling statistical comparisons for the
first time. In particular, ⇠1,700 transitions from the

29

SiO and

30

SiO isotopologue

species are detected despite the fact that these species are about 18 and 25 times
less abundant than

28

SiO respectively (Monson et al., 2017).
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J=1 0
transition
SiO v=0
SiO v=1
SiO v=2
SiO v=3
29
SiO v=0
29
SiO v=1
30
SiO v=0

Number of
detections
118
9297
9177
2034
1461
19 (67)
223

Percent
(entire sample)
0.6%
51.2%
50.5%
11.2%
8.0%
0.1%
1.2%

Percent
(C-AGB/YSOs removed)

0.6%
51.5%
50.8%
11.3%
8.1%
0.1%
1.2%

Percent
(O-rich AGBs)
1.5%
62.1%
61.1%
17.1%
15.1%
0.2%
2.6%

Table 6.2: BAaDE detections for individual transitions. There were 9,727 sources
detected in at least one line. Each percentage in the third column is out of the 18,174
sources observed. Each percentage in the fourth column is out of the 17,949 sources
that cannot be deselected as either C-AGB or YSO sources based on their IR color
and the cuts presented in Chapter 4. Each percentage in the fifth column is out of
the 7,138 sources with colors indicative of O-rich AGB sources following the colors
cuts in Chapter 4. The samples in columns four and five are di↵erent because of the
large number of sources that are lacking [E]-magnitude information that therefore
cannot be categorized as C-AGB, YSO, or O-AGB. Detections of the 29 SiO v=1 line
are reported directly from the BAaDE line-finding algorithm (in parenthesis) and
after visual inspection to remove false detections (see text).

6.3.1

Line-ratios

With seven distinct SiO transitions covered in the BAaDE VLA spectral setup,
BAaDE is uniquely poised to compare SiO observables in thousands of AGB maser
sources. The SiO v=0 transition, which is often detected as a thermal line, cannot
be as clearly included in maser line ratios, and more thorough discussion of this line
is presented in Dike et al. (2021). The line ratios produced by the survey can be
used to compare to pumping models. Our line ratios are calculated from the peak
flux densities of pairs of lines detected in the same source. We generally discuss
the logarithmic values (base 10) of line ratios so that our results are independent
of which line is in the numerator and which is in the denominator. For consistency
and following convention, we always place the higher frequency line in the denominator. Table 6.3 lists the averages of these line ratios for the BAaDE sample (after
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deselecting C-AGB and YSO sources) based on Gaussian fits to the distributions of
their logarithmic values (see the right panel of e.g., Fig. 6.1). The mean logarithm is
then converted back to a mean linear ratio in Table 6.3. Table 6.4 lists the widths of
the same distributions, where we note that these widths have not been converted to
linear values as the logarithmic distributions have a roughly (i.e., fitable) Gaussian
shape while the linear values do not. Ratio distribution averages and widths are also
listed for pairs of lines when a third line is present in the same spectrum; the presence
of a third line often shifts the average line ratios, sometimes drastically. These shifts
may indicate a change in CSE conditions or the presence of a line overlap, leading
to deviations in the level populations associated with the masers. Results and plots
of specific ratios follow.

6.3.1.1
The

28

Primary lines (28 SiO v=1 and v=2)

SiO v=1 and v=2 lines are the primary maser lines in our spectral setup and

are nearly always detected as a pair. Out of 9,727 detected sources 8,660 sources
show both lines (89%), 583 are detected in v=1 without v=2, and 462 in v=2 without
v=1 in our sample. These primary lines are almost always the brightest in a given
source (see for example Fig. 3.1, Fig. 6.2, Fig. 6.4), and as such are nearly always
present when any additional lines are detected. One notable exception is when the
29

SiO v=0 emission is the brightest (or only) emission in a source (see Sect. 5.3.1).

Fig. 6.1 shows a comparison of the peak flux densities of these two primary lines for
sources sorted by IR-color-identified populations. As there may be a large number
of O-rich AGB sources in the C-rich AGB and YSO samples (see Tables 4.2 and 4.3
for details on the SiO detected sources in each sample respectively), we focus on the
O-rich AGB plot, which likely has very little contamination. By considering the line
ratio averages in this population we can make general statements about a typical
BAaDE O-rich AGB source. When both lines are detected in a typical O-rich AGB
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29

SiO v=0

30

SiO v=0

29

Ratio

Average

SiO v=1

SiO v=2

SiO v=3

SiO v=1

F (SiOv=2)
F (SiOv=1)

0.926 (8651)

–

–

1.027 (2009)

0.860 (1390)

0.802 (214)

1.560 (13)

F (SiOv=3)
F (SiOv=1)

0.155 (2011)

–

0.154 (2009)

–

0.113 (686)

0.078 (122)

0.598 (2)

F (29 SiOv=0)
F (SiOv=1)

0.111 (1405)

–

0.108 (1390)

0.079 (686)

–

0.108 (194)

1.273 (15)

F (30 SiOv=0)
F (SiOv=1)

0.057 (2015)

–

0.056 (2014)

0.039 (122)

0.051 (194)

–

0.604 (5)

F (29 SiOv=1)
F (SiOv=1)

0.356 (16)

–

0.248 (13)

0.423 (2)

0.499 (15)

0.743 (5)

–

F (SiOv=3)
F (SiOv=2)

0.151 (2017)

0.151 (2009)

–

–

0.122 (689)

0.042 (122)

0.188 (2)

F (SiOv=2)
F (29 SiOv=0)

7.778 (1407)

7.925 (1390)

–

11.830 (689)

–

7.362 (194)

1.094 (14)

F (30 SiOv=0)
F (SiOv=2)

0.071 (215)

0.070 (214)

–

0.046 (122)

0.065 (194)

–

0.785 (5)

F (29 SiOv=1)
F (SiOv=2)

0.269 (14)

0.249 (13)

–

0.169 (2)

0.333 (14)

0.701 (5)

–

F (SiOv=3)
F (29 SiOv=0)

1.435 (689)

1.439 (688)

1.435 (689)

–

–

0.946 (117)

0.286 (2)

F (30 SiOv=0)
F (SiOv=3)

0.502 (122)

0.502 (122)

0.502 (122)

–

0.501 (117)

–

NA (0)

F (30 SiOv=0)
F (29 SiOv=0)

0.471 (195)

0.471 (194)

0.472 (194)

0.474 (117)

–

–

0.338 (6)

F (29 SiOv=1)
F (29 SiOv=0)

0.393 (18)

0.386 (15)

0.357 (14)

0.321 (2)

–

0.339 (6)

–

F (30 SiOv=0)
F (29 SiOv=1)

0.998 (6)

0.910 (5)

0.982 (5)

NA (0)

0.998 (6)

–

–

Table 6.3: Maser line ratios with and without the presence of an additional line. Average
ratios are given outside of parenthesis and the number of sources used to derive the ratio
is given in parenthesis. The lines whose flux densities form the ratio are shown in the
first column. The average ratio for all of the sources that display the two lines is given
in the second column, and each subsequent column shows the average ratio when a third
line is present. For example, the first row shows the average ratio of the SiO v=2 to SiO
v=1 lines, first in all sources with both lines; then in sources with the SiO v=1, v=2, and
v=3; then in sources with the SiO v=1, SiO v=2 and 29 SiO v=0; and so on. Ratios for
F (SiOv=3)
are not shown as only two sources show both of these lines.
F (29 SiOv=1)

source they have similar flux densities, with the v=2 line measuring typically 93% of
the v=1 flux density. The v=1 line being slightly brighter than the v=2 is consistent
with other populations of Mira variables (Alcolea et al., 1990; Nyman et al., 1993).
Stroh et al. (2018) find that the v=2 line is typically 77% as bright as the v=1 in
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a sub-sample (78 sources with 43 GHz v=1 and v=2 detections) of bright BAaDE
sources, which is in reasonable agreement given the di↵erences between that sample
and the full BAaDE survey (fewer sources and only bright masers).
Fig. 6.1 shows a paucity of faint sources where the two lines would have exactly
the same brightness (most easily seen in the lower left corner of the lower left panel);
this is an artifact caused by our calibration method. In order to observe many
sources in a short period of time the BAaDE survey observations did not regularly
target phase calibrators, and instead relies on self-calibration on bright masers in our
target sources for most phase calibration. This self-calibration was performed on the
brightest line in a source, and so, gives phase solutions that are most accurate for the
brightest line. This exacerbates any original uncalibrated di↵erences in brightness
between the brightest line and any other lines in the spectrum. See Sect. 2.5.4 for
more details. Despite this bias, we continue to self-calibrate our sources because
uncalibrated data also has biases—namely low brightnesses and even non-detections
in sources that, when calibrated, host maser emission. For now we acknowledge
this feature as an artifact. A more thorough solution would be to self-calibrate on
multiple lines in a single source, but given the volume of data produced by the
BAaDE survey this would be an extremely time-expensive undertaking that would
require integrating a full line-detection algorithm into the phase calibration process.
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29

SiO v=0

30

SiO v=0

29

Ratio

Width

SiO v=1

SiO v=2

SiO v=3

SiO v=1

F (SiOv=2)
F (SiOv=1)

0.220 (8651)

–

–

0.169 (2009)

0.187 (1390)

0.186 (214)

0.345 (13)

F (SiOv=3)
F (SiOv=1)

0.326 (2011)

–

0.325 (2009)

–

0.341 (686)

0.366 (122)

0.161 (2)

F (29 SiOv=0)
F (SiOv=1)

0.379 (1405)

–

0.371 (1390)

0.336 (686)

–

0.418 (194)

0.272 (15)

F (30 SiOv=0)
F (SiOv=1)

0.438 (2015)

–

0.434 (2014)

0.362 (122)

0.413 (194)

–

0.270 (5)

F (29 SiOv=1)
F (SiOv=1)

0.309 (16)

–

0.342 (13)

0.552 (2)

0.319 (15)

0.341 (5)

–

F (SiOv=3)
F (SiOv=2)

0.277 (2017)

0.277 (2009)

–

–

0.300 (689)

0.332 (122)

0.152 (2)

F (SiOv=2)
F (29 SiOv=0)

0.374 (1407)

0.366 (1390)

–

0.325 (689)

–

0.414 (194)

0.294 (14)

F (30 SiOv=0)
F (SiOv=2)

0.432 (215)

0.425 (214)

–

0.361 (122)

0.417 (194)

–

0.329 (5)

F (29 SiOv=1)
F (SiOv=2)

0.349 (14)

0.352 (13)

–

0.239 (2)

0.349 (14)

0.302 (5)

–

F (SiOv=3)
F (29 SiOv=0)

0.351 (689)

0.351 (688)

0.351 (689)

–

–

0.374 (117)

0.010 (2)

F (30 SiOv=0)
F (SiOv=3)

0.362 (122)

0.302 (122)

0.362 (122)

–

0.366 (117)

–

NA (0)

F (30 SiOv=0)
F (29 SiOv=0)

0.267 (195)

0.268 (194)

0.267 (194)

0.287 (117)

–

–

0.140 (6)

F (29 SiOv=1)
F (29 SiOv=0)

0.224 (18)

0.227 (15)

0.201 (14)

0.381 (2)

–

0.126 (6)

–

F (30 SiOv=0)
F (29 SiOv=1)

0.165 (6)

0.152 (5)

0.180 (5)

NA (0)

0.165 (6)

–

–

Table 6.4: Standard deviations of Gaussian fits to logarithmic line ratio distributions with
and without the presence of an additional line. Standard deviations are given outside of
parenthesis and the number of sources used to derive this value is given in parenthesis.
The lines whose flux densities form the ratio are shown in the first column. The standard
deviation for all of the sources that display the two lines is given in the second column, and
each subsequent column shows the standard deviation when a third line is present. Values
(SiOv=3)
for FF(29
are not shown as only two sources show both of these lines.
SiOv=1)
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Figure 6.1: Scatter plots demonstrating the relationship between the 28 SiO v=1 and 28 SiO
v=2 peak flux densities (left) and the corresponding histogram of the log of the ratio of
these two lines (right) for sources with IR colors indicative of YSOs (top), C-rich AGB
stars (middle), and O-rich AGB stars (bottom). Black dashed lines in all panels show
where the data would reside if the lines were of equal flux density while the grey solid line
marks the average value of the line ratio as calculated from a Gaussian fit to the O-rich
AGB distribution.
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6.3.1.2
The

28

SiO v=3

SiO v=3 line is also a maser line but is considerably fainter than the v=1 or

2 lines and is detected in 2,034 sources (11%). As compared to the v=1 line (see
Fig. 6.2), the v=3 line is about 6 times dimmer. Sources that show the SiO v=1, 2,
and 3 lines generally host brighter masers than sources that are only detected in SiO
v=1 and 2 (see Fig. 6.3). This is expected, as detections of the dimmer SiO v=3 line
will drop below our sensitivity as sources become fainter in general (e.g., if sources are
farther away). The detection rate of the SiO v=3 line among sources where the v=1
line is 0.6 Jy or brighter (approximately 6 times greater than our detection threshold
to account for the line being 6 times fainter) is about 50%, indicating that about
half of all sources with the SiO v=1 line could also have SiO v=3 maser emission but
that many SiO v=3 lines are below our detection limits. Sources with all three lines
28

SiOv=2
also have log( FF((28 SiOv=1)
) values that are higher than sources that only show the SiO

v=1 and the v=2 (see Fig. 6.3). Fitting a normal distribution to the line ratios of all
28

SiOv=2
sources with v=1 and v=2 lines yields an average value of log( FF((28 SiOv=1)
)=

0.034

and width of 0.22, while the fit to the distribution of sources also containing the v=3
28

line gives an average of log( FF ((28 SiOv=2)
) = 0.010 and a width of 0.17. Stroh et al.
SiOv=1)
(2018) also report that sources with the v=1, 2, and, 3 lines show that the v=2 lines
are relatively brighter than in sources with just v=1 and 2 detected. Both Stroh
et al. (2018) and Cho et al. (1996) suggest that sources with v=3 detections show a
narrower dispersion in the ratio of v=1 and v=2 brightnesses; our data also support
this observation, though the change is quite small (see first row of Table 6.4).

6.3.1.3
The

29

Isotopologue line:

29

SiO v=0

SiO v=0 line is a maser line and is detected in 1,475 sources (8%). This line

has likely been detected in fewer than 100 sources outside of the BAaDE survey; it
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Figure 6.2: Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between the 28 SiO v=1 and
28
SiO v=3 peak flux densities (left) and the corresponding histogram of the log of
the ratio of these two lines (right). Black dashed lines in both panels show where
the data would reside if the lines were of equal flux density while the grey solid line
marks the average value of the line ratio as calculated from a Gaussian fit to the
distribution.

is reported as detected in 30 sources by the online maser resource maserdb (Sobolev
et al., 2019). As compared to the v=1 line (see Fig.6.4) it is about 10 times dimmer,
but shows a wide spread of ratios and is brighter than the primary lines more often
than the SiO v=3 (see Sect. 5.2.1.1).
Similar to the SiO v=3 line, the

29

SiO v=0 line is preferentially found in sources

with bright v=1 and v=2 lines (Fig. 6.5), which is again expected as this can be
explained as a sensitivity e↵ect given its relative dimness compared to those lines.
It is found in about 45% of sources where the SiO v=1 line is brighter than 1 Jy
(ten times over the sensitivity limit to account for ten times fainter), again implying
that this line could be found in about half of all sources that show the v=1 line.
Fitting a normal distribution to the sources that show the SiO v=1, SiO v=2 and
29

28

SiO v=0 line gives an average of log( FF ((28 SiOv=2)
)=
SiOv=1)

0.067 and a width of 0.19

(recall the parameters for the SiO v=1 and v=2 distribution which were an average
of

0.034 and width of 0.22). Therefore, unlike the SiO v=3 line, the 29 SiO v=0 line
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28

is preferentially found in sources where the log( FF ((28 SiOv=2)
) value is slightly lower
SiOv=1)
than average (Fig. 6.5).
Although

29

SiO v=0 and SiO v=3 masers show preferences for sources with dif-

F (28 SiOv=2

ferent log( F (28 SiOv=1) ) ratios (29 SiO v=0 preferentially occurs where this value is low,
while SiO v=3 preferentially occurs where it is high), these preferences are marginal
and there is considerable overlap in the primary line ratios that harbor each of these
secondary transitions. There are many (538) instances of

29

SiO v=0, and SiO v=1,

2, 3 all being detected in a single source. In fact, this is the most commonly detected
combination of four separate transitions in one source. As it has been shown that
the SiO v=1 transition is relatively brighter than the SiO v=2 in Mira variables, and
the SiO v=2 is brighter in OH/IR stars, these line ratio trends may indicate that the
29

SiO v=0 masers preferentially form in thinner shells (like those of Miras) than the

SiO v=3 which may be more common thicker shells (like those of OH/IR stars). The

Figure 6.3: Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between the 28 SiO v=1 and
28
SiO v=2 peak flux densities (left) and the corresponding histogram of the log of
the ratio of these two lines (right) with sources that also show 28 SiO v=3 emission
marked in black. Black dashed lines in both panels show where the data would reside
if the lines were of equal flux density while the grey solid and black solid lines mark
the average value of the line ratio for the entire sample and sample with the v=3
respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between the 28 SiO v=1 and
29
SiO v=0 peak flux densities (left) and the corresponding histogram of the log of
the ratio of these two lines (right). Lines in both panels show where the data would
reside if the lines were of equal flux density.

idea that the SiO v=3 line is formed in denser environments is also supported by
the modeling of Desmurs et al. (2014). As will be discussed in Sect. 6.3.2 we do not
see any correlations between line ratios and IR colors. Such correlations would have
helped confirm the tendencies of certain lines to form in shells of certain thicknesses
because IR color is an indicator of shell thickness (van der Veen & Habing, 1988).
Without such correlations it is unclear whether shell thickness is the driving factor
in the di↵erent

6.3.1.4

F (28 SiOv=2)
F (28 SiOv=1)

ratios.

Other lines

SiO v=0: As the SiO v=0 line is often wider and fainter than maser emission (i.e.,
likely thermal instead), methods for detecting it within a spectrum need to be different than than those discussed in Chapter 2. As such the 118 detections reported
in Chapter 3, as detected by the automated line-finder, are likely incomplete. Nevertheless it is clear that the

28

SiO v=0 lines that we detect are found in the sources
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Figure 6.5: Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between the 28 SiO v=1 and
28
SiO v=2 peak flux densities (left) and the corresponding histogram of the log of
the ratio of these two lines (right) with sources that also show 29 SiO v=0 emission
marked in black. Black dashed lines in both panels show where the data would reside
if the lines were of equal flux density while the grey solid and black solid lines mark
the average value of the line ratio for the entire sample and sample with the 29 SiO
v=0 respectively. The black distribution sources skew in the opposite direction of
those in Fig. 6.3.

with the brightest 28 SiO v=1 and 28 SiO v=2 maser emission, which suggests we only
detect this line in nearby sources. Analysis beyond this requires a specialized detection algorithm, and results addressing the

28

SiO v=0 line in a smaller preliminary

BAaDE subsample using one such algorithm are presented in Dike et al. (2021). They
find 90 detections of this line out of the 13,000 BAaDE sources in the subsample,
with 12 thermal detections, 58 maser detections, and 20 composite lines which show
maser emission on top of a thermal line. With their sample it is also clear that these
detections are made in sources with bright maser lines, and the thermal detections
(which are generally fainter) show this tendency even more prominently. This is all
consistent with sensitivity having a large e↵ect on these detections, with detections
28

SiOv=2
only being possible in the nearest sources. The log( FF((28 SiOv=1)
) ratio is

0.034 in

sources where Dike et al. (2021) report thermal emission, 0.002 where they report
maser emission,

0.012 where they report any detection of this line, and
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Figure 6.6: Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between the 28 SiO v=1 and
28
SiO v=2 peak flux densities (left) and the corresponding histogram of the log of
the ratio of these two lines (right) with sources that also show 30 SiO v=0 emission
marked in black. Black dashed lines in both panels show where the data would reside
if the lines were of equal flux density while the grey solid and black solid lines mark
the average value of the line ratio for the entire sample and sample with the 30 SiO
v=0 respectively.

where the general BAaDE line-finding algorithm detects this line. As all of these
accountings are incomplete, these values will be revisited after finalized detection
lists are available.
30

SiO v=0: The 30 SiO v=0 transition is rare, and generally only found in sources

harboring bright masers (Fig. 6.6) or sources where

29

SiO v=0 transition is particu-

larly bright compared to the primary lines (Fig. 6.7). It has been detected in roughly
a dozen sources outside of BAaDE (Barcia et al., 1989; Alcolea & Bujarrabal, 1992;
Rizzo et al., 2021). On average the

30

SiO v=0 is 6% as bright as the

28

SiO v=1

F (28 SiOv=2)

line. It is preferentially found when the log( F (28 SiOv=1) ) value is lower than average,
similar to the tendencies of the
29

29

SiO v=0.

SiO v=1: The 29 SiO v=1 transition has only been reported in four sources prior

to the BAaDE survey (Cho & Ukita, 1995; Rizzo et al., 2021), making it the transition
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Figure 6.7: Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between the 28 SiO v=1 and
29
SiO v=0 peak flux densities (left) and the corresponding histogram of the log of
the ratio of these two lines (right) with sources that also show 30 SiO v=0 emission
marked in black. Black dashed lines in both panels show where the data would reside
if the lines were of equal flux density while the grey solid and black solid lines mark
the average value of the line ratio for the entire sample and sample with the 30 SiO
v=0 respectively.

with the fewest prior detections; additionally, it is the SiO transition with the lowest
detection-rate in the VLA portion of the survey. Because of the low detection rate and
the fact that each new detection of this transition is notable, the false detections of
this line that the automated reduction process produces are significant (see Sect. 3.3.1
for discussion on false detections). As such this is the only transition where we report
a detection rate that was not derived from the automated line-finder. In this case,
the sample of automated detections has been examined by eye to determine which
detections are likely real. This inspection relied on subjective criteria based on the
flux density of the line, the local noise characteristics around the line, how closely
the velocity matched other lines, and what other lines were present in the spectrum.
After inspection, we report 19 detections (0.1%) of this transition, none of which
have been detected before. None of the sources with previously detected

29

SiO v=1

lines were observed by BAaDE. Only one (NML Cyg) is in the BAaDE footprint,
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but it was not color selected for the BAaDE survey because it is too red.
This transition is mostly detected in sources where the
and/or

30

29

SiO v=0 (Fig. 6.8)

SiO v=0 (Fig. 6.9) line is relatively bright compared to the primary lines,

and is the only secondary line that does not show the trend of being detected more
often in sources with other bright lines (no tendency to be to the upper right in
Fig. 6.8). It is on average 55% as bright as the

29

SiO v=0, and 35% as bright as the

SiO v=1. This line is detected in 1.2% of sources that also show the
and 2.7% of sources that also show the

30

29

SiO v=0 line

SiO v=0, which is a considerable increase

over the general 0.1% detection rate of this line. Sources with the 29 SiO v=1 line are
also detected in the

29

SiO v=0 and

30

SiO v=0 lines in 94.7% and 31.6% of sources

respectively. This 31.6% may be artificially low and a↵ected by sensitivity as the
30

SiO v=0 is roughly half as bright as the

29

SiO v=1 without the

only

29

SiO v=1 and

28

29

29

SiO v=0. The single detection of the

SiO v=0 is made in ad3a-13671 which has detections of

SiO v=1, a completely unique combination within the survey;

the source has no cross-matched counter-part in the Simbad database. In short, a
detection of this line marks sources with high relative flux densities and especially
high detection rates of the

6.3.2

29

SiO v=0 and

30

SiO v=0 lines.

Line ratio versus IR-color

The IR photometry for the BAaDE sources was compiled from various IR surveys.
BAaDE sources were chosen by color from the MSX point-source catalog version 2.3
and have also been cross-matched to the 2MASS, AKARI, WISE, and MIPSGAL
IR surveys, with the most matches present in 2MASS (27,050 out of the 28,062 total
BAaDE sources, 96%). We have searched for correlations between all combinations
of BAaDE SiO line ratios and IR colors constructed using MSX and 2MASS pho-
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Figure 6.8: Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between the 28 SiO v=1 and
29
SiO v=0 peak flux densities (left) and the corresponding histogram of the log of
the ratio of these two lines (right) with sources that also show 29 SiO v=1 emission
marked in black. Black dashed lines in both panels show where the data would reside
if the lines were of equal flux density while the grey solid and black solid lines mark
the average value of the line ratio for the entire sample and sample with the 29 SiO
v=1 respectively.

tometry1 . No significant correlations are found between any SiO line ratios and any
MSX/2MASS IR-color in our sample. There are several possible explanations for
this. Firstly, the BAaDE spectra and IR data were not taken simultaneously; indeed
even the IR data were not taken simultaneously as we rely on both the MSX and
2MASS surveys. As the BAaDE sources are primarily variable AGB stars, source
photometry reported by various IR surveys might not be taken at the same stellar
phase as the BAaDE observations. The e↵ect of variability is greatest in the 2MASS
bands where the brightness can vary by 1 or 2 magnitudes over a cycle. In general,
we expect the stellar-phase related changes in color to average out over our line ratio
means because the sample is so large; therefore, we do not expect this to be a large
e↵ect or the primary reason we see no correlations. Indeed we saw in Chapters 4
and 5 that phase-related magnitude changes do not cause significant issues in the
1 MSX

covers bands A, C, D, and E centered at wavelengths of 8.3, 12, 14, and 21 µm
and 2MASS covers J, H, and Ks centered at 1.2, 1.6 and 2.2 µm respectively.
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Figure 6.9: Scatter plot demonstrating the relationship between the 28 SiO v=1 and
30
SiO v=0 peak flux densities (left) and the corresponding histogram of the log of
the ratio of these two lines (right) with sources that also show 29 SiO v=1 emission
highlighted. Lines in both panels show where the data would reside if the lines were
of equal flux density.

colors of the sample as a whole as these colors can be used to reliably identify the
O-rich AGB population. Secondly, the BAaDE sample spans a fairly narrow color
range. About 95% of the sample was selected to have uncorrected MSX A D colors
between

0.6 and 0.4 magnitudes, and only a small addition was chosen to have sim-

ilar CSE characteristics based on A E or C E values. This narrow color range may
make it difficult to detect a weak correlation between colors and line-ratios. Thirdly,
none of our sources has been reddening-corrected. Whereas corrections in the IR
bands should not be as large as in the optical, we do not have reliable distances for
a statistically significant portion of our sample and therefore all colors are presented
as observed with no reddening corrections. However, correlations do not improve
with samples of only high-latitude sources, so again, this is unlikely to be the main
driver behind the lack of correlation.
Despite the uncertainties in color and the narrow range over which to sample this
correlation (which we discuss more in Sect. 6.4.2), we find the correlation between
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Figure 6.10: An example scatter plot showing BAaDE SiO maser line ratios versus
IR color (grey dots). No significant correlation is found even when only high-latitude
(more than 3 o↵ the plane) sources are considered to diminish e↵ects of interstellar reddening (black dots). Although the color range covered by BAaDE is nominally narrow, our sample does span the same [C] [E] color range as the comparison
Nakashima & Deguchi (2007; red stars) sample albeit much less evenly.

color and line ratios to be much weaker than has been reported in smaller lesshomogeneous samples (e.g., Nakashima & Deguchi 2007; Fig. 6.10). As BAaDE
represents a sample of simultaneous observations of various SiO transitions that is
orders of magnitude larger than other surveys, the lack of correlations in our data is
significant.

6.3.3

Line ratio versus (apparent) magnitude
28

There are weak correlations between certain line ratios (e.g., log( FF ((28 SiOv=3)
) and
SiOv=1)
29

log( FF ((28 SiOv=0)
)) and the MSX and 2MASS IR magnitudes. In addition to magnitude
SiOv=1)
correlations being weak, they are harder to interpret than line-ratio color correlations
as distance to the sources a↵ects the apparent magnitude and it is difficult to disentangle what portions of this correlation are intrinsic to the source. Fig. 6.11 shows the
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Figure 6.11: Scatter plot demonstrating the strongest correlation found between
magnitude and line ratios. With a Spearman-rank correlation coefficient of 0.31,
this correlation is at best weak.

28

strongest of these correlations, which is between log( FF ((28 SiOv=3)
) and [A]-magnitude.
SiOv=1)
Performing a Spearman-rank test on these data yields a correlation coefficient of 0.31
and a p-value much less than 0.001, which, along with Fig. 6.11, demonstrates the
tentative nature of this correlation. The correlation is largely driven by the lack of
sources in the bottom left of the diagram, which is likely a distance and sensitivity
e↵ect where the SiO v=3 lines are not detectable in fainter IR sources. Determining
if there is any real physical significance to these weak correlations is an avenue of
ongoing work.

6.4

Discussion

The BAaDE survey gives robust quantitative measurements of the properties of 43
GHz SiO masers in a homogeneously selected sample. These measurements give
insights into the average maser behavior as well as variations within the sampled
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populations and the potential difficulty associated with connecting SiO maser emission to CSE properties.

6.4.1

Isotopologue dominated spectra

Line ratios presented in Sect. 6.3.1 show that the

29

SiO v=0, 1 and

30

SiO v=0 are

28

preferentially detected in sources with high log( FF ((28 SiOv=2)
) values, and that bright
SiOv=1)
29

SiO v=0 lines are common when other isotopologue lines are present. Furthermore,

29

SiO v=1 detections occur in a small sample of sources where the isotopologue tran-

sitions are bright compared to the primary lines (Fig. 6.8 and 6.9), creating a stark
29

30

contrast in the average ratios of log( FF ((28 SiOv=0)
) and log( FF ((28 SiOv=0)
) when 29 SiO v=1
SiOv=1)
SiOv=1)
is present as compared to when it is not. These observational results show that certain sources, perhaps only at certain stellar phases, display isotopologue-dominated
spectra where line ratios are very atypical between the 28 SiO and other species. These
sources were discussed in Chapter 5 because they give rise to unexpected single-line
detections of the 29 SiO v=0 line. The cause of 43 GHz isotopologue dominated spectra is unknown and, as it is likely related to the maser pumping, can be addressed via
29

models and monitoring campaigns. Both high log( FF ((28 SiOv=0)
) values and detections
SiOv=1)
of the

6.4.2

29

SiO v=1 transition can be used to identify these sources.

Color correlations

The lack of correlation between line ratios and IR colors in this sample is unexpected
given reports in the literature (Nakashima & Deguchi, 2007), and that both SiO
line ratios and IR colors are thought to trace CSE conditions. Although several
e↵ects could be diluting the presence of any correlation, this result may expose
that the IR-SiO-maser relation is highly dependent on stellar phase or actually very
weak requiring significantly di↵ering CSE conditions to emerge. The CSE conditions
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across BAaDE sources are likely too similar to allow for a correlation because of
the IR selection that targeted thin-shelled Miras. Given this evidence that line
ratios do not correlate directly with IR color (at least in our color-selection range)
other comparisons are necessary to disentangle which CSE properties a↵ect typical
line ratios. The lack of trend seen here does not mean necessarily that SiO masers
are unrelated to their CSE environment but rather points to the need to look for
correlations with more direct physical measurements like mass-loss rate, luminosity,
density, and temperature.

6.4.2.1

Uncertainty in line ratios

We estimate that our absolute peak flux density values are accurate to within 30%,
based on the normal uncertainties associated with absolute flux calibration (e.g.,
di↵erent elevations of calibrators and targets) with the addition of the uncertainties
caused by the BAaDE self-calibration scheme—which generally increases the flux
density of the line not used for calibration by 95-98%2 as much as the line used for
calibration (see also Chapter 2). This first source of uncertainty should not a↵ect
line-ratio measurements, because the same calibration is applied across the band
(i.e., to both lines). The second source of uncertainty, self-calibration, certainly
does drive uncertainty, and even error, in the line-ratios. As seen in Fig. 6.1 the
self-calibration scheme mostly a↵ects lines with lower flux densities because these
self-calibration solutions are inherently noisy and correcting a low signal-to-noise
line with a noisy solution does not guarantee an optimal (or any) improvement. In
general, we estimate the uncertainty caused by the self-calibration scheme to be on
average less than 5% given how individual flux densities shift, and we acknowledge
2 This

is determined empirically based on a subsample of 563 detected sources that were
examined with and without the self-calibration scheme. The SiO v=2 line improves by
98% as much as the SiO v=1 when the v=1 is used for the self calibration, and the SiO
v=1 improves by 95% as much as the SiO v=2 when the v=2 is used for self calibration.
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that the e↵ect scales inversely with flux density.
We expect much less variability-driven uncertainty in individual calculated line
ratios than in individual calculated IR colors. This is because the peak flux densities
of two lines within a source were observed simultaneously, whereas some colors can be
derived from MSX and 2MASS photometry that was taken at di↵erent stellar phases,
so that the 1-2 magnitudes of variation that can be present in near IR magnitudes
cause a large uncertainty in the color. The ratio between the maser peak at stellar
maximum as compared to stellar minimum, or contrast, can also be large—likely in
the range of 3-10 for 43 GHz SiO masers based on observations (Alcolea et al. 1999,
Stroh et al., in preparation). However, it has also been shown that SiO masers vary in
accordance with each other over the stellar phase (Alcolea et al., 1999; Indermuehle
& McIntosh, 2014) and so individual line ratios are not expected to show variations
nearly as large as the contrast. That being said, line ratios do vary over the stellar
28

cycle and the log( FF ((28 SiOv=2)
) value, for example, can switch from positive to negative
SiOv=1)
over a stellar cycle (e.g., Alcolea et al. 1999; McIntosh & Hayes 2008). Therefore the
fact that the line ratios and IR colors presented here were not necessarily derived
from observations at the same stellar phase can potentially wash out color-line-ratio
correlations when considering a sample of AGB stars. As stated in Sect. 6.3.2, if
color-line-ratio correlations were as strong in our sample as in other samples, we
would expect these variability driven uncertainties to average out over our large
sample. Because this is not the case, it is clear that our specific sample selection
and lack of simultaneous IR observations has either masked, weakened, or eliminated
such correlation.
We plan to address the phase-related uncertainties in a sample of BAaDE sources
with periods collected from Gaia, the All-Sky Automated Survey for SuperNovae
(ASAS-SN), and the Zwicky Transiting Facility (ZTF), as well as SiO monitoring
data taken over the course of two years (Stroh et al., in preparation). With well-
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constrained periods, we can deduce the stellar phase at which the BAaDE observations were taken and compare only sources with like stellar phases.

6.4.3

Comparison to relevant pumping models

The selection criteria for the BAaDE survey ensure that the sample is dominated by
O-rich, Mira variable stars with thin circumstellar envelopes. Maser models pertaining to these types of objects are fairly common—although most do not include all of
the transitions sampled by BAaDE, and we discuss the strengths and weaknesses of
some of these models with respect to the line ratios in our sample. We compare primarily to Desmurs et al. (2014) for the

28

SiO transitions and to Gonzalez-Alfonso &

Cernicharo (1997) for the isotopologue results. While neither of these models covers
all of the BAaDE transitions, they each cover more than the primary transitions.
There is good agreement between the modeled and observed behavior of the
28

SiO transitions when considering the Desmurs et al. (2014) radiative pumping

model which includes the e↵ects of an IR overlap between H2 O and SiO. Specifically,
the model shows that the SiO v=1 and v=2 should be tightly correlated over a
large range of densities with a slight tendency for the v=1 to be brighter, which
is consistent with the line ratios presented in Fig. 6.1. Additionally in the higher
density regime, where the SiO v=3 maser emission is modeled to occur, the SiO v=1
and v=2 maser emission is even more tightly correlated but with the v=2 maser
emission slightly brighter. This is also in close agreement with the observational
behavior of line ratios when the SiO v=3 line is present. These comparisons are also
made in a smaller sample of Miras observed by Australian Telescope Compact Array
(ATCA) in Stroh et al. (2018), and overall these sets of observations confirm that the
H2 O/SiO line overlap plays a crucial role in modeling the pumping of

28

SiO masers.

Our isotopologue observations require comparison to other models because the
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Desmurs et al. (2014) study does not include these transitions. Gonzalez-Alfonso
& Cernicharo (1997) included

28

SiO,

29

SiO, and

30

SiO line overlaps in a model that

predicts several bright SiO isotopologue masers depending on the turbulence velocity
(Vtur ) of the model. Although the model can explain the presence and relatively high
detection rates of the

29

SiO v=0, 1 and

30

SiO v=0 lines, there are many qualitative

di↵erences between the model and observational results. We will discuss two cases
specifically addressed by Gonzalez-Alfonso & Cernicharo (1997) model: when Vtur =
3 km s

1

and Vtur = 1 km s 1 . The main di↵erence between these cases is that the

turbulence velocity a↵ects how many overlaps occur as a wider range of velocities
creates more opportunity for overlap. Additional overlaps can either enhance or
quench maser emission depending on the transition.
Firstly, in the modeled case where Vtur = 3 km s 1 , maser emission is ⇠100 times
weaker in the
case where the

29

SiO v=1 transition than in the

29

29

SiO v=0. It is possible that the

SiO v=1 is orders of magnitude fainter than its v=0 counterpart is
29

common but not reflected in the average line ratio ( FF ((29 SiOv=1)
=0.393) because the
SiOv=0)
sensitivity cut o↵ of BAaDE often falls between the flux densities of the two lines.
Additionally, the

30

SiO v=0 is predicted to be six times weaker than the

29

SiO v=1

which is not supported by the higher detection rate of 30 SiO v=0 in our observations.
This higher-turbulence case also shows no maser emission from the SiO v=3 line.
If we instead compare to the Vtur = 1 km s
maser emission, the
than

28

30

1

case which does show SiO v=3

SiO v=0 line should be unusually bright, ⇠15 times brighter

SiO v=3. Observations do not show many

30

SiO v=0 to SiO v=3 line ratios

over one and none greater than 5.
Despite these di↵erences, this model—and the inclusion of line overlaps between
SiO isotopologues—is important to consider because it can account for the presence
of many isotopologue maser lines (including those at higher vibrational states and
higher rotational transitions than probed by BAaDE). The model only represents
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overlap e↵ects in one modeled star which has a set temperature (2500 K), H2 density
(3.5⇥1010 cm 3 ), and radius (5⇥1013 cm), and modifying these parameters may allow
for changes in the modeled line behavior such that the line ratios could come closer
to matching BAaDE observations. Overall, SiO maser pumping models that include,
much less closely match, behaviors of all seven transitions observed by BAaDE are
lacking, and likely need to include a multitude of line overlaps.

6.5

Conclusions

We present the largest collection of 43 GHz SiO maser line ratios and detection
rates to date. These ratios and detection rates cover seven SiO transitions and serve
as extensive observational constraints that need to be considered in order to both
explain the pumping mechanism behind circumstellar SiO masers and to tie SiO
maser properties to CSE conditions.
Notable line ratio results (for sources within the specific IR color selection of the
BAaDE survey) include the on-average similar flux densities of the

28

SiO v=1 and 2

transitions with the v=1 being on average only 7% brighter. Additionally, the value
of this ratio,

F (28 SiOv=2)
,
F (28 SiOv=1)

skews to higher values when the 28 SiO v=3 transition is also

detected in a source and to lower values when

29

SiO v=0 or

30

SiO v=0 transitions

are also detected. There is considerable overlap between the ratios of sources that
host these lines, and SiO v=1, SiO v=2, SiO v=3, and

29

SiO v=0 are often detected

together. Sources with bright SiO v=1 and v=2 lines are the preferred hosts for all
other lines (except for the 29 SiO v=1), which is presumably an e↵ect of our sensitivity
to these fainter lines.
In general,
specifically the

29

SiO and

29

ratios that favor

30

SiO transitions are found preferentially together, and

SiO v=1 line is found predominantly in sources with atypical line

29

SiO and

30

SiO transitions over the
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While there is good agreement between our

28

SiO observations and models, nei-

ther isotopologue-dominated spectra nor more average spectra that feature isotopologue transitions can be easily explained by currently published pumping models.
Indeed the number of isotopologue transitions available, and the line overlaps between them, may be partially responsible for the complexity of modeling the maser
pumping.
Finally, we report the unexpected lack of correlation between BAaDE-observed
SiO line ratios and any MSX or 2MASS derived IR colors. This could suggest
that our color-selected sample does not show enough IR variety to allow for such
a correlation to be observed, or that IR SiO relations are complicated functions of
stellar phase, mass-loss parameters, and stellar parameters that get washed-out in our
large sample. We suggest that examining a sample with wider CSE variety and/or
searching for correlations between SiO line ratios and more physically motivated CSE
measurements will be more informative.
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SiO masers are among the most readily observable signals from AGB stars due to
their abundance, amplified emission, and radio wavelengths which preclude reddening and extinction. The BAaDE survey, which observed these masers in an unprecedented number of of Milky Way AGB sources, displays the utility of these
observational probes.

7.1
7.1.1

Summary of main results
Survey detection rate and calibration e↵ects

The VLA portion of the BAaDE survey has observed over 18,000 IR-color-selected
sources for SiO maser emission and has a raw detection rate of 54%. When considering a filtered sample containing only O-rich AGB stars with sufficiently thick
CSEs, the detection rate is as high as 80% towards the bulge. The success of the
survey has demonstrated the e↵ectiveness of novel calibration methods, and we have
also identified both expected and unexpected biases introduced by these methods.
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Specifically the BAaDE self-calibration scheme has proven a reliable and highly efficient method of surveying masers with a high sky density; however, we have also
shown that performing self-calibration based on the solutions from only one line per
spectrum introduced biases into flux densities and particularly line ratios where the
line used for self-calibration is favored during calibration.
Not only is the overall detection rate and number of detected sources in the
BAaDE survey very high, but the number of sources with more than two lines detected is also unprecedented. We report over 2,000 detections of the SiO v=3 line
and over 1,500 detections of

7.1.2

29

SiO and

30

SiO lines despite sensitivity limitations.

Survey completeness

In order to take full advantage of the BAaDE data we have first characterized the
BAaDE sample, which so far, nearly triples the number of known SiO maser sources
despite being limited to the Galactic plane. The completeness of the survey is greater
than 90% for masers of 0.5 Jy/beam or brighter in the sources we observed, certainly
reaching many masers in the bulge and likely probing the inner bulge extensively.
Lack of distance estimates and large uncertainties in the SiO maser luminosity function make it difficult to model the flux density distributions of the BAaDE data, but
we show that there are plausible scenarios where increased sensitivity would not improve the detection rate of masers above ⇠200 mJy/beam. These scenarios involve
a sharply increasing number density of sources towards the GC, an SiO luminosity
function that also has a peak, and requires BAaDE to be sampling sources beyond
the GC (but not necessarily beyond the bulge).
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7.1.3

Velocities

One of the major goals of the BAaDE survey is to probe the dynamics of the Galaxy—
and particularly the bulge—using SiO masers as point-mass tracers of the gravitational potential. We report SiO-maser-derived line-of-sight velocities for over 9,000
maser sources, tripling the number of known SiO velocities within the BAaDE footprint, and also compare the velocities we measure to previous measurements in the
same sources where cross-matches exist. Our velocities are consistent with previous
measurements to within 5 km s

1

for 86% of the cross-matched sources. Where de-

viations do occur, BAaDE measurements are likely more reliable than previous measurements, because the spatial resolution of the survey (100 ) allows BAaDE-derived
velocities to be assigned to their correct host, as opposed to other single-dish surveys
which can easily observe multiple maser sources within a beam.

7.1.4

Identifications of stellar populations

The BAaDE database also includes extensive IR photometry collected from the parent MSX survey and through cross-matches to near- and mid-IR surveys (most relevantly 2MASS). Tracing the SiO detection rate across IR colors enables further
characterization of the BAaDE sample, and we have identified IR-color cuts:
[D]

[E] > 1.35

and
[Ks ]

[A] > 4.5([A]

[E])

1.2

that separate YSO sources and C-rich AGB sources, respectively, from the O-rich
AGB sources that were the intended targets of the original IR-selection process.
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Other color-cuts reported to separate O- and C-rich sources using only MSX-derived
colors (i.e., OC-index) are not e↵ective in our sample.
Categorizing our sources based on these cuts, the BAaDE detection rate within
O-rich AGB sources is 73% and rises to 80% when we account for inhomogeneities
in the MSX survey and a population of sources with low [Ks ]-[A] values that likely
consists of very thin-shelled and RSG sources. We also calculate the ratio of C-rich
AGB sources to O-rich AGB sources and find that the BAaDE ratio of 6% is slightly
low as compared to results from IRAS LRS and other full-sky surveys (10-20%).
This is consistent with the idea that a high fraction of the BAaDE sources reside
in the bulge where the metallicity is too high for third-dredge up events to move
enough C into the CSE to overtake the already large amounts of O. Even with our
low fraction of C-rich AGB sources, we identify several hundred new potential Crich AGB sources in the bulge. This is unusual as only a few positive confirmations
of C-rich AGB sources have been found in the bulge. Although better distance
indicators are needed to firmly locate C-rich AGB bulge candidates, it is possible
that our methods of IR-photometry guided by SiO maser observations are more
suited to finding C-rich AGB sources in the bulge than other methods which rely on
spectroscopy at wavelengths that are heavily reddened and extincted in the bulge.
Our IR-color based identifications closely match identifications from IRAS-LRS.
There were only three CS detections among the IR-color-identified C-rich AGB
sources in the original BAaDE survey, while identifying the YSO objects was aided
by BAaDE ALMA detections of CS, and identifications of O-rich AGB stars were
obviously guided by BAaDE SiO maser detections. Follow-up observations intended
to reveal weaker thermal lines from C-bearing molecules confirm the C-rich/O-rich
AGB cut via the detection of HC3 N in the source ad3a-11235 as well as through the
lack of SiO maser detections among sources with IR colors indicative of C-rich AGB
sources.
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7.1.5

Maser line ratios

Ambiguous single-line detections by the original BAaDE survey have been revealed
to be detections of the

29

SiO v=0 line, which we had not expected to detect with-

out the SiO v=1 or v=2 lines. These sources mark the first detections of 43 GHz
isotopologue-dominated spectra. We have shown that isotopologue-dominated spectra are variable and can switch to more typical line ratios in a matter of years or
less. We have also shown that identifying these sources can be achieved by select29

ing for high log( FF ((28 SiOv=0)
) values or by selecting sources with the
SiOv=1)

29

SiO v=1 line.

The cause of the atypical line ratios in these sources is unknown, but we suggest
it is more likely related to maser pumping than abundances because of the variable
nature. Monitoring campaigns as well as modeling which incorporates many SiO
isotopologue transitions are likely required to trace the origin of this behavior.
Even the more typical behaviors of the 43 GHz masers probed by BAaDE are
not well explained by maser pumping models when considering

29

SiO and

30

SiO

transitions, and basic line ratios between the isotopologue species do not match with
expectations of maser pumping models. However, when examining just the behavior
of the

28

SiO masers, modeling matches the BAaDE data much more closely. SiO

v=1 and v=2 masers have very similar flux densities and SiO v=3 line is about 6
times dimmer. When the three lines are detected together, the average

F (SiOv=2)
F (SiOv=1)

value is lower than when the SiO v=3 is not present, all of which matches pumping
modeling.
Within the BAaDE sample, there are no significant correlations between SiO
maser line ratios and MSX and 2MASS derived colors. This is unexpected, and it is
likely that this result exposes that the IR-SiO-maser relation is actually very weak
and requires significantly di↵ering CSE conditions—which the BAaDE sample does
not supply—to emerge.
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7.2
7.2.1

Future work
Color correlations

These results raise several questions, perhaps foremost: Why are there no significant
IR color SiO line-ratio correlations in such a large sample of simultaneously observed
maser lines? Our proposed explanation, that the CSE conditions of sources in the
BAaDE sample are too similar, can be tested via SiO observations of sources that
are selected to have IR colors that di↵er from those of the main BAaDE survey.
Observations of ⇠400 sources from MSX region ii (as defined by Sjouwerman et al.
(2009), containing bluer sources than BAaDE) and 200 from region iiib (containing
redder sources than BAaDE) have already been completed, and will allow us to probe
whether greater CSE diversity will reveal line-ratio color relations. Analysis of the
detection rates and line ratios of the masers in these IR-color regions is forthcoming,
and is predicted to show that color selection from region iiia was well justified for
the BAaDE survey and that IR color is correlated to line ratios when a wide color
range encompassing CSEs with a range of properties is considered.

7.2.2

Distances

Many of the results presented in this dissertation could be strengthened by reliable
distance estimates for a statistically significant portion of the BAaDE sources. For
example, distance estimates would allow for the construction of an SiO luminosity
function—which would improve our understanding of the survey completeness and
how far into the Galactic bulge BAaDE probes. Additionally, distance estimates for
sources with IR colors indicative of C-rich AGB sources could reveal which of these
sources is truly in the Galactic bulge. Several paths are currently being explored to
address this.
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One method is to construct spectral energy distributions (SEDs) for the BAaDE
sources using the extensive IR database that has been collected for the BAaDE
sources. By comparing individual SEDs to reddening-free template SEDs, one can
derive the amount of reddening that an individual source is experiencing and thereby
obtain an estimate of the distance to that source. This method relies only on the
IR data collected for the BAaDE sources (not the maser data) and so we cannot
depend on contaminants (like YSOs and C-rich AGB stars which have significantly
di↵erent IR SEDs than O-rich AGB source) being mostly thrown out because they
do not show maser emission. Instead contaminants can be actively deselected using
the color cuts presented in Chapter 4 when constructing template SEDs and when
choosing which sources can be reliably compared to the templates. This highlights
the importance of the work presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
Another path to distance estimates is through the Gaia matches. Obtaining distances to local (< 2 kpc from the Sun) Gaia sources had proven e↵ective (QuirogaNuñez et al., 2020) and several results regarding the masers within this sample have
been used in this dissertation. Preliminary results regarding the SiO luminosity
function, colors, and IR-magnitude maser-flux-density relationship of the local Gaia
sources have informed the analysis in Chapters 3 and 6 and will appear in QuirogaNuñez et al. (2021 in preparation). By obtaining distance estimates for Gaia sources
outside of the local sample, using both parallax measurements (with large uncertainties) and the known absolute-magnitude distribution of AGB sources, Quiroga-Nuñez
(2021, in preparation) is expanding the number of BAaDE-Gaia sources with distance
estimates.
As Gaia and IR photometry cannot penetrate into the regions closest to the plane
and bulge, the best way to derive distances to BAaDE sources would be through SiO
maser measurements. This is possible using VLBI techniques and parallax measurements. We intend to use the VLBA to observe sufficiently bright masers, obtain
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parallax measurements, and derive distances to a sample of BAaDE sources. The
main obstacle in this method is the lack of calibrators that appear point-like to the
VLBA in Q-band. Unlike with the BAaDE survey we cannot rely on self-calibration
in this case as absolute position information must be derived. We are exploring the
possibility of using bright BAaDE-identified SiO masers as VLBA phase calibrators,
but as these sources are not background quasars with positions tied to a reference
frame, the proper motion of these sources needs to be taken into account before any
phase-referencing can be carried out. Additionally, Q-band calibrator searches are
being carried out currently (Y. Pihlström private communication).

7.2.3

Linking SiO maser properties and physical CSE properties

Comparing SiO line ratios and mass-loss rates is a more direct way (than comparing
masers and IR radiation) of tying SiO observables to physical CSE conditions. Massloss rates derived from CO molecular emission are likely more accurate than those
derived from other molecular observations such as those of OH masers, because the
CO molecule is stable against photodissociation making it a good tracer of the overall
gas content (Höfner & Olofsson, 2018). With new, detailed CO observations from
the ALMA archive (Decin et al., 2020; Ramstedt et al., 2020) comparison between
the SiO maser properties and CO-derived mass-loss rates will be possible in about a
dozen sources. If SiO observables can be firmly tied to mass-loss properties then we
open a huge window on probing the mass-loss of AGB stars throughout the Galaxy.
Chapter 6 has shown that currently published pumping models do not produce
the SiO line ratios derived from the BAaDE survey. Pumping models are necessary
in order to tie maser properties to the physical conditions in CSEs. These models can
be based on existing radiative transfer models (MOLPOP, RADEX), and will help to
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link stellar properties like density, molecular abundances, and radiation environment
to observable signals from thermal and maser transitions. A natural next step in
modeling is to incorporate all seven BAaDE transitions into a single model.
More than thirty J=1 0 isotopologue transitions have rest frequencies lower than
is probed by the BAaDE spectral set up but still within the VLA Q-band receiver frequency range. Several predictions about which isotopologue transitions in this range
should show maser emission have been made by the Gonzalez-Alfonso & Cernicharo
(1997) pumping model. Observations of these transitions probe which specific overlaps between SiO species are important in enhancing or quenching maser lines. These
transitions are also important to observe in sources that show 43 GHz isotopologuedominated spectra so that the extent of the isotopologue emission in these sources
is understood. We would like to know: Are the isotopologue lines also brighter at
v=2 and above? We have obtained data from 40-43.5 GHz (using the 3-bit system
for the VLA) for more than 200 BAaDE sources including four sources that were
isotopologue-dominated at the time of their BAaDE observations in order to obtain
a rich variety of ⇠35 simultaneously observed SiO transitions, so that comparisons
to pumping models are not limited to the BAaDE spectral range.
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Appendix A
Continuum fields
This appendix contains the full list of VLA BAaDE sources where the average of
the vector averaged spectrum exceeded 12 times the RMS value of the spectrum
weighted over all channels. Sources with continuum above 20 mJy beam

1

also

appear in Chapter 2 and are listed with their potential cross-matches here as well.
R.A.

Dec.

BAaDE field

(J2000)

Flux Dens.
(mJy b

SNR

1)

01:47:38.568

+60:41:56.04

ad3a-18171

10.6

43.6

17:29:45.192

33:50:31.20

ad3a-00385

29.6

97.1

17:30:30.048

30:49:37.20

ad3a-01513

10.9

30.6

17:35:48.096

27:43:19.92

ad3a-04762

7.5

26.1

17:37:10.296

31:11:06.36

ad3a-01353

4.8

13.9

17:39:16.248

31:09:25.92

ad3a-01361

7.0

20.9

17:39:18.264

28:15:07.20

ad3a-04295

3.6

15.9

17:43:01.992

30:04:00.48

ad3a-01952

5.8

22.4

17:48:13.992

28:00:54.00

ad3a-04525

31.1

77.6

17:54:10.032

25:44:08.16

ad3a-05675

5.0

19.8

17:56:21.336

21:57:22.32

ad3a-07335

3.7

18.5

17:57:38.184

21:39:35.64

ad3a-07449

3.1

15.2
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17:58:21.936

28:14:53.88

ad3a-04299

17.0

55.0

18:02:23.688

23:28:33.60

ae3a-00146

4.6

14.7

18:06:01.176

28:17:04.92

ad3a-04265

16.4

55.1

18:07:19.176

21:52:38.64

ad3a-07372

4.8

22.3

18:08:51.264

20:05:56.76

ad3a-07916

4.3

25.4

18:08:52.728

19:18:23.76

ad3a-08122

3.4

15.6

18:09:19.824

20:16:44.40

ad3a-07864

6.5

37.4

18:10:17.928

20:45:43.92

ad3a-07749

3.7

18.7

18:14:49.944

17:32:46.68

ad3a-08603

13.4

41.5

18:15:59.952

16:38:47.04

ce3a-00128

5.1

24.6

18:16:42.480

17:10:22.08

ae3a-00189

6.6

24.0

18:18:50.472

13:48:54.36

ad3a-09575

4.1

12.9

18:23:35.016

12:49:51.24

ce3a-00139

3.1

19.3

18:24:11.760

12:12:51.48

ad3a-09999

5.6

32.8

18:24:12.912

12:27:37.80

ad3a-09933

26.5

148.7

(YSO?)

18:25:31.464

12:41:24.72

ad3a-09882

97.7

562.0

RY Sct

18:27:39.504

03:49:52.32

ad3a-12833

38.3

154.8

NZ Ser

18:29:25.752

06:04:37.56

ad3a-12165

5.3

30.5

18:30:44.592

10:07:58.08

ad3a-10826

3.1

16.6

18:32:08.976

09:39:07.20

ad3a-10995

84.3

298.0

18:32:42.168

09:04:42.96

ad3a-11142

3.6

20.9

18:33:32.976

08:39:20.88

ad3a-11222

3.0

14.9

18:34:08.568

09:26:06.36

ad3a-11057

5.9

29.7

18:34:21.024

05:59:42.00

ad3a-12189

4.4

21.2

18:35:33.888

06:32:20.04

ad3a-12016

4.3

21.8

18:37:30.624

06:14:13.20

ad3a-12129

4.6

23.8

18:38:15.528

06:45:47.52

ad3a-11906

3.1

14.7

18:38:30.072

06:44:29.40

ad3a-11920

8.7

42.5

18:39:32.304

05:44:20.04

ad3a-12256

88.0

295.7

18:40:24.168

08:43:46.56

ad3a-11213

16.1

72.4
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18:42:06.360

04:22:20.28

ad3a-12624

6.2

30.9

18:42:29.208

00:21:45.00

ad3a-13774

5.2

20.9

18:42:49.704

04:09:47.16

ad3a-12705

7.0

32.5

18:43:03.216

03:41:44.52

ad3a-12900

10.8

56.8

18:43:12.192

04:45:22.32

ad3a-12507

41.2

170.5

18:43:14.544

03:59:06.00

ad3a-12771

12.2

54.8

18:45:58.560

02:37:06.96

ad3a-13290

26.8

126.3

18:46:21.528

02:21:33.84

ad3a-13334

9.7

39.9

18:46:40.464

02:38:11.76

ad3a-13288

4.2

21.0

18:47:24.552

01:56:08.88

ad3a-13438

8.5

39.3

18:47:29.592

02:03:22.68

ad3a-13404

10.8

46.4

18:47:31.320

02:00:50.40

ad3a-13412

2.9

12.6

18:47:40.080

02:18:36.36

ad3a-13350

31.0

129.1

18:48:53.040

00:49:01.92

ad3a-13655

5.1

21.9

18:49:37.032

00:46:47.64

ad3a-13662

4.6

20.1

18:50:29.424

00:02:39.12

ad3a-13896

25.5

125.4

18:52:07.992

+00:08:17.88

ad3a-13978

4.7

23.6

18:52:17.592

+00:59:44.88

ad3a-14225

17.6

86.0

19:04:42.792

+05:46:44.76

ad3a-14886

3.6

16.4

19:21:33.984

+14:52:57.00

ad3a-15908

8.3

16.2

19:39:34.776

+23:59:50.64

ad3a-16586

5.3

24.0

19:39:43.296

+26:29:32.28

ad3a-16724

8.7

23.2

19:41:56.952

+16:44:36.24

ad3a-16069

24.9

100.0

19:46:07.560

+22:31:12.36

ad3a-16494

23.0

48.9

19:59:35.736

+28:38:30.84

ad3a-16836

5.5

27.7

20:16:26.448

+37:06:06.48

ad3a-17256

36.6

100.2

20:17:47.256

+38:01:58.44

ce3a-00224

11.4

23.3

20:23:03.480

+39:29:50.28

ad3a-17373

5.7

26.7

20:23:55.176

+37:38:10.32

ad3a-17285

6.6

18.4

20:32:45.576

+40:39:36.00

ad3a-17438

271.5

771.1
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20:36:43.680

+40:21:07.20

ad3a-17419

80.8

241.6

21:53:27.408

+52:59:57.48

ad3a-17897

3.6

16.6

Table A.1: Fields with 43 GHz continuum sources ( >

WR147

35 ). Tentative line de-

tections are listed between square brackets and possible associations are listed with
common names or stellar type (in parentheses) for fields with continuum emission
over 20 mJy beam 1 .
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Appendix B
Literature references for
previously detected masers
In this appendix we list the references that were collected in order to estimate that
roughly 4,000 SiO maser sources had been reported before the BAaDE survey.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Bibcode
1989MNRAS.236..363A
1990A+A...231..431A
1990ApJS...74..911B
1990A+A...230..339D
1990A+AS...85..875H
1990MNRAS.243..480H
1990MNRAS.247..549H
1990A+A...233..477L
1991A+A...250..431L
1993A+A...280..551N
1993PASJ...45..179N
1994A+AS..103..107H
1994ApJ...437..419I
1995ApJ...453..837I
1995ApJS...98..271I
1995A+A...303..833S
1996A+AS..115..117C
1996ApJS..106..463J
1997ApJ...478..206S
1998A&AS..132..211H
1998ApJ...494L..89I
1998A+AS..127..185N
1999PASJ...51..355D
1999ApJS..125..257I
1999PASJ...51...95J
2000ApJS..128..571D

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Bibcode
2000ApJS..130..351D
2001PASJ...53..305D
2001PASJ...53..293D
2001A+A...376..112I
2001PASJ...53..501M
2002PASJ...54..719D
2002PASJ...54L..19I
2002A+A...393..115M
2002A+A...391..967S
2003PASJ...55..203N
2003PASJ...55..229N
2004PASJ...56..261D
2004PASJ...56..765D
2005PASJ...57..933D
2005PASJ...57L...1M
2006PASJ...58..529F
2007PASJ...59..559D
2007ApJ...664.1130D
2010ApJ...719..126C
2010PASJ...62..391D
2010PASJ...62..525D
2010ApJS..188..209K
2010ApJ...720L..56L
2012PASJ...64....4D
2013csir.data....1I
2014ApJS..211...15Y
2018MNRAS.473.3325W

Table B.1: References used to determine that there are roughly 4,000 SiO maser
sources that were known before BAaDE. We also used the maserdb resource which
lists its own references at maserdb.net
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Appendix C
Follow-up spectra
This appendix contains all 51 of the follow-up 2020 VLA spectra that are discussed
in Chapter 5. Sources are labeled by BAaDE name. The seven sources chosen by
their BAaDE spectra (Table 5.1) are displayed in Fig. C.1 and the 44 sources chosen
by their color (Table 5.3.2) are in Fig. C.2. Each spectrum consists of two panels,
one centered near 42.5 GHz (top panel) and the other centered near 46 GHz (bottom
panel). No channel averaging is applied.
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Figure C.1: All single-line-selected follow-up spectra (Table 5.1). Frequencies
(horizontal-axes) are in MHz and flux densities (vertical-axes) are in Jy/beam.
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Figure C.2: All color-selected follow-up spectra (Table 5.3.2).
Frequencies
(horizontal-axes) are in MHz and flux densities (vertical-axes) are in Jy/beam.
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Figure C.2: cont.
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Figure C.2: cont.
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Figure C.2: cont.
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Figure C.2: cont.
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Appendix D
Important preliminary results from
the BAaDE-Gaia local sample

The local BAaDE-Gaia sample has been characterized in terms of bolometric luminosities, periods, and the distribution of these sources (Quiroga-Nuñez et al., 2020),
but not yet in terms of the BAaDE-detected masers. We present here three preliminary results from the BAaDE-Gaia local sample, one that characterizes the local
sample and helps in interpreting some of our nondetections among O-rich AGB
sources and two that take advantage of the available distance measurements. These
results will appear in Quiroga-Nuñez et al. (2021, in preparation).
Firstly, we show how the IR colors of the local sample compare to those of the
entire BAaDE survey (Fig. D.1). This demonstrates that a) the local sample is
not representative of the entire sample in terms of color, but rather is a sample of
the bluest objects in the survey, likely because they have optical counter-parts and
thin-shells, and b) that the nondetections in KA-blue objects can be explained as
belonging to a population of sources with CSEs that are too thin to harbor SiO
maser emission.
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Figure D.1: A reproduction of Fig. 4.4 with the sources from the local BAaDE-Gaia
sample marked as yellow stars. This shows the atypically blue color of the local
sample.

Next we show the SiO v=1 luminosities of the local sample (Fig. D.2), as this
result was used to approximate the SiO v=1 luminosity function in Chapter 3. In
that Chapter we note that these luminosities are likely low as compared to the entire
BAaDE sample.
Finally, we show the correlations between MSX [A]-magnitude and SiO v=1 maser
luminosity in the local sample. Such relationships have been reported in the past
(Bujarrabal et al., 1987). The correlation between [A] and maser luminosity has been
used to argue that radiative pumping is important in the production of SiO masers
(Bujarrabal et al., 1987).
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Figure D.2: J=1 0 SiO v=1 maser luminosity function derived from the peak flux
densities of the v=1 line in a single channel from the BAaDE survey and source
distances as derived from inverting Gaia parallax measurements.

Figure D.3: SiO luminosities and IR absolute magnitudes of the BAaDE-Gaia local
sample.
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